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A Note
From the
Editors

Submission
Guidelines
A wide range of articles will be considered for inclusion in II:RP
given the multi‑disciplinary nature of the International
Investigative Interviewing Research Group (iIIRG), the
worldwide circulation of this journal, and its practitioner focus.

They say that time flies when you’re having fun – the same

I would love to hear any suggestions you have for improving

applies when you’re editing a journal!

II:RP – I am just a quick email away! journal.editor@iiirg.org

While it is difficult for me to believe, my tenure as Lead

Kirk Luther

Editor for II:RP is quickly coming to an end. I would like to

Lead Editor

thank my Deputy Editors, Chris Lively and Wayne Thomas,

journal.editor@iiirg.org

Articles may include individual research papers in

If you are an academic, it is expected that, prior to

for their incredible help and contributions in advancing

relation to the following specialist areas:

submission, your article will be formatted to the

II:RP. I am so proud of what we have accomplished,

standards of the Publication Manual of the American

including making the journal open access and adding several

Psychological Association (APA). If you are not an

new features to the journal.

•

Investigative interviewing of
suspects, witnesses, or victims

academic, there is no requirement for your work to

•

Expert advice to interviewers

•

Interview training and policy

however, you must reference your article (where

•

Interview decision-making processes

appropriate) and the Editorial team will format it

•

False confessions

•

Detecting deception

•

Forensic linguistics

The list of topic areas is purely indicative and should
not be seen as exhaustive. The Lead Editor will also
accept other papers including case studies, reviews
of previous bodies of literature, reviews of
conference or other specialist events, opinion
papers, topical commentaries, and book reviews. All
articles, regardless of topic, should have either
historic or contemporary relevance to investigative

conform to the format standards of the APA,

In this issue, we have included some exciting new features
such as: (i) the Early Career Research Spotlight, highlighting
the incredible work being done by ECRs; (ii) a Case Review,

prior to publication (should it be required).

showcasing the amazing work being done by practitioners;
and (iii) Allies, illustrating inspiring collaborations between

The Lead Editor retains the discretion to accept or

academics and practitioners. We hope you enjoy the new

decline any submitted article and to make minor

additions to the journal. Please do reach out to us if you’d

amendments to all work submitted prior to

like to contribute an original article/empirical study, or to

publication. Any major changes will be made in

write for one of our new features.

consultation with the author(s).

II:RP has been an important part of my academic career and

Please make sure that all acronyms are clearly

I am honoured to have played a small part in shaping its

deﬁned in brackets the ﬁrst time they are used. All

future. Thank you for trusting the journal to our team. I look

articles must be submitted online via

forward to seeing what’s next in store for II:RP!

www.iiirg.org/journal/

interviewing. All submissions must adhere to

As a reminder, the articles published in II:RP are licenced

internationally recognised ethical guidelines. If you

under the Creative Commons Attribution‑

are unsure whether your article is suitable, please

NonCommercial‑ShareAlike 4.0 licence. This licencing means

contact the Editor directly at journal.editor@iiirg.org

that you can republish our content online or in print for
free, as long as you credit and link to II:RP, and don’t edit or
sell the material.
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Editorial

I am thrilled that the newest issue of II:RP is available for
our readers in time for the upcoming 2022 iIIRG
Conference. Given the challenges brought on by the COVID19 pandemic, there is no doubt that many iIIRG members
are grateful to be able to travel to Winchester University
and return to a face-to-face conference for the first time in
two years; as the saying goes, ‘it has been a long time
coming.’ For others who are unable to join in person, I trust
that the opportunity to attend the conference remotely is
also a welcomed option. Regardless of how our members
choose to attend the conference, I am confident that this
year’s event will be a great success. Indeed, as evident by
the conference schedule, there is no shortage of important
symposiums, practitioner case studies, and oral
presentations that will be discussing fundamental and
crucial topics within the field of investigative interviewing.
Conference attendees (whether it be online or in person)
will surely be asking lots of questions and engaged in
conversations with presenters and other attendees about
the value of the work being showcased this year. Perhaps
even more importantly, discussions and debate will (and
should) be held about how we can all collectively support
and put the scientific research shared at the conference into
practice.

This edition contains a case study from Toronto, Canada. On
April 23, 2018, in Toronto, a white van driven by Alek
Minassian ploughed through crowds of people leaving many
dead and injured.
The response to this horrific incident came at a time when
police resources were already stretched thin by the G7
conference and the requirement to police a sporting event.
Brave action by Police Constable Kenny Lam resulted in a
rare situation, the live arrest and detention of someone
responsible for a mass casualty attack.
The subsequent interview with Minassian raises some
important discussion points. Canada has a rather unique
way of approaching the role of legal counsel in the interview
process and the right to silence is not absolute. However,
this is balanced by strict rules against coercive interview

Wayne Thomas
Deputy Journal Editor (Practitioner)

methods. There is also the issue of Minassian’s mental
state. Inspired by Incel ideology, radicalised online and with
existing autism spectrum disorders, there was the need to
establish Minassian’s competence for interview.
The detailed account of a mass casualty murder
investigation provided by Detective Robert Thomas provides

In addition to discussing the talks and presentations at the
conference, my hope is that conference attendees will also
find time in Winchester to read and discuss the articles
contained within this issue of II:RP. Just like the high caliber
of work being presented at the 2022 iIIRG Conference, the
articles contained in this issue also highlight and share
valuable insights gained through case studies, research, and
practice of investigative interviewing. As you’ll see, there is
a lot of great content to read among these pages.

an insight into the Canadian legal system, and the
requirement to balance many factors in a suspect interview
when faced with a highly complex case. These factors
include the need to ensure compliance with a suspect’s
legal rights, the use of science-based interviewing practices,
and the need to consider the psychology of the suspect.
Finally, I can’t believe that it has been 3 years already?

I am very proud to introduce a new section within II:RP –
the Early Career Researcher Spotlight. One of our goals
during the rebranding of II:RP was to increase engagement
with early career researchers so that they can showcase
their work to academics and practitioners at an
international level. These articles are authored by new and
emerging scholars (often graduate students or newly
minted PhDs) from all over the world, and I am personally
very pleased to be able to shine a spotlight on their
meaningful contributions to the investigative interviewing
field.

However, while I’ve come to the end of my tenure as one of
the Deputy Editors for II:RP this is not goodbye. I look
forward to meeting many of you at iIIRG events in the
future and I am always at the end of an email. I hope during
my time with II:RP I have managed to advance researchbased practice in some small way by building on the iIIRG’s
past success in bringing academic work to the attention of
those carrying out the important work of keeping us all safe.
Thanks to Kirk and Chris for being great teammates and a
joy to work with.

Lastly, I consider myself privileged to have been part of the
II:RP Editorial team. It has been a sincere pleasure working
with Kirk and Wayne. Thank you for trusting us with this
important job and I look forward to seeing what is next in
store for the journal!

All of you take care of yourselves out there and let’s stay in
touch.
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Christopher J. Lively
Deputy Journal Editor (Early Career Researcher)
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ABSTRACT

The Influence of Interviewer
Behaviour on Perceptions of
Complainant Credibility

Perceptions of complainant credibility and beliefs

supportive condition rated the complainant as more

regarding the veracity of their account – as

credible and the suspect more likely to be guilty as

generated within an investigative interview – can

compared to participants in the unsupportive

strongly influence subsequent investigative and legal

condition. Additionally, female participants provided

decision making. While past research has focused on

higher ratings of complainant credibility and suspect

complainant-related factors, relatively little

guilt than male participants across both conditions.

empirical attention has been paid to the potential

These findings suggest that interviewer behaviour

influence of interviewer behaviour on external

may influence perceptions of complainant

perceptions. In the current study, participants (N =

credibility independent of the content and structure

276) viewed a mock complainant interview in which

of the complainant’s account. The potential impact

the interviewer displayed either supportive or

of the findings on the perceptions and behaviour of

unsupportive behaviour while the complainant’s

actors within the criminal justice system (e.g., jurors,

responses remained constant. Participants then

lawyers, judges) are also discussed.

responded to a series of questions regarding their

Quintan Crough1, Mark D. Snow1, Christina Connors1,
Davut Akca2, Joseph Eastwood1
1

Ontario Tech University, Canada
Lakehead University, Canada

2

Correspondence concerning this submission should be
addressed to Quintan Crough, Ontario Tech University,
11 Simcoe St N, Oshawa, ON L1G 4R7;
e-mail: quintan.crough@ontariotechu.net
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perception of the complainant and perceived guilt of

Keywords: investigative interview, credibility,

the accused. Results showed that participants in the

supportive, unsupportive, verdict
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The Influence of Interviewer Behaviour
on Perceptions of Complainant Credibility
INTRODUCTION
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Despite recommendations for the use of supportive

enforcement officers has also shown that officers

and relationship-building interviewing approaches,

are often viewed by laypeople as more reliable,

research analyzing real-world interviews suggests

intelligent, and authoritative than both members of

that police interviewers employ such techniques

other professions and regular citizens (Johnson,

rarely (see Schreiber Compo et al., 2012). Anecdotal

2001).

The investigation of interpersonal crimes, and those

than their less nervous and emotionally congruent

cases from the US and Canada have also shown

involving a sexual element in particular, present a

counterparts (Kaufmann et al., 2003; Klippenstine &

examples of interviewing officers expressing

Applied social psychological research has shown

number of unique challenges for the criminal justice

Schuller, 2012; Vrij, 1998, 2000). A delay in reporting

outright disbelief and placing blame on the

that – particularly within difficult and consequential

system. Typically, these crimes occur in private and

the offense, failure to recall specific details, or

complainant, questioning their memory and actions

decision contexts – people tend to be influenced by

individuals may not come forward to report

statement inconsistencies all also tend to diminish

during the assault, and suggesting that the event

perceived sources of authority (Cialdini et al., 2006;

immediately – making it difficult to gather evidence

perceptions of interviewee credibility (Alderden &

was consensual (Campbell & Raja, 2005; Doolittle,

Orji et al., 2015). For example, in the now infamous

to corroborate or disprove the allegation (Ellison,

Ullman, 2012; Beichner & Spohn, 2012).

2017; Maier, 2008; Sterritt & Proctor, 2019). The

Milgram obedience studies, many participants were

2005). Furthermore, physical evidence (e.g., DNA,

Characteristics inherent to the account can be

impact of such interviewer behaviour on external

willing to provide supposedly-lethal electrical shock

fingerprints, documented physical injuries) does not

detrimental in this respect as well, including the

perceptions has been shown to occur indirectly –

to strangers in another room simply because the

speak to issues such as consent or precipitating

involvement of alcohol or a familiarity between the

by, for example, changing the likelihood that the

request came from a person of authority (Milgram,

events leading up to the crime (Johnson et al., 2012).

interviewee and the accused (Beichner & Spohn,

complainant will exhibit the aforementioned

1965); a finding that was conceptually replicated

From an investigative standpoint, the effective

2012; Spohn et al., 2014). While much credibility

behaviours linked with lowered perceptions of

more recently (Burger, 2009). People also tend to be

interviewing of complainants1 is therefore vital to

research has focused on the impact of the

believability (e.g., nervousness, inconsistent

more influenced when reminded of the

the successful resolution of reported interpersonal

information provider’s (i.e., the interviewee)

emotionality; see Klippenstine & Schuller, 2012) or

qualifications and status of the one making the

crimes, as in many cases their account is the only

behaviour, less focus has been placed on the

altering the amount and quality of information that a

request (e.g., diplomas and certifications; see

source that can inform the allegation (Westera et al.,

potential impact of the behaviour of the information

complainant is willing to provide (see Vallano &

Cialdini, 2001). As the person of authority in the

2016). Perceptions of the complainant’s credibility

elicitor (i.e., the interviewer). We aim to address this

Schreiber Compo, 2011). What has received less

interview context, therefore, the way in which the

and the veracity of their account during the initial

knowledge gap in the present study.

empirical attention, however, is the direct impact of

interviewer treats the complainant and their

interviewer behaviour independent of any changes

account has the potential to influence anyone who

in the complainant’s behaviour or account. While it

subsequently must make judgments about the

appears that no study has addressed this issue

veracity of the account. Considering that

directly, research from within the applied social

complainant credibility is an important predictor of

psychology literature (e.g., Cialdini et al., 2006; Orji

case advancement (Campbell et al., 2015), if

et al., 2015) would suggest that the way in which the

interviewer behaviour influences external

interviewer treats a complainant could have a

perceptions (e.g., other investigators, prosecutors,

substantial impact on external observers’

jurors) in this regard, this could impact the overall

subsequent perceptions of the complainant’s

judicial process.

police interview in turn can strongly impact
subsequent investigative and legal decision making

One aspect of effective interviewing that is

(e.g., officers deciding whether to proceed with the

highlighted consistently by evidence-based

investigation, lawyers deciding whether to lay

interviewing protocols is the importance of the

charges, judges and jurors deciding on the guilt of

social interaction, and specifically the way the

the accused; see Campbell et al., 2015)2. The purpose

interviewer treats the interviewee throughout the

of the current study was to measure the impact of

questioning process (Fisher & Geiselman, 1992;

one under-studied factor related to external

Milne & Bull, 1999). Interviewers are encouraged to

observers’ perceptions of complainant credibility:

establish a positive working relationship with the

the behaviour exhibited by the interviewer

interviewee through expressing empathy regarding

throughout the course of the interview.

their unique situation, meeting their practical needs,

credibility.
THE CURRENT STUDY

and engaging in mutual self-disclosure (see Snook et

While the complainant is the one that provides the

Extant interview-related credibility research has

al., 2014). These supportive and rapport-building

information regarding the alleged event during the

focused primarily on the effects of specific

behaviours help create an atmosphere in which the

interview, it is the interviewer who arguably serves

interviewee behaviors. For example, accounts

interviewee will feel safe, listened to, and not judged

as the figure of authority within the interviewing

provided by interviewees who display a high degree

regardless of the event under discussion; in turn,

context. Interviewers possess both the power

of emotionality or nervousness, or emotions

interviewees will hopefully feel comfortable

inherent to their position as a law enforcement

considered neutral or inconsistent with a reported

discussing the details of even very distressing and

officer and contextually relevant expertise given

offense, tend to receive lower credibility ratings

emotional events (Westera et al., 2011, 2016).

their experience in the role, and throughout the

1

interview process they largely control the flow of

While we use the terms “complainant” and “interviewee” largely interchangeability, we attempted to use “complainant” when referring to specific instances where an

individual was alleging that a crime occurred against them that is currently unproven (as is the case in our mock interview scenario) and the broader term

the interview and determine how it proceeds (e.g.,

“interviewee” when referring to more general interviewing contexts. We used “interviewee” for our dependent variable questions as we felt this term would be more

which questions to ask, when to end the interview).

familiar to our participants.
2

General research on the perception of law

Many jurisdictions do not allow the videotape of the interview to be played in court and instead require the complainant to be present to re-tell their account and

face cross-examination. There are, however, some jurisdictions that do (e.g., England, New Zealand) and in others it may be allowable under special circumstances
(e.g., the complainant is a minor).

11

12

In the current study, we examined the influence of
interviewer behaviour (Supportive vs. Unsupportive)
on external perceptions of complainant credibility.
Participants watched a mock investigative interview
in which the interviewer either displayed supportive
behaviour (e.g., expressed empathy, kept an open
mind) or unsupportive behaviour (e.g., questioned
the complainant’s memory, suggested event was
consensual) while the complainant’s account
remained identical. Participants then provided
ratings of the interviewee’s credibility and suspect’s
likelihood of guilt. Previous investigative
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interviewing research examining interviewee

first year, 95 (34%) in second, 105 (38%) in third, and

and subsequent video-editing. During the interview,

poor interviewing practices (e.g., questioning the

credibility (e.g., Alderden & Ullman, 2012; Beichner &

31 (11%) in fourth or more.

the complainant alleged that she was sexually

victim’s truthfulness, suggesting the event was

assaulted at a party by an individual named Alex. The

consensual; Doolittle, 2017; Sterritt & Proctor, 2019).

Spohn, 2012) and findings from social psychology
literature (e.g., Cialdini et al., 2006; Orji et al., 2015)

Materials. This study was conducted online through

details of the account and follow-up responses were

For the preamble in the Unsupportive condition, the

allowed us to make the following tentative

the Qualtrics software system. Materials used in the

created to match recent real-world examples

interviewer took a very formal approach, did not

hypotheses:

current study included a) consent form and

(Doolittle, 2017; Sterritt & Proctor, 2019) and contain

inquire about the complainant’s basic needs, and

demographic questions, b) instructions, c) video of a

factors that may impact perceptions of credibility

emphasized the consequences of not being truthful

1) Participants will rate interviewers demonstrating

mock investigative interview, d) attention check, and

(e.g., alcohol was involved, delay in reporting,

(e.g., “I do want to mention at the beginning that it is

supportive behaviours more positively than

e) measures of complainant credibility.

inability to remember certain details). Inclusion of

very important that you tell me the truth about what

this information also allowed for the differing

happened, and only the truth, as it is actually a

responses from the interviewer as outlined below.

criminal offense to lie to the police or cause them to

interviewers demonstrating unsupportive
behaviours.

Consent and Demographics. Participants first

2) Participants will rate the complainant as more

received a consent form outlining the purpose and

credible when a supportive questioning approach is

procedure of the study. After providing consent,

The language of the interviewer’s preamble, follow-

follow-up phase, the responses and questions from

used compared to when an unsupportive approach

participants received some demographic questions,

up question set-up, and closing statement differed

the interviewer were skeptical and confrontational

is used.

including self-reported age, gender, ethnicity, and

across conditions. We derived the content and

(e.g., “… if I’m going to be able to move ahead with

3) Participants will rate the suspect as more guilty

year of study.

structure of the Supportive condition from

this and be able to take your account seriously from

research-based interviewing best practices outlined

an investigative standpoint, I’m going to need you to

in models such as the PEACE model (Milne & Bull,

provide some more of those specific details…Did he

when the complainant is questioned with a

enter into an investigation unlawfully”). During the

supportive approach compared to when an

Instructions. The instructions provided basic

unsupportive approach is used.

information regarding the video stimuli that

1999; Snook et al., 2010). In the Supportive condition,

participants would be asked to watch on the next

threaten you or say anything at all during the time

during the preamble the interviewer established

page and instructed participants to ensure their

you were together in the bedroom?”). During the

preferred names, asked about the complainant’s

computer was functioning properly (e.g., volume and

closing phase, the interviewer continued to be

basic needs (e.g., hunger, thirst, bathroom breaks)

video were working), their environment was free of

abrupt while actively questioning the veracity of the

and provided an overview of the process that was

distractions prior to starting the video, and to only

account (e.g., “Well again Catherine I can appreciate

characterized by various displays of empathy (e.g.,

watch the video a single time without stopping.

that you’ve come in and talked to me about this

“My job isn’t to make judgments about what you did

event, but there are still some issues here that are

or should have done or anything like that, but just to

making it difficult for me to be fully on board with

listen and provide you an opportunity to tell me

your account of the events”).

METHOD
Participants. A total sample of N = 350
undergraduate students from Ontario Tech
University accessed the study through an online
research platform (i.e., SONA) that allows students
to participate in research to receive extra-credit in
introductory psychology courses. We excluded 74
participants due to incomplete responses,
“speeding” (i.e., completing the survey in less time
than the length of the stimuli video), or failing the
attention check; a subsequent analysis indicated
that no meaningful differences existed across
demographic characteristics between participants
that were removed and those that were retained.
The final sample used in the present research was
composed of n = 276 students. Of the 276
participants, 110 self-identified as male and 166 as
female. The sample included a broad range of
ethnicities: 34% (n = 94) self-identified as South
Asian, 30% (n = 84) as White/Caucasian, 10% (n = 28)
as Arab, 9% (n = 25) as Asian, and the remainder of
the sample (16%, n = 45) were comprised of multiple
other ethnic backgrounds. Participants ranged in
age from 18 to 52 (Mage = 21.4), with the majority
(63%, n = 176) falling between 19-21 years of age. In
terms of year of study, 45 (16%) participants were in

Investigative Interview. After reading through the
instructions, participants were then randomly

what happened”; see Snook et al., 2010). During the

assigned to watch one of two mock investigative
interview videos: Supportive ( n = 140) or
Unsupportive (n = 136). Each interview was
approximately eight minutes long (see Appendix for
links to videos). Each video contained a mock sexual
assault investigative interview with the same male

follow-up phase, the interviewer continued to

Attention Check. To ensure that participants paid

engage in supportive interviewing practices while

attention during the investigative interview video,

asking probing questions (e.g., “So while taking your

the fifth page contained a multiple-choice attention

time and only if you’re up for it, what I’d like you to

check question concerning the location of the

do is to focus on the interaction with Alex in the

alleged offense.

bedroom. Did he say anything during the time you

interviewer and female complainant. Each mock
interview consisted of (1) the interviewer’s opening
preamble, (2) the complainant’s free recall of the
event, (3) a set of three follow-up questions and
answers between the interviewer and complainant,
and (4) the interviewer’s closing statement. To
enhance realism and minimize the impact of
potential confounding variables, the faces of the
interviewer and complainant were blurred for the
duration of the interview.

were together in the bedroom?”). During the closing

Measures. The order of the next three pages was

phase the interviewer continued to display empathy

randomized and asked participants to provide

and support for the complainant and provided

responses regarding (1) the interviewer, (2) the

information regarding relevant post-interview

complainant, and (3) the overall case. Participants

resources (e.g., “…So I don’t want you to question

received 10 questions in total, each on a 7-point

yourself at all, and thank you again for coming

scale (1 = Strongly Disagree, 7 = Strongly Agree).

forward and reporting your experiences. I also have

With regards to the interviewer, participants

some victim services information that I’ll give you

indicated their level of agreement with the following

once we end the interview…”).

statements: “The interviewer treated the
interviewee in a professional manner”; “The

Across both videos the complainant’s initial account
and answers to the follow-up questions were held
constant through the use of scripts during taping

13
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We developed the content and structure of the

interviewer showed appropriate empathy toward

Unsupportive condition by both contrasting with

the interviewee”; “The interviewer asked relevant

best-practice recommendations and including

questions regarding the event”; “The interviewer

specific examples taken from real-world cases of

conducted a good interview”.
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With regards to the interviewee, participants

Psychological Association, 2020; Cumming et al.,

Complainant Credibility. Our second hypothesis

believable) were higher in the Supportive condition,

indicated their level of agreement with the following

2012). For Cohen’s d values, we used the following

that supportive interviewer behaviours would lead

and none of the CIs overlapped between conditions.

statements: “The interviewee was being honest”;

categories of interpretation: .20 small, .50 moderate,

to increased perceptions of complainant credibility

The effect sizes for the differences between

“The interviewee's recall of the event was detailed”;

and >.80 large; Cohen, 1988). We also provided CIs

relative to unsupportive interviewer behaviours was

conditions for honest (d = 0.60, 95% CI [.36, .84]),

“The interviewee's recall of the event was accurate”;

for each d value to provide an estimate of the

also supported. As shown in Figure 2, participant

detailed (d = 0.86, 95% CI [.62, 1.11]), accurate (d =

“The interviewee was believable”. With regards to

precision of the estimated effect. For CIs around

ratings for all dependent measures related to the

0.63, 95% CI [.39, .87]), and believable (d = 0.65, 95%

the overall case, participants were asked their level

mean values, we deemed values within the interval

complainant (i.e., honest, detailed, accurate, and

CI [.40, .89]) ranged from moderate to large.

of agreement with the following statements: “The

to be relatively plausible estimates of the true value

event occurred as reported by the interviewee”;

of the variable and values outside of the interval to

“The individual named by the interviewee (i.e., Alex)

be relatively implausible. A lack of overlap between

is guilty of sexual assault”. Each of the three pages

the CIs for a given variable therefore suggests a true

also contained an open-ended question asking

difference between conditions for that variable

participants to provide the reasoning behind their

(Cumming et al., 2012).

ratings. The ninth and final page contained a
detailed debriefing form.
Procedure. Potential participants accessed the
survey through an anonymous link and worked
through the content of the survey in the order
described above. The average study completion time
was approximately 20 minutes. Participants received
a partial credit toward their relevant psychology
course as compensation for their participation. This
study was approved by the Research Ethics Board at
Ontario Tech University.
Analytical Approach. In the current study, we relied
upon effect sizes and 95% confidence intervals (CIs)
for the analyses and interpretation of the results as

RESULTS
Perceptions of the Interviewer. Our first hypothesis
that supportive interviewer behaviours would lead
to increased positive perceptions of the interviewer
relative to unsupportive interviewer behaviours was
supported (see Figure 1). As expected, there were
large differences between conditions for ratings of

FIGURE 2. Participant Mean Ratings (and associated 95% Confidence Intervals) of the Complainant was Being Honest,

Complainant’s Recall was Detailed, Complainant’s Recall was Accurate, and Complainant was Believable for the Supportive

displaying appropriate empathy (d = 1.54, 95% CI

and Unsupportive Interview Conditions.

[1.27, 1.81]), professional treatment of interviewee (d
= 1.02, 95% CI [.77, 1.27]), asking relevant questions ( d
= 0.90, 95% CI [.65, .1.15]), and conducting a good
interview (d = 1.23, 95% CI [.97, 1.49]) in the expected
direction, and none of the CIs overlapped between
conditions for these measures.

opposed to significance testing (see American

Overall Account and Suspect Guilt. Our third

of sexual assault) were higher in the Supportive

hypothesis that supportive interviewer behaviour

condition, and no CIs overlapped between

would also impact overall evaluations of the

conditions. The effect sizes for the difference

suspect’s guilt was supported. As shown in Figure 3,

between the conditions for event occurring as

participant ratings for both dependent measures

reported (d = 0.43, 95% CI [.19, .67]) and suspect guilt

(i.e., event occurred as reported by the interviewee,

(d = 0.45, 95% CI [.21, .69]) were moderate.

the individual reported by the interviewee is guilty

FIGURE 3. Participant Mean Ratings (and associated 95% Confidence Intervals) of Perceived Likelihood the Event Occurred

FIGURE 1. Participant Mean Ratings (and associated 95% Confidence Intervals) of Interviewer Showed Appropriate Empathy,

as Described by the Complainant and that the Individual Named was Guilty of Sexual Assault for the Supportive and

Interviewer Treated the Interviewee in a Professional Manner, Interviewer Asked Relevant Questions, and the Interviewer

Unsupportive Interview Conditions.

Conducted a Good Interview for the Supportive and Unsupportive Interview Conditions.
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Gender. As a check for any basic group differences,

described by the complainant and that the person

action which creates room for fabricating or over-

professionalism, and interview quality while female

we tested along our demographics variables and did

named by the complainant was in fact guilty of

exaggerating the event.”)

participants provided higher ratings of complainant

not find meaningful differences on any dependent

sexual assault.

honesty, accuracy, and believability. In addition,

measures as a function of age, ethnicity, or year of

The interviewer’s behaviour also influenced

females were more likely to believe the event

study (i.e., all effect sizes were small). We did,

Despite seeing the same complainant account

perceptions of the overall case. Specifically,

occurred as reported by the complainant and

however, find meaningful differences between male

across both conditions, participants in the

participants in the Supportive condition provided

provided higher ratings of suspect guilt (all effect

and female participants across the dependent

Supportive condition rated the complainant as more

higher ratings for the account having occurred as

sizes except one were moderate). Past research has

measures. Males provided higher ratings for

honest, detailed, accurate, and believable than

reported by the interviewee and suspect guilt; effect

indicated that females tend to empathize with

interviewer empathy (d = 0.32, 95% CI [.08, .57]),

participants in the Unsupportive condition; all effect

sizes were moderate and CIs did not overlap. The

victims to a greater degree (Barnett et al., 1992;

professionalism (d = 0.34, 95% CI [.10, .58]), and

sizes were moderate to large and no CIs overlapped.

decreased size of the effect relative to perceptions

Bottoms et al., 2014), perceive sexual assault victims

interview quality (d = .34, 95% CI [.36, .84]) and the

This provides clear evidence that how the

of the complainant appears to be due to a desire for

as more credible (McCoy & Gray, 2007), and judge

effects were small-to-moderate; however, there was

interviewer treated the complainant and the

further information prior to deciding on guilt. While

suspects in these cases more harshly (Duke &

only a small difference between genders for the

veracity of their account during an investigative

participants generally expressed belief of the

Desforges, 2007) than their male counterparts. Our

rating of question relevance (d = .14, 95% CI [-.10,

interview impacted perceptions of the complainant’s

complainant’s account in their open-ended

results align with these findings, while further

.39]). Females provided higher ratings for

credibility. In terms of explaining the effect, the

responses, this was often accompanied by a

indicating that females may be more sensitive to,

interviewee honesty (d = 0.34, 95% CI [.10, .58]),

open-ended responses outlining participants’

statement indicating a reluctance to render a

and influenced by, interviewer behaviour – at least

accuracy (d = 0.34, 95% CI [.10, .58]), and

reasoning for their perception of the complainant

concrete verdict based only on the limited

in scenarios with similar details (e.g., male

believability (d = 0.41, 95% CI [.17, .65]) and the

differed between, but were consistent within, each

information provided (e.g., “The event did occur

interviewer and female complainant).

effects were small-to-moderate, while a small

condition. A review of the open-ended responses

according to the interviewee, but I put down only

difference was found for perceived level of detail (d

provided in the Supportive condition indicated that

"Agree" because I was not there and do not know if

= 0.08, 95% CI [-.16, .32]). Females were also more

these responses were often characterized by

this actually happened or not so I cannot be 100%

likely to believe that the event occurred as reported

understanding and empathy (e.g., “I feel that the

sure.”)

by the interviewee (d = 0.25, 95% CI [.01, .50]) and

interviewee was being honest as the story was very

that the individual named by the interviewee was

believable. Although she may not have been able to

It seems that external observers in our study –

guilty of sexual assault ( d = 0.45, 95% CI [.20, .69])

remember all the details specifically, she recalled

possibly unknowingly – emulated the perceived

and the effects ranged from small to moderate.

what she could.”) By contrast, in the Unsupportive

stance of the interviewer when interpreting

condition responses tended to be more skeptical, in

information provided by the complainant. Although

line with the statements made by the interviewer

the complainant’s account was identical across both

(e.g., “Everything she said was very vague, not much

conditions, the aspects focused on by external

detail. Considering it being an assault you would

observers appeared to vary as a function of

expect the victim to provide a little more detail.”)

interviewer behaviour. Further, the disposition of

DISCUSSION
Previous research has established that legal
practitioners’ perceptions of complainant credibility
are integral in decision making regarding
investigative and legal proceedings (e.g., Campbell et
al., 2015). The purpose of the present research was
to explore how the behaviours of the investigative
interviewer, all else being equal, can directly
influence external perceptions of complainant
credibility. Our first hypothesis, that engaging in
supportive behaviours would lead to increased
positive ratings of interviewers compared to
unsupportive behaviours, was supported. In line
with our second hypothesis, the mock complainant
was perceived as more credible when the
interviewer adopted a supportive as opposed to an
unsupportive interviewing style. Our third
hypothesis also received support, in that a
supportive interviewing approach led participants to
more strongly agree that the event occurred as

the interviewer again appears to be reflected in
Participants in both conditions also often

participants’ interpretations of the information

acknowledged the complainant’s inability to recall

provided by the complainant – when the interviewer

certain details, however, the way they interpreted

was supportive, external observers were more

these memory deficiencies differed considerably

empathetic, but when the interviewer was

between conditions. While participants in the

unsupportive, observers tended to be more

Supportive condition typically attributed gaps in

skeptical. Based on these results, it appears that

memory to the stress of the event (e.g., “Due to

interviewer behaviour may influence external

being in an extremely stressful situation, certain

observers’ perceptions of complainant’s accounts

gaps in her memory impeded the interviewer from

and overall credibility, even in the absence of any

obtaining all of the information but that is normal

change to the content or structure of the

given the circumstance.”), participants in the

complainant’s account.

Unsupportive condition typically viewed such gaps
more cynically (e.g., “she couldn't recall minute

Although we did not propose any gender specific

details about the assault that happened on the night

hypotheses, we observed differences between male

possibly because of the delay she had in taking

and female participants. Specifically, males provided
higher ratings of interviewer empathy,
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LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
There are at least four aspects of the current study
that may limit the generalizability of the findings.
First, although we modeled the scenario on actual
sexual assault interviews and interview training
manuals, it remains a mock scenario and therefore
researchers may wish to examine these questions
using more ecologically valid paradigms to ensure
the results generalize to real-world cases. Second,
while our sample was large and relatively diverse in
terms of ethnicity, it remains a convenience sample
of undergraduate students and therefore we would
be cautious generalizing to the general population
and/or experienced professionals within the justice
system (e.g., investigators, judges, lawyers). Future
research should explore how or if current findings
would extend to samples composed of general
population members and legal professionals. Third,
we only used a single scenario with a female mock
complainant describing a sexual assault, so we may
have found different results if a different crime or
gender of interviewee was used. This may be
particularly true given both the unique personal
nature of sexual crimes and the gender differences
in perception we observed in the current study.
Future research should examine scenarios that use
different crime types (e.g., physical assault) and vary
the demographics of those involved (e.g., female
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Observing Rapport-Based Interpersonal Techniques
(ORBIT)

ABSTRACT

To Generate Useful Information
From Child Sexual Abuse Suspects

In the United Kingdom alone, it is estimated that

IBC quadrant has adaptive (promoting conversation)

between 550,000 - 850,000 individuals pose varying

and maladaptive (hampering communication) facets.

degrees of sexual risk to children (with a central

The third element of ORBIT is an outcome measure

estimate of 700,000; National Crime Agency, 2021).

of information that is of evidential significance or

Whilst the interview process is central to

intelligence value – the ‘interview yield’. Multilevel

information gathering, empirical research focusing

structural equation modelling revealed interviewer

The scale and impact of Child Sexual Abuse (CSA) is

suspect and the victim, not just the offence itself,

on child sexual abuse (CSA) suspect interviewing is

adaptive/maladaptive behaviours had a direct

of global significance. In the United Kingdom alone,

and allowing suspects to answer the allegations put

limited. The present study analyses 45 hours of

impact on suspect adaptive/maladaptive behaviours

it is estimated that there are between 550,000 and

to them. Critically, however, these findings were

interviews with CSA suspects using the Observing

respectively which, in turn, were associated with

850,000 individuals posing varying degrees of sexual

derived from suggestions from police trainers,

Rapport-Based Interpersonal Techniques (ORBIT)

interview yield. Further, MI was associated with

risk to children (with a central estimate of 700,000;

detectives, expert witnesses, defence barristers, and

framework. Originally used to code interviews with

decreased suspect maladaptive (though not

National Crime Agency [NCA], 2021). Although

prosecutors.

terrorist suspects (see Alison et al., 2013), this is the

increased adaptive) behaviours. The study provides

evidence-based improvements have taken place,

first application of ORBIT to another offender

further support for the ORBIT research from Alison

especially in the policing of the production and

When considering perspectives from offenders, the

population. The ORBIT framework consists of three

et al. (2013) in a new criminal population. It

online use of indecent images of children (Long et

available research is also somewhat limited. Kebbell

elements: (i) Motivational Interviewing skills (MI;

highlights that interviewers who adopt a rapport-

al., 2016; National Police Coordination Centre, 2017),

et al. (2010) interviewed 43 convicted sex offenders

Miller & Rollnick, 2009) include autonomy,

based and interpersonally skilled approach will have

empirical research is still limited regarding suspect

and reported that, according to their perceptions,

acceptance, adaptation, empathy, and evocation;

information-gathering success with CSA suspects.

interviewing, and the extent to which this can result

evidence-presenting strategies, ethical interviewing,

in useful information to secure convictions and

and a display of humanity by police officers might

manage child safeguarding risks.

increase the likelihood of reliable information,

INTRODUCTION

and (ii) the Interpersonal Behaviour Circle (IBC;
Leary, 1955) measures interviewer and suspect

Keywords: rapport, motivational interviewing, child

interactions along two orthogonal dimensions

sexual abuse, suspect interviewing, information

(control-capitulate and confront-cooperate). Each

gathering

whereas interviewer dominance reduced it. RealIn this regard, it is important to note that, whilst

life, field-based interviews have been analysed in

substantial work is dedicated to policing

only a few instances, probably because of the

interviewing in general, interviews with those

difficulties in accessing data from field-based

suspected of the sexual abuse of children pose

operational scenarios. Using transcripts of

challenges. In addition to the paucity of independent

investigative interviews with child sex offenders,

or corroborative evidence in most of these cases

Oxburgh et al. (2012) reported that the amount of

(Benneworth, 2007), sexual offending is underpinned

investigation-relevant information was a function of

by unique psychological processes (Fischer et al.,

the appropriateness or inappropriateness of the

1999), including cognitive distortions (Ward et al.,

questions, but not of the use of empathy by police

1997), and enhanced feelings of shame, guilt, or

officers (see also Oxburgh et al., 2014).

remorse (Gudjonsson, 2006). Unsurprisingly, the
perceived social condemnation of these crimes

Gudjonsson (2006) suggests that child sex offenders

increases the likelihood of the perpetrator denying

are often balancing a strong internal need to confess

involvement (Quinn et al., 2004). Further, police

(due to levels of guilt), with a reluctance to do so

officers present higher levels of stress when

(due to feelings of shame). Accordingly, CSA suspect

interviewing child sex offenders as compared to

interviewing needs to focus on overcoming these

other crimes (Soukara et al., 2002), as well as more

feelings of shame, employing a sensitive approach to

negative attitudes towards them (Holmberg &

understand the offender’s perspective and

Christianson, 2002).

emotional needs. It is suggested that establishing
rapport, understanding the suspect’s perspective,

Research in this field is methodologically limited,

and avoiding a judgemental stance might have

with many studies based on examination of law

success with this offender population (Gudjonsson,

enforcement interviewer perceptions, rather than

2003, 2006).

observable behaviours. For example, Read and
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Powell (2011) identified techniques that assist in
obtaining evidence from child sex offence suspects,
including focusing on the relationship between the

Articles
The ORBIT Framework
Whilst potentially more informative, the analysis of
real-life investigative interviews presents the
challenge of requiring reliable ways to quantify
behavioural measures. This problem, which is
common in other areas of investigative interviewing,
was tackled by Alison et al. (2010) when they
developed the Observing Rapport-Based
Interpersonal Techniques (ORBIT) coding
framework for interviewing terrorist suspects (see
Alison et al., 2013). The ORBIT framework is built
upon the understanding that rapport-building is
essential for eliciting meaningful intelligence and
information. Rapport-building has demonstrated
success in interviewing settings, including reducing
counter-interrogation strategies (Alison et al.,
2014a), and obtaining information from real-world
suspects (Alison et al., 2013), human intelligence
sources (Nunan et al., 2020), and crime victims (Kim
et al., 2020).
To be clear, our working definition for a model of
rapport might be more precisely described as a
model of interviewer rapport-based behaviours. As
such, we are not commenting on the mindset of, or
even necessarily impact on, the suspect, but on the
values, beliefs, mindset, and behaviours intentionally
adopted by the interviewer. Said approaches might
be expected, or at least hypothesised, to make any
interaction smoother and more productive. Thus,
our definitional system loads more on the
interviewer than the suspect, and we are examining
the impact of an interviewer's deliberately adopted
rapport-based behavioural repertoire (including
values, interpersonal behaviours, and general
approach). The behaviours displayed by officers
should include objective, non-judgemental
questioning, honesty, and the absence of deceit,
persuasion, or manipulation. Importantly,
interviewers should directly and overtly
acknowledge that the suspect has choice in what
they say or do not say. Further, it is incumbent on
the interviewer to adjust their interpersonal
behaviours in a prosocial and adaptive way to make
these choices easier (and never harder) for the
suspect. Chiefly, rapport is not befriending,
sympathising, or agreeing with the suspect, nor is it
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condoning their behaviours, but rather is a working

adopting maladaptive behaviours, and (ii)

shows that rapport, as defined by the ORBIT

engagement based on dignity, respect, and

interpersonal versatility is being flexible and

framework, can have a significant impact on the

unconditional positive regard. In summary, our

responsive to the suspect, employing the

success of interviews in an investigative context.

definition of rapport includes only observable

appropriate adaptive behaviour at the right time

behaviours on the part of the interviewer that

(Christiansen et al., 2017).

Recently, Giles et al. (2021) evaluated the economic
impact of using rapport-based interviewing

suggest a degree of emotional self-regulation,
objectivity, and compassionate, adaptive responses

The third element of ORBIT includes an outcome

approaches with CSA offenders. It was found that

to the individual in front of them.

measure of information; the ‘interview yield’. This

training in adaptive and MI could contribute to cost

relates to information revealed in the suspect

savings between £19-£78 million (annual unit costs)

ORBIT consists of three elements. The first of the

interaction that is of evidential significance or

increasing to £238-£639 (lifetime costs) for online

two independent measures are based on

intelligence value. Specifically, yield is made up of

child sexual abuse across England and Wales; and

Motivational Interviewing skills (MI; Miller &

information pertaining to the capability,

£157-£639 million (annual unit costs) increasing to

Rollnick, 2009). The MI measures are derived from

opportunity, motive, and PLAT descriptions (i.e.,

£2-£8 billion (lifetime costs) for all child sexual abuse

extensive literature in the counselling domain and

people, locations, actions, and times) of the offender

interviewing. This research demonstrates the

include concepts of autonomy, acceptance,

and offence (see Table 1 for a further description).

economic savings possible with investments in

adaptation, empathy, and evocation. MI skills have

interview training and improvements to interview

been shown to be effective in promoting

The ORBIT framework has successfully been used to

communication in both therapeutic (for a review,

analyse how the different types of interactions

see Dunn et al. 2001) and criminal settings (e.g.,

between police interviewers and terrorist suspects

Alison et al., 2013). A literature review by

affect the amount of useful information generated

Tedeschnini and Jung (2018) suggests resistant or

(Alison et al., 2013). Specifically, Alison et al. (2013)

uncooperative suspects often provoke authoritative

found that MI is associated with adaptive

and more coercive interviews. MI provides a style

interpersonal behaviour in suspects which, in turn,

that officers can use to effectively, and sensitively,

is associated with yield. In contrast, even minimal

interview suspects in a humane way. They also note

expression of maladaptive interpersonal interviewer

that there is a paucity of empirical research in the

behaviour is associated with increased maladaptive

context of police investigative interviews (beyond

suspect behaviour and decreased yield. Similarly, in

those of human intelligence gathering with terrorist

their analysis of counter interrogation tactics, Alison

suspects); a paucity this paper seeks to begin to

and colleagues (2014a) found that MI was associated

address.

with reduced resistance, while maladaptive
interviewer behaviour had the inverse effect.

The second independent measure is based on the

Recently, Surmon-Böhr et al. (2020) demonstrated

Interpersonal Behaviour Circle (IBC; Leary, 1955).

that what is critical is embracing the values of MI,

The IBC measures interactions between interviewer

rather than employing a set of specific ‘tactical’

and suspect along two orthogonal dimensions

techniques (e.g., limiting choice; coercing a

control-capitulate and confront-cooperate. Each of

confession). They found that any approach

these dimensions has an adaptive facet (styles that

antithetical to MI had a negative impact on

promote communication) and a maladaptive facet

interview success.

(styles that hamper communication) for the
interviewer, as well as for the suspect. For instance,

Kim et al. (2020) applied the ORBIT framework to

a cooperative interviewer may be adaptively warm

code investigative interviews with sexual offence

and friendly, or maladaptively overfamiliar and

victims, demonstrating that ORBIT strategies were

obsequious; similarly, a capitulating suspect may be

associated with increased yield though positively

adaptively modest and humble, or maladaptively

influencing adaptive interactions between

formulaic and disengaged. Derived from the IBC,

interviewer and victim, and reducing maladaptive

two interviewing behavioural styles are formed that

ones. Further, interviewer adaptive behaviours

are shown to facilitate communication: (i)

increase victim adaptive behaviour, which was

interpersonal competence is the ability to avoid

positively associated with yield. Taken together, this
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approaches.
The Present Study
This paper uses the ORBIT framework to examine
policing interviewers’ rapport-based behaviours
with CSA suspects, and to determine whether
rapport helps elicit meaningful intelligence and
information in this context. Having been
successfully applied to a convicted terrorist sample,
this research is the first application of ORBIT to a
new offender population. As noted, the current CSA
interviewing literature discusses little beyond the
appropriateness of questions asked, a display of
humanity on the interviewer’s part, and the
deleterious effect of interviewer dominance.
However, it highlights that CSA suspects are often
balancing a desire to confess, due to feelings of guilt,
with a reluctance to do so, due to the perceived
social condemnation of their offence. Hence, a
sensitive, non-judgemental approach may prove
successful in overcoming these feelings of shame,
and lead to information-gathering success. In line
with previous research, we hypothesised the
following:
Hypothesis 1: In interviewers, MI-consistent
strategies will be positively associated with adaptive
interpersonal behaviours and negatively associated
with maladaptive interpersonal behaviours.
Hypothesis 2: Interviewers´ adaptive interpersonal
behaviours will increase suspects´ adaptive
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interpersonal behaviours (with the same

Cases were provided by the United Kingdom´s NCA

associations seen for maladaptive behaviours).

and were selected for the current study when they

Articles
TABLE 1. ORBIT Codes and Descriptions (Adapted from Alison et al., 2010)

Element

met the following criteria: they were convicted,
Hypothesis 3: The effects of the interviewer

closed cases (offenders had been convicted and had

behaviour on yield will occur via their effects on

no appeals pending), convictions had taken place

suspect adaptive and maladaptive behaviour.

between 2016 and 2019, and the interview sequence

GMIS

represents a subset of 40% of the material made

Data Set. The data set included audio and video

available.

recordings of 35 policing interviews of 25 suspects
of CSA offences (with all cases leading to a
conviction). Suspects included online only offenders
(n = 17), contact offenders (n = 2), and people who
offended both online and contact (dual offenders; n
= 6). Online offences included possessing, making,
taking, and/or distributing indecent images of
children, whereas offline offences included rape,
assault by penetration, and sexual assault.
All suspects were interviewed by two interviewers
throughout the investigation. As in Alison et al.
(2013), whilst the focus of observations was the
primary interviewer, the supporting interviewer was
also coded if their contribution to the interview was
greater than five minutes within the segment; this
occurred in 33 (19%). Adapted from the original 45minute coding periods, reflective of the average
length of audio tapes used in UK police interviewing,
the revised coding framework focuses on 15-minute
periods. This is a result of several coding and
analysis reviews, providing a more detailed and

Adaptation

The interviewer can adapt to responses by suspect
and manage a fluid interview format (e.g., timeline
jumps, deviation from interview plan).

Evocation

Attempts on the interviewer’s part to draw out the
beliefs and views of the suspect.

Autonomy

The interviewer shows encouragement/support
that it is the suspect’s right to choose to confess
or not.

IBCInterviewer
(IBC-I)

Interviewer
Adaptive (IA)

Mean score of interviewer adaptive control,
capitulate, confront, and cooperate behaviours.

0 (absent) - 3 (high)

Interviewer
Maladaptive
(IM)

Mean score of interviewer maladaptive control,
capitulate, confront, and cooperate behaviours.

0 (absent) - 3 (high)

IBCSuspect
(IBC-S)

Suspect
Adaptive (SA)

Mean score of suspect adaptive control,
capitulate, confront, and cooperate behaviours.

0 (absent) - 3 (high)

Suspect
Maladaptive
(SM)

Mean score of suspect maladaptive control,
capitulate, confront, and cooperate behaviours.

0 (absent) - 3 (high)

IYA

Capability

The suspect’s knowledge, skills, or abilities that
enabled them to commit the offence.

0 (absent) - 3 (high)

Opportunity

Information relating to access or circumstance to
commit the offence.

offenders and interviewers, and the dissemination
and reporting of the data more widely.
Interview Coding. The manual developed by Alison

was coded into two elements measuring the
following: (i) GMIS - Global Motivational
Interviewing Scores, and (ii) IBC-I - Interpersonal
Behaviour Circle: Adaptive and Maladaptive –
Interviewer. Suspect behaviour was coded into two
variables by measuring: (i) IBC-D - Interpersonal
Behaviour Circle: Adaptive and Maladaptive –
Detainee (this paper will refer to the detainee as
‘suspect’), and (ii) IYA - Interview Yield Assessment
(information revealed in the suspect interaction of
evidential significance or intelligence value). The
two coders first agreed on specific segments from a

granular capture of interview interactions.
The majority had undergone Advanced Interviewer

segments was scored, not individual behavioural

inputs on the ORBIT framework. The total number
of 15-minute interview segments analysed was 172.
The number of segments for each suspect ranged
from 2 to 20 (M = 7.30; SD = 4.67). This represented

0 (absent) – 5 (high)

The interviewer communicates that they
understand and/or have tried to accurately
understand the suspect’s perspective.

recording and storage, the full anonymity of the

participants in the interview. Interviewer behaviour

Scoring

Empathy

established in relation to the selection of cases, data

et al. (2010) was used to code the behaviour of the

Description
The interviewer communicates unconditional
positive regard for the suspect.

A Data Protection Impact Assessment was

variety of clips, ensuring consistency in coding.

Training (Tier 3), and none had received training

Name
Acceptance

was available in full. Therefore, the current sample
METHOD
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Then, the overall ‘atmosphere’ of the 15-minute
utterances. Interrater reliability analysis was used to
compare the scoring from the two coders. Table 1

Motive

presents a summary of each of the elements
contained within ORBIT. Further details can be

PLAT
(people,
locations,
actions, and
times)

found in Alison et al. (2013).

almost 45 hours of footage and the largest sample of
CSA suspect interviews to date.

Information about possible reasons for
committing the offence.
Specific details about /people/locations, actions,
and timings relevant to the offence.

Note. GMIS = Global Motivational Interviewing Score, IBC = Interpersonal Behaviour Circle, IYA = Interview Yield Assessment
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TABLE 2. Inter-Coder Agreement

Intercoder Agreement. Prior to working on the

‘atmosphere’ of the 15-minute segments, not

formal policing data, two experienced coders carried

individual behavioural utterances, and percentage

out several hours of training and review on non-

agreements below reflect the similarity between the

classified police interviews with similar offenders.

two coder scores. These scores were deemed

They used a subset of 12 interviews, which made up

acceptable, though it should be noted there were five

36 comparable segments, to check that Interrater

instances of fair agreement (0.21-0.40) and three

reliability (IRR) was adequate for all variables used in

scores that could not be calculated because the

the study. These interviews and segments were

variable was a constant for at least one of the coders.

included in the final sample to be analysed. Cohen's

This may have limited the results. Of note, reanalysis

kappa (κ) was used to measure inter-rater agreement,

of the IRR using dichotomous categories (presence or

as Cohen´s (1960) assumptions were met: the units

absence of behaviours) rather than scales (0-3 or 0-5)

are independent; the categories of the scale are

found 95.8% of percentage agreements improved to

independent, mutually exclusive, and exhaustive; and

above 80% (the remaining two at 78%) and all kappa

the judges operate independently. Different

scores were moderate to almost perfect. This may

categories have been suggested for the kappa

indicate that small differences in interpretation of

statistic, though most authors use variations of Landis

behaviour (e.g., mild to moderate) may make it more

and Koch´s (1977) classification into poor (<0), slight

difficult to apply subtler coding to both the 8

(0–0.20), fair (0.21–0.40), moderate (0.41–0.60),

categories highlighted, and those with lower

substantial (0.61–0.80), and almost perfect (>0.80),

percentage agreement scores.

95% CI
Category
GMIS

IBC
Interviewer
Adaptive

IBC
Interviewer
Maladaptive

even when these authors acknowledge that “these
categories are clearly arbitrary” (Landis & Koch, 1977,

Data Analysis. As in previous research (e.g., Alison et

p. 165). To provide a conservative measure, we

al., 2013), we created latent variables for MI and

calculated confidence intervals for kappa, and the

interview yield. Due to the data being nested (i.e., we

classification was made with the lower bounds of the

had repeated measurements in the same suspect), the

intervals instead of with the estimates themselves

data does not have independence of errors, so we ran

(Tractenberg et al., 2010). In addition, bearing in mind

a multilevel structural model, wherein we added a

the high sensitivity of Kappa values to issues like

random intercept for each case. This accounts for the

sample size and the uneven distribution of answers in

shared variance in the measures that is a product of

some items (Von Eye & Mun, 2005), percentage

measurements being taken in the same interviewer

agreements were also calculated.

and allows us to parse out general associations

IBC
Suspect
Adaptive

IBC
Suspect
Maladaptive

between the measures in the sample as a whole and
Table 2 summarises the intercoder agreement

variation across the specific individuals measured. We

indices, based on the inter-rater reliability sample.

will be concentrating on the former in the report as

Kappas for 77 (of the 85) coding categories of the

we have limited statistical power in the latter. It is

framework indicated moderate to almost perfect

notable though that the effects reported below are

agreement between coders. As mentioned above,

consistent with the effects seen on the individual case

these codes were calculated by rating the overall

level.

IYA

Variable
Acceptance
Empathy
Adaptation
Evocation
Autonomy
Contr
Contr/Coop
Coop
Coop/Capit
Capit
Capit/Confr
Confr
Contr/Confr
Contr
Contr/Coop
Coop
Coop/Capit
Capit
Capit/Confr
Confr
Contr/Confr
Contr
Contr/Coop
Coop
Coop/Capit
Capit
Capit/Confr
Confr
Contr/Confr
Contr
Contr/Coop
Coop
Coop/Capit
Capit
Capit/Confr
Confr
Contr/Confr
Capability
Opportunity
Motive
PLAT

Kappa
.75
.55
.64
.55
.70
.30
.71
.56
.87
.64
.46
.47
.57
.59
.80
.73
.65
.80
.69
.69
.52
.75
.66
.51
.29
.54
.73
.60
.49
.61
.68
.77
.58
.51
.51
.72
.81
.67
.78
.65
.71

Lower
bound

Upper
bound

.63
.39
.50
.38
.54
.10
.56
.34
.72
.41
.27
.24
.35
.44
.64
.51
.26
.54
.48
.51
.30
.62
.49
.31
.05
.40
.51
.40
.26
.34
.53
.63
.42
.33
.24
.47
.66
.40
.60
.44
.54

.86
.70
.79
.72
.86
.50
.87
.78
1.01
.88
.70
.70
.79
.74
.95
.96
1.28
1.06
.91
.86
.74
.88
.84
.72
.53
.68
.96
.80
.72
.88
.84
.90
.75
.69
.78
.97
.95
.95
.97
.87
.89

%
47
33
58
50
33
33
61
67
75
56
47
50
61
53
69
83
94
83
78
78
61
75
58
50
47
58
75
81
56
72
72
64
58
50
75
89
75
75
81
78
78

Note. GMIS = Global Motivational Interviewing Score, IBC = Interpersonal Behaviour Circle, IYA = Interview Yield Assessment, Contr
= Control, Coop = Cooperate, Capit = Capitulate, Confr = Confront.
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Model Fitting. Due to the ORBIT measures being
ordinal with a limited number of response categories,
data were fitted using a diagonally weighted least
squares estimator (see Li, 2016a; 2016b). Four tests of
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TABLE 3. Descriptive Statistics for all Measures

Category
IYA

Variable
Capability

model fit were carried out. Firstly, the normed c2 (i.e.,

Opportunity

the Chi squared statistic divided by its degrees of

Motive

freedom: c2/df). Values between 1 and 2 are indicative

PLAT

of an excellent model fit and between 2 and 3 a good
model fit, and less than 5 as acceptable. Next the
comparative fit index (CFI), values above .90 are

GMIS

root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA)

Adaptation

parsimony-adjusted measure was reported, whereby

Evocation

values below .08 are acceptable and below .06 are
good. Finally, the standardised root mean residual

Autonomy

(SRMR) whereby values below .08 are considered a
IBC Interviewer

Hu & Bentler, 1999). Individual associations within the

value and 95% confidence intervals.
Ethics. Due to the material being both sensitive and
confidential, in addition to obtaining ethical approval
from University of Liverpool’s Research Ethics
Committee, a strict memorandum of understanding
was agreed between the NCA’s Threat Leadership
Command and the research team. Policing interviews
in the UK are the property of the police services or
NCA that conducted the interviews, so consent to use

Adaptive
Maladaptive

model are reported using regression coefficients and
their standard error along with their associated p-

Acceptance
Empathy

acceptable and above .95 are considered good. The

good fit (see Carmines & McIver, 1981; Ullman, 2001;

Articles

IBC Suspect

Adaptive
Maladaptive

M (SD)

0.80
(0.88)
0.70
(0.83)
0.63
(0.85)
1.23
(0.94)
3.72
(1.49)
3.52
(1.37)
3.26
(1.30)
3.35
(1.26)
3.65
(1.15)
7.77
(2.42)
2.26
(2.63)
4.05
(1.97)
2.10
(1.83)

RMSEA = .042; SRMR = .044 (note: AIC/BIC values

alternative model is identical to that described

usually used for model comparisons cannot be

below with none of the three additional direct

produced with a diagonally weighted least squares

effects on yield being significant (ps > .312).

estimator). Notably the pattern of results for the

ICC
.24

Figure 1. Hypothesised Structural Model

.14
.39
.31
.40
.38
.22
.34
.41
.36
Note. Values are standardised regression coefficients and significant at p<.05 unless otherwise stated (ns).

.36
.35
.48

Note. interclass correlations (ICC) reflect the % of variance in
each variable accounted for by subject identifier. GMIS =
Global Motivational Interviewing Score, IBC = Interpersonal
Behaviour Circle, IYA = Interview Yield Assessment, PLAT =
people, locations, actions, times.

Latent Variable Fit. Yield was an excellent fit to the
data c2(4) = 1.38, p = .848 (c2/df= .345), CFI > .999,
RMSEA < .001; SRMR = .007). The motivational

them for research was sought centrally from the NCA.

interviewing latent variable was a good to

Further, all researchers involved in the coding of data

acceptable fit to the data barring the RMSEA, c (10) =

were vetted prior to gaining access to the material

39.54, p < .001, ( c2/df = 3.954), CFI = .966, RMSEA =

and were attached to the NCA due to the nature and

.131, SRMR = .022. In both cases all items were

sensitivity of the work. To ensure confidentiality, no

significantly loaded onto the factor (all ps < .001).

Direct Associations. As can be seen in Table 4, using

interviewer maladaptive behaviour, inasmuch that it

MI was associated with improved interviewer

was associated with increased suspect maladaptive

adaptive behaviours and decreased interviewer

behaviour without being significantly associated

maladaptive behaviours; the effect was more

with suspect adaptive behaviour. Suspect adaptive

substantial for decreasing maladaptive behaviour

behaviour was associated with increased yield, while

than increasing adaptive (and significantly so, Z =

maladaptive suspect behaviour was associated with

6.29, p < .001). Moreover, MI was associated with

decreased yield. Finally, interviewer adaptive

decreased suspect maladaptive behaviour but not

behaviour did not have a significant correlation with

increased adaptive behaviour. Interviewer adaptive

interviewer maladaptive behaviour (p = .530),

behaviours were associated with significantly

however there was a significant negative correlation

increased suspect adaptive behaviour but had no

between suspect adaptive and maladaptive

significant association with suspect maladaptive

behaviour (p <.001).

behaviour. A comparable effect was found with

2

TABLE 4. Direct Effects in the Hypothesised Model

B

identifiable information was recorded at any time
while coding, and the material resulted in an

Overall Model Fit. The hypothesised model (Figure

anonymized data file.

1) was a good fit to the data, c (118) = 143.50, p = .055,

SA -> Yield
SM -> Yield
MI->SA
MI->SM
MI->IA
MI->IM
IA->SA
IA->SM
IM->SM
IM->SA

2

(c2/df = 1.216); CFI = .981; RMSEA = .035; SRMR =
RESULTS
Descriptive statistics for variables are shown in
Table 3. See Appendix for variables split by offence
type (online/online and contact).
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.045). This was compared to an alternative model in
which there were direct associations between
motivational interviewing and yield as well as
interviewer adaptive/maladaptive behaviours and
yield (which we did not hypothesise to be directly
associated); this model had a marginally poorer fit,

0.062
-0.081
0.371
-0.614
1.318
-2.344
0.259
-0.047
0.152
-0.134

SE

p

.015
.023
.198
.185
.087
.138
.041
.042
.052
.076

<.001
<.001
.061
.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
.262
.004
.076

95% CI
Lower
Upper
0.033
0.092
-0.126
-0.036
-0.018
0.759
-0.976
-0.251
1.148
1.489
-2.617
-2.071
0.170
0.337
-0.129
0.035
0.050
0.254
-0.283
0.014

Note. SA = Suspect Adaptive, SM = Suspect Maladaptive, MI = Motivational Interviewing, IA = Interviewer Adaptive, IM = Interviewer
Maladaptive.

c2(112) = 146.356, p = .016, (c2/df = 1.308); CFI = .974;
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Indirect Associations. As shown in Table 5, MI was

adaptive behaviours have an indirect effect on yield

suspects’ commitment to negative patterns of

maladaptive, negative relating ones, no doubt in part

associated with increased suspect adaptive

through increased suspect adaptive behaviour, while

relating – expressions of attacking, punitive, or

attributable to the information gathering (as

behaviour through interviewer adaptive behaviour;

interviewer maladaptive behaviour is associated

sarcastic behaviour tended to lead to either ‘no

opposed to adversarial) approach used by

similarly, it was associated with decreased suspect

with decreased yield through its impact on suspect

comment’ or further commitment to previous

interviewers. This somewhat limited the opportunity

maladaptive behaviour through interviewer

maladaptive behaviour. All other indirect

statements (see Alison et al., 2014a). On the other

to evaluate the full impact of maladaptive

maladaptive behaviour. Further, interviewer

associations were not significant.

hand, these results differ from the work of Alison et

interpersonal behaviours on suspect yield.

al. (2013) in that no significant associations were

Nonetheless, adaptive, and maladaptive interviewer

found between interviewer adaptive and suspect

behaviours had a significant indirect effect on yield

maladaptive, nor between interviewer maladaptive

through their effect on suspect behaviour, indicating

and suspect adaptive behaviours. However, these

that even with limited data on maladaptive

findings do not cast doubt on the efficacy of

behaviours, these findings still highlight their

adaptive behaviours or inefficacy of maladaptive

deleterious impact on information gathering efforts.

TABLE 5. Indirect Effects in the Hypothesised Model

MI -> IA->SA
MI -> IM->SA
MI-> IA->SM
MI-> IM->SM
IA->SA->Yield
IA->SM->Yield
IM->SA->Yield
IM->SM->Yield

B
0.342
0.315
-0.062
-0.356
0.016
0.004
-0.008
-0.012

SE
.060
.170
.055
.115
.005
.003
.005
.006

p
<.001
.064
.256
.002
<.001
.260
.103
.040

95% CI
Lower
Upper
0.225
0.459
-0.018
0.648
-0.169
0.045
-0.581
-0.131
0.007
0.025
-0.003
0.011
-0.018
0.002
-0.024
-0.001

behaviours, but rather they highlight that with a

Note. SA = Suspect Adaptive, SM = Suspect Maladaptive, MI = Motivational Interviewing, IA = Interviewer Adaptive, IM = Interviewer
Maladaptive.

DISCUSSION
This study expands on the existing taxonomy for
observing rapport-based interviewing techniques
(Alison et al., 2013) within the CSA interviewing
context. As predicted, interviewer MI-consistent
skills were positively associated with their adaptive
behaviour and negatively associated with their
maladaptive behaviour (with the impact on the latter
being more substantial), while MI skills were also
associated with decreased suspect maladaptive
behaviour. The second hypothesis was also
supported as interviewer adaptive/maladaptive
behaviours had a direct positive impact on suspect
adaptive/maladaptive behaviours respectively. It
should be noted, however, that there was no
evidence for any ‘crossover’ (i.e., adaptive
interviewer behaviour reducing suspect maladaptive
behaviour or vice versa). Finally, in line with the
third hypothesis, adaptive suspect behaviours were
associated with increased yield and maladaptive
behaviours were associated with decreased yield.
Indirect effects suggest these effects are likely to be
impacted by interviewer behaviours.
The results concerning MI sit in line with a wealth of
research from the therapeutic literature (Dunn et al.,
2001; VanBuskirk & Wetherell, 2014) now

successfully applied to suspect investigative
interviewing (Alison et al., 2013, 2014a; Surmon-Böhr
et al., 2020). Again, these findings suggest

highly entrenched maladaptive responder, any

Furthermore, in terms of interpersonal behaviour,

positive adaptive approaches on the interviewer’s

most suspects displayed more adaptive than

part may fail to have any effect. Taken together,

maladaptive styles. This contradicts the often-held

these results reinforce the idea that it may not

view that suspects are de facto non-compliant and

always be possible to improve engagement, but it is

are all committed to frustrating the attempts of

always possible to make it worse. It is notable that

interviewers to interact positively, though it is

results are largely consistent between this sample of

obvious that at least part of this adaptive behaviour

CSA offenders and past research with convicted

was facilitated by the interviewers’ adaptive style.

terrorists, highlighting the breadth of the utility of

Moreover, just over a third (n = 9) of the suspects

rapport in the investigative interviewing context.

had no solicitor at any point during the coded
interviews, and some had a solicitor for part of the

interviewers able to establish an empathic,
respectful, and non-judgmental atmosphere will
have information-gathering success. It may seem
somewhat peculiar applying a therapeutic approach
directed at behavioural change to what is potentially
an adversarial environment. However, in the UK, the
central objective is a search for truth, rather than a
combative to-and-fro between interviewer and
suspect. In addition, principles of choice and
autonomy are enshrined in the right to silence and
the fact that officers have a duty of care to all
individuals in their custody. Indeed, in CSA cases
they also have a requirement to consider welfare
and risk. As such, the humanistic principles within
MI are critical for suspects being interviewed.
The findings regarding the second hypothesis are
largely consistent with those of Alison et al. (2013),
where it was found that maladaptive and adaptive
relating are mutually influencing (i.e., negative
relating from the interviewer begets negative

It is worth noting that whilst maladaptive

time. Thus, it is impossible to disentangle a

interviewer behaviours increased suspect

solicitor’s suggestion to enact the right to remain

maladaptive behaviours, these effects were not as

silent, from a suspect’s deliberate attempt to

pronounced as they were with the terrorist sample

withhold critically incriminating information.

previously studied (Alison et al., 2013). Whilst such

Nonetheless, there were no instances of

interviewing styles should still be avoided, the data

interviewers attempting to imply that any suspect

indicates they may not be as damaging to interview

was using this right as a strategy to disrupt the

success with CSA suspects. This might be due to the

interview. In fact, all interviewers repeatedly

social condemnation associated with CSA sex

referred to the suspect’s right to silence and

offences (Quinn et al., 2004). Thus, a suspect

ensured that this was clear throughout the

committed to ‘no comment’ responses or not

(sometimes) many hours of ‘no comment’ interviews.

cooperating may be less affected by maladaptive

This is due to the previously noted professionalism

interviewing. Nonetheless, considering the potential

of this cohort of interviewers. Interestingly,

difficulties with promoting conversation with CSA

however, the very principles of the Right to Silence

suspects and interviewers’ increased emotional

are concordant with the therapeutic broader notion

involvement in child victim cases (Oxburgh et al.,

of autonomy - one of the most significant indicators

2015), it is more critical than ever that those

of MI spirit and, interestingly, one of the most

interviewing employ the appropriate adaptive

salient features established in this study as reducing

communication styles whilst avoiding maladaptive

resistance and increasing yield. These findings are

ones.

consistent with previous research demonstrating
the importance of adopting the spirit of MI to gather

relating from the suspect, whilst positive relating

It is also notable that this cohort of interviewers

promotes positive relating). Of particular

displayed mainly interpersonally skilled adaptive and

importance, maladaptive techniques further ossify

positive relating patterns, with few instances of
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The current research looks at two offline-only sex

analysing behaviours as dichotomous variables (i.e.,

forces if implemented correctly (Giles et al., 2021).

offender suspects, with a larger portion of the

0 = absence, 1 = presence, rather than rated 0-3 or

Thus, further support for the use of a rapport-based,

sample being online-only (n = 17). Previous research

0-5) improved scores dramatically, with all kappa

interpersonally skilled interviewing approach is

has identified differences between online-only,

scores in the highest ranges (15.2% ‘moderate’; 47.8%

presented.

offline-only, and mixed sex offender suspects,

‘substantial’; and 37% - ‘almost perfect’). This may

including cognitive distortions, antisociality, and

indicate that small differences in interpretation of

Recently, research has explored the application of

victim empathy levels (Babchishin et al., 2014).

behaviour (e.g., mild to moderate) may make it more

ORBIT to interviewer training. The UK’s national

Whilst the ORBIT framework has demonstrated

difficult to apply subtler coding to some behaviours.

counter-terrorism advanced interviewer training

success in using a rapport-based adaptive

Hence, whilst lower IRR scores may have affected

course (Alcyone) has proven successful in improving

interviewing style regardless of the individual’s

these results, it is a disparity on the judgement of

rapport-based interviewing (Alison et al., 2019).

background, future research should look to explore

the intensity of interviewer and suspect behaviours,

Alison et al. (2020) found that officers who had

the current dataset and expand on it to include

and very rarely the presence (or absence) of these

received the Alcyone course used more rapport-

more offline-only CSA individuals for the potential

interaction styles.

based strategies and adaptive interpersonal
behaviours, producing greater interview yield when

differences in interaction styles, and the effects of
different interviewing behaviours on different types

Finally, the original ORBIT research by Alison et al.

compared to non-trained officers. Resultantly, these

of suspects. This would bolster the toolkit already

(2013) was followed by two further papers

interviewers were more objective and less

available for interviewers, perhaps highlighting

investigating the application of ORBIT to reducing

judgemental, made genuine efforts to be empathic,

varying interaction styles from different offender

terrorist suspects’ counter interrogation techniques

and emphasised the suspect’s right to talk or not.

types, and how best to interview them.

(CITs; Alison et al., 2014a, 2014b), finding that the

Considering the applicability of ORBIT to a CSA

adaptive, rapport-based interview techniques

sample as found in the current paper, there is

Future studies might also look to analyse a sample of

advocated by ORBIT are successful in reducing said

clearly an opportunity for training officers in a

interviewers with greater displays of maladaptive

CITs. Whilst CSA offenders will not have counter-

rapport-based and adaptive style when interviewing

behaviour. This will allow the data to be truly

interrogation training, the current study could be

CSA suspects. Indeed, such training will likely lead

representative of the impact of these interviewing

followed up with research looking at withholding

to increased gathering of useful information in the

styles. Moreover, this paper has looked at adaptive

tactics, such as ‘no comment’ responses or

interview room and financial savings for law

and maladaptive behaviours together. A natural

remaining silent, or distraction approaches

enforcement forces nationally.

progression of this work would be to break these

employed by CSA offenders. Such research would

down and individually analyse the adaptive and

provide further valuable information for those

maladaptive behaviours. Research able to identify

interviewing suspects on the likely responses from

specific maladaptive styles (from the eight

different CSA offender populations, and to evaluate

orthogonal behaviours noted previously) might be

the application of specific interview techniques in

particularly useful for interviewers so that those

these scenarios.

interaction styles especially deleterious to
information gathering efforts with CSA suspects can
be avoided at all costs.
It should be noted that the IRR analysis showed five
scores had ‘fair’ agreement and three were not
calculated as the variable was a constant for at least
one of the coders. Further the present sample size
(n = 35) is slightly below the minimum required to
calculate kappa (which is 42) so percentage
agreements were also calculated. Both issues might
have limited the results. Notably, low percentage
agreement scores were not the result of
disagreement on the presence (or absence) of given
behaviours, but the result of difference in agreement
on the intensity of said behaviours. Indeed,

IMPLICATIONS
The present study demonstrates the applicability of
ORBIT’s interview framework, previously used with
terrorist detainees, to a new criminal population
group. It highlights how the use of MI as well as
adaptive behaviours, whilst avoiding maladaptive
ones, has a direct positive effect on information
gathering efforts in interviews. These findings prove
promising for the application of ORBIT to other
criminal populations, and future research should
look to explore these further. Moreover, these
findings are in line with evaluative research that
demonstrates how such behaviours can lead to
financial and time savings for law enforcement
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CONCLUSION
As the first field analysis of convicted CSA suspects,
this research supports the use of a rapport-based,
adaptive interviewing style with this criminal
population. It has demonstrated again how
maladaptive and adaptive relating influence each
other, where negative interviewer behaviours beget
negative suspect behaviours whilst positive
interviewer behaviours promote positive suspect
behaviours. These findings are consistent with
previous research conducted on samples of terrorist
suspects, and further highlights the efficacy of
adopting a rapport-based approach to interviewing
(Alison et al., 2013). Further, now the ORBIT
interviewing framework has been successfully
applied to two different criminal population groups,
future research exploring the utility of this
interviewing style with other offender suspects is
warranted. Thus, in line with a corpus of research on
the ORBIT framework, this study highlights the
efficacy of a rapport-based, empathic, and
interpersonally skilled interviewing approach with
CSA suspects for information gathering efforts.
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Appendix
Descriptive Statistics for all Measures Split by Online Only and Online + Offline Offenders
Category

Variable

IYA

Capability
Opportunity
Motive
PLAT
Acceptance
Empathy
Adaptation
Evocation
Autonomy
Adaptive
Maladaptive
Adaptive
Maladaptive

MI Global

IBC Interviewer
IBC Suspect

II:RP | Volume 12 | Issue 1

Offender type
Online only
Online + offline
0.95 (0.88)
0.53 (0.82)
0.70 (0.85)
0.69 (0.79)
0.67 (0.90)
0.54 (0.73)
1.31 (0.93)
1.08 (0.95)
3.91 (1.26)
3.36 (1.81)
3.66 (1.10)
3.25 (1.76)
3.47 (1.10)
2.86 (1.55)
3.51 (1.05)
3.05 (1.55)
3.77 (1.04)
3.42 (1.33)
8.01 (2.39)
7.31 (2.42)
1.58 (1.72)
3.57 (3.47)
4.23 (1.90)
3.69 (2.08)
2.00 (1.68)
2.29 (2.10)

Practices in Brazil

Note. Online= 113 measurements, online + offline = 59 measurements; values are mean and SD. IBC = Interpersonal Behaviour
Circle, MI = Motivational Interviewing, IYA = Interview Yield Assessment.
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ABSTRACT
The interviewing or interrogating of suspects is a

informed having received limited specific training

stage in criminal investigations in which additional

for the interviewing of suspects. Factors, such as the

information related to the investigation is sought.

number of investigated crimes, duration and

Interrogations have historically been intended for

number of interrogations, and police officers’ years

obtaining confessions, and some police officers in

of experience, were associated with the more

many countries have made use of coercive or

frequent use of accusatory practices. Taking into

accusatory techniques to this end. The study

account the limitations of a self-report survey from

reported here is the first to examine current

just a few states of the country, we discuss possible

practices for the interviewing of suspects in Brazil.

implications of our results for improving current

Our results from a sample of civil police officers

practices for the interviewing of suspects in Brazil.

INTRODUCTION

from two states in the south of Brazil indicated that
they usually investigate a wide range of crimes, and

Keywords: criminal investigation, interviewing of

interrogations last on average around one hour. The

suspects, interrogation, police investigation,

use of coercive techniques was reported be less

policing.

Interviewing/interrogating of suspects is a crucial

expressions and body language (Bogaard et al., 2016),

phase of judicial procedures that has been

unless their training tells them otherwise. Although

researched in only a limited number of countries,

body language and facial expressions are important

such as the United Kingdom, Australia, Japan,

in interpersonal communication (Hall et al., 2019),

Scandinavia and more recently in Canada and the

the probability to detect lies through these clues is

USA (Bull, 2013, 2014, 2019; Bull & Rachlew, 2019;

not higher than can be randomly expected. Lie

Miller et al., 2018), and to a limited extent in China

detection focusing on nonverbal behavior is not

(Zeng et al., 2021), but it has remained incipient in

reliable, as cues to deception often depend on signs

South American countries. This study innovatively

of stress (i.e., blinking, smiling, response latency,

presents a survey of Brazilian police officers’

speech rate) that true tellers can also present (Vrij et

interrogation/interviewing practices.

al., 2019). Some studies with police officers indicate
that they tend to believe in the practice of detecting

frequent than the use of accusatory techniques
during the interrogation of suspects. Participants

Historically, interviewing of suspects has been

lies through body language and facial expressions

widely associated with attempting to obtain a

overestimating their own ability to detect the trues

confession, usually referred to as ‘interrogation’

from lies (Bogaard et al., 2016).

(Williamson, 1993). As a consequence, interrogation
training has often involved techniques considered to

Currently, a more effective lies/truths detection

be coercive (Kassin et al., 2007). Coercive

method consists of encouraging the suspect to

interrogation practices (such as psychological

provide information, so investigators can identify

pressure or physical aggression) are ineffective,

whether the suspect’s narrative contradicts reliable

yielding little information that is often unreliable

undisclosed information/evidence concerning the

and sometimes even resulting in false confessions

crime under investigation (Bull, 2014; Oleszkiewicz &

(e.g., Appleby et al., 2013; Kassin, 2017; Minhas et al.,

Watson, 2021). Thus, instead of seeking a confession,

2017; Williamson, 1993).

the investigator can benefit from interviewing
techniques that encourage a more thorough account

Coercive practices are those that involve

from the suspect, not with the purpose of detecting

unwarranted psychological pressure and these may

lies, but to gather more reliable information related

take on different forms (Gudjonsson, 2018). False

to the investigation (Bull & Rachlew, 2019; Vrij,

confessions can be obtained by employing inductive

2008).

or suggestive interventions when exerting emotional
pressure on interviewees, whose memory may be

The right moment to present the

distorted by this procedure (Henkel & Coffman,

information/evidence that possibly incriminates the

2004). A suspect may also make a false confession to

suspect is also crucial in obtaining reliable

avoid conflict or to get a reward. More vulnerable

information (Bull, 2014; Walsh & Bull, 2015, 2016). For

individuals such as children, adolescents, and

example, if a police officer provides evidence at the

mentally ill people are more likely to provide false

beginning of the interview, it may help the

confessions (Kassin et al., 2010; Vrij et al., 2014).

interviewee to make up a story that is consistent
with the evidence presented by the officer. On the

41
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Another strategy that can impair the quality of

other hand, if evidence is presented strategically

interviews with suspects is nonverbal lie detection,

towards the end of the interview, it is feasible to

when the investigator tries to assign a false or true

check whether the interviewee will change their

value to the interviewee's observed behavior (Vrij et

previously account (McDougall & Bull, 2015). Not

al., 2010). Based on common sense ideas, police

disclosing the evidence the investigator possesses

officers tend to believe in ineffective strategies for

about the case too early in the interview tends to

detecting lies, such as the analysis of facial

elicit more information from the suspect (Walsh &
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interrogation techniques (1 = never, 2 = on rare

Bull, 2015). The gradual disclosure by interviewers of

officers support the recording of suspect interviews.

Like other countries, the interviewing of suspects in

(valid) information has been found to substantially

On average, police officers conducted 46 interviews

Brazil has historically focused on pursuing

occasion, 3 = sometimes, 4 = often, 5 = always). The

increase the likelihood of accurate lies/truth

a year, and that larger the number of interrogations

confessions (Kant de Lima, 1995). The inmate

study was ethically cleared by the Brazilian National

detection (Dando & Bull, 2011; Dando et al., 2015;

performed by a police officer, the greater the

population in the country is currently the third

Human Subjects Committee for Research with

Sandham et al., 2020).

tendency to employ accusatory techniques. In

largest number in the world with nearly half of

Human (CAAE: 93478518.3.0000.5336).

addition, the longer the duration of an interrogation,

detainees awaiting trial (Ministry of Justice and

Instead of seeking a confession, it is possible to

the more police officers tended to try to detect lies.

Public Security, 2018).

adopt an interviewing of suspect approach that

The investigators’ years of experience was also

favors obtaining information through uninterrupted

positively related to the frequency with which

Over the past years, Brazil has experienced an

São Paulo Civil Police force (76% were male, with

communication and avoiding confrontation (Snook

coercive techniques were used, such as threatening

increase in crime rates. Nevertheless, the country’s

mean age of 42.27 years old, SD = 7.78; and mean

et al., 2012). The establishment of rapport provides

and intimidating the suspect.

public safety expenditure is similar to that of smaller

time of experience in suspect interviewing of 14.10

countries that have 30-fold lower homicide rates

years, SD = 8.63). With the collaboration of these

A first version of the instrument was submitted to a
pilot sample comprising of 29 senior police from the

the police officer the opportunity to motivate the
suspect to provide an account, enhancing the

Several of the publications mentioned above

(Lima et al., 2014). There is limited training in

professionals, the instrument was refined to include

chances of securing collaboration (Bull & Baker,

indicate that information obtained from suspects in

investigative interviewing and the police learn to

other closed and open-ended questions. The open

2020; Williamson, 1993). Recording the interview

an interview is strongly related to how the interview

interview from their own experience or by learning

questions allowed the respondents to provide

also allows the information obtained to be

is conducted. Therefore, it is essential to identify

practices from their more experienced, yet ill

additional information if they so desired.

subsequently analyzed and enables interviewing

which techniques are employed.

trained, colleagues (Stein & Àvila, 2015).

Interviewing of Suspects in Brazil

METHOD

Brazil police forces are divided in two independent

Participants. One hundred sixty-four civil police

organizations: Military and Civil Police. The Military

officers from the two southern states of Brazil

Police in Brazil is responsible for patrolling the

(Santa Catarina has a total of 3,498 civil police

streets and dealing with criminal incidents. The Civil

officers and Rio Grande do Sul 4,943 officers, just an

Police undertake criminal investigations and

unavailable proportion of them are directed involved

conduct interviews with suspects. If, during a crime,

in crime investigations and interviewing of suspects)

the Military Police identifies a suspect, he/she is

participated in this survey. They were invited to

taken to the Civil Police to be later

complete a questionnaire on interrogation practices

interrogated/interviewed. This is called flagrante

during an event at the Policy Academy in their

delicto when someone has either been caught in the

respective states. The mean age of the respondents

act of committing an offence or the person was

was 35.4 years old (SD = 6.06), and 61.8% ( n = 102)

identified by a victim/witness in crime scene (Stein

were male. The police officers’ experience in

& Ávila, 2015).

conducting interrogations was on average 6.49 years

In the final hard copy version of the instrument, the

practices to be improved (Fashing & Rachlew, 2009;
Walsh & Bull, 2016).
The development of scientific evidence-based
guidelines and training may improve police ability to
interview suspects and to collect reliable
information (Griffiths & Milne, 2006; Russano et al.,
2020; Walsh & Bull, 2016; Walsh & Milne, 2008).
Conversely, when police officers do not receive
proper training or if they are trained in techniques
focusing on obtaining a confession, there is a
greater risk of getting unreliable information and of
innocent people confessing to crimes that they did
not commit (Kelly & Meissner, 2015).
Several surveys studies (e.g., Areh et al., 2016; Kassin
et al., 2007, Kelly & Meissner, 2015) across different
countries have shown common views among police
officers about their interviewing practices. For
example, police officers described that an
interrogation lasts, on average, one hour and thirty
minutes. Procedures most often take place in private
rooms, and the establishment of rapport is valued.
Police officers also believe they are correct most of
the time when they try to detect lies/truths (Redlich
et al., 2014). In addition, officers reported that
suspects usually do not confess to their crimes and
that false confessions rarely occur (Kassin, 2017).
Kassin et al. (2007) found that most interrogations

(Min = 0.16; Max = 25; SD = 5.76).
Currently, the Brazilian law stipulates the topics that

respondents provided sociodemographic data (sex,
age, place of activity) and information on the types
of crimes they investigated, years of experience of
interviewing suspects and whether or not they had
received any relevant training on interviewing. The
following questions were asked: a) how many times
on average a suspect is interviewed during an
investigation; b) average duration of the interviews
and what was the longest one they ever conducted;
c) period of the day that interviews are conducted;
d) if interviews are recorded and how; e) if not
recorded if they thought interviews should be
recorded and why; and f) lie detection techniques
they believe are effective.
The respondents were also asked to estimate the
frequency of 16 interrogation practices based on the

should be addressed during an interrogation.

Materials and Procedure. Questionnaires from

Suspects should be asked whether the accusation is

other empirical studies with similar purposes (e.g.,

true, where the accused was at the time the crime,

Kassin et al., 2007; Walsh & Bull, 2016) were used as

and whether there is information in his/her defense

a basis for developing our instrument. The

(Criminal Procedure Code, 1941). These topics come

instrument included topics related to the

Most police officers (63%, n = 103) reported being

from the Criminal Procedure Code originally issued

interviewing of suspects, such as: a) the most

responsible for investigating more than one type of

in 1941, prior to scientific studies on best practices

commonly used practices for interviewing suspects;

crime. On average, they reported investigating 4.35

for the interviewing of suspects. There are no

b) the moment during suspect interviewing at which

types of crime (SD = 0.31, Median = 2), and 15%

modern guidelines in Brazil about procedures for

evidence connected with the case involving the

reported investigating all types of crime (see Table

the interviewing of suspects, and there is a severe

interviewee is disclosed; c) the mean duration of an

1). Homicide was the most frequent type of crime

gap in interviewing training of Brazilian police

interview; and d) whether and how the interview is

the participants investigated, followed by bodily

officers (Costa & Oliveira Júnior, 2016).

recorded. Further, participants were asked to

harm, and sexual offenses. Threats, crimes against

estimate how often they had employed various

honor, and domestic violence were also mentioned.

take place during the day and that 81% of police
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Kassin et al. (2007) study questionnaire.
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TABLE 1. Frequency (N) of crimes investigated by the police officers (25 officers reported investigating all types

TABLE 3. Estimate of participants as to the rates of believed guilty and innocent suspects who confessed, partially confessed

of crimes and they were not included in this table).

or did not confess.

Regarding recording the interview, even though

Table 4 shows the frequencies of use of different

there are no formal legal requirements currently in

practices for the interviewing of suspects.

Brazil regarding interrogation recording procedures,

Respondents indicated that interrogations are

57.3% (n = 94) of the police officers reported that the

usually conducted in a private room, and the most

As for training, 43.9% (n = 72) reported attending at

out in the morning or afternoon. Nevertheless, this

interrogation is usually video recorded. In fact,

commonly used strategies consist of confronting the

least one specific training course on interviewing

varied, since a proportion of the participants

almost all the participants (95%, n = 155) thought

suspect with the available evidence, pinpointing

suspects (11% reported taking more than one), most

reported conducting 80% of some of their

that suspects interviews should be video recorded

contradictions in her/his story, seeking to gain the

of which can be considered to be short-term or

interrogations after midnight (Table 2).

on the grounds that the suspect’s account could be

suspect’s trust, and informing the suspect about the

subsequently analyzed (43.29%, n = 71) and the

usual legal consequences in crimes like this.

medium-term courses with a mean duration of
training of 22.15 hours (SD = 2.30; Min = 1; Max = 240;

With respect to the result of interrogations (see

evidence preserved (37.8%, n = 62;). Only 5% of the

Techniques that are more closely connected with

Median = 10). The training courses were mostly

Table 3), in most cases (59%) the police officers

respondents thought that interviews should not be

torture and coercion, such as threatening or

taught by police officers (70%, n = 51), but some

reported that no confession was obtained. Police

recorded.

intimidating the suspect, were less frequently

were also delivered by psychologists (17%, n = 12)

officers have also reported an estimate of the

and FBI agents (4%, n = 3). Seven respondents (10%)

proportion of confessions obtained when they

The officers estimated that they were able to

did not report the instructor’s profession.

believed the suspect was guilty. Participants

correctly detect a lie 74.3% of the time (SD = 15.15;

We also tested if interview training has any effect on

estimated that only 18% of guilty suspects fully

Median = 80, Min = 30; Max = 100). As for the

the frequency of use of each of the practices (listed

On average, these police officers were responsible

confessed committing the crime, and about 22% of

techniques employed to detect lies, the most

in Table 4), by comparing police officers who have

for ten interrogations a month. The mean

suspects partially confessed (i.e., to admit some kind

common technique was body language and facial

reported receiving specific training against those

interrogation duration ranged from 11 minutes to

of involvement with the crime). Participants

expression analysis (59%, n = 97). The practices of

who had not. Interestingly, there was no difference

three hours, with the longest interrogation lasting

estimated that the likelihood of an innocent person

identifying contradictions in the story in

between the two-comparison group ( ps ≥ .12).

about ten hours (with breaks). Although some

confessing to a crime is very rare (about 5% of

comparison with the evidence (22%, n = 36) or

interrogations were conducted at night or after

cases).

inconsistencies in the suspect's story (21%, n = 35)

reported.

were also noted (18%, n = 31, were unable to specify

midnight, most interrogations were usually carried

the strategy used to detect lies).
TABLE 2. Mean (SD) of number, duration, and time of interrogations

With respect to when to disclose the evidence
during the interview with a suspect, 13% ( n = 22) of
the sample mentioned disclosing the evidence at the
beginning, 32% (n = 53) during, and 42% (n = 70) at
the end of the interrogation. Nine percent (n = 15)
mentioned not having any specific moment, and 2%
(n = 4) stated they never exposed the evidence.
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TABLE 4. Frequency of the use of 16 interrogation techniques on a scale from 1 (never) to 5 (always)
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detection technique represents some concerns on

expressions. The use of the polygraph is not

both the objective and quality of interviews of

acceptable as evidence in Brazilian courts (de

suspects.

Oliveira & de Sousa, 2013). The less frequent use of
the polygraph for lie detection do not result in

Our exploratory factor analysis results yielded some

better practice, since police officers in our study

similarities with other studies. In line with findings

reported endorsing non-reliable lie-detection

from Kassin et al. (2007) and Areh et al. (2015),

techniques. Unfortunately, detecting lies though

interviewing of suspects were usually conducted in

non-verbal communication are being endorsed by

small private rooms using confrontational

many self-declared body-language specialists in

techniques along with an attempt to establish

Brazil, which present such techniques as an effective

rapport and to gain the suspect's trust. Establishing

tool for lie detection (Rizzati et al., 2019). If the focus

rapport with the suspect is an effective practice

of the interview with suspects is restricted to

(Bull & Baker, 2020; Fashing & Rachlew, 2009;

obtaining a confession, officers may rely on

Williamson, 1993). However, effective interviewing

pseudoscience lie-detection tools that remain

techniques (such as trying to build rapport with the

popular in our country.

suspect) were commonly used along with non-

DISCUSSION
This is the first self-report data on suspect
interviewing practices by Brazilian police officers
and results present insights on current issues. In
line with what has historically been the focus of an
interrogation, practices aiming at eliciting a
confession were the more common ones in our
sample. However, police officers estimated that in
most cases the interrogation failed to result in a
confession. Police reports lower confession rates
(18%-22%) than samples in Slovenia (30%-50%) and
USA (46%-68%), in line with research that has
indicated that confession focused interviewing is
unproductive (Areh et al., 2016; Kassin, 2017; Miller
et al., 2018; Walsh & Marques, 2022).
Several practices associated with false confessions
and oppressive techniques were observed in our
data, such as lengthy interrogations, presenting false
evidence, advising consequences, and minimizing
the severity of the crime. Nonetheless, the general
perception of the participants was that false
confessions were rare or even inexistent, a similar
view shared by Slovenian, USA, and Canadian police
officers (Henkel & Coffman, 2004; Kassin, 2017). In
addition, while officers perceived low rates of
confessions, they seemed be unaware of the
possibility of false confessions due to coercive

recommended techniques, such as attempting to

Although a large proportion of our participants

detect lies observing nonverbal behavior and

reported not disclosing evidence at the start of the

presenting photos of the crime or the victims. Thus,

interview as recommended by the literature (e.g.,

our results seemed to indicate that police officers

Bull, 2014; Granhag & Hartwig, 2015), still there is not

engaged in rapport building with the main purpose

a pattern regarding which moment they disclosed

of obtaining trust from suspects in order to obtain a

evidence (e.g., during or at the end of the interview).

confession by the use of more coercive techniques.

Following the Walsh and Bull (2015) study in England

The use of rapport with no interest in building a real

and Wales recommendations, Brazilian police

trust relationship with the suspect is observed in

officers could benefit from training on how to

compliance approach.

coercive interrogation methods, such as the Reid

strategically present evidence in order to obtain

interview method (Inbau et al., 2013), which leads to

more reliable information from a suspect. Regarding

There were some similarities and differences with

less cooperation from suspects and increases the

training, officers in our sample reported that

other samples of police self-report studies.

risk of false confessions (Gudjonsson & Pearse, 2011;

specific training on the interviewing of suspects has

Differently from Areh et al. (2016), and Kassin et al.

Salvati, & Houck, 2019). These results about the use

been rare and short. While we did not directly

(2007), Brazilian police officers reported that they

of ineffective interrogation techniques (e.g., non-

assess the training program (e.g., study plan,

seldom appealed to the suspect's religion and

verbal behavior observation for detecting lies,

assessments, etc.), police officers’ practices who

beliefs, or the use other practices associated with

seeking a confession) highlights the importance of

reported having attended an interviewing course did

proper training in information gathering

not differ from reported practices from those

investigative interviewing, in which rapport is key in

without such training. The lack of sufficient training

establishing a truthful relation with the interviewee.

with clear and suitable guidelines has elsewhere

most of the officers in our sample reported using lie

Rapport based interviewing techniques not only

been shown to impair the improvement of police

detection techniques, such as the analysis of body

comply with human rights and recommended

officers in terms of theory and practice (Bull, 2013;

language and facial expressions. In addition, most of

safeguards (e.g., Principles on Effective Interviewing

Walsh & Bull, 2016; Walsh & Milne, 2008), while

for Investigations and Information Gathering, 2021),

continuing training increases the use of evidence-

but also are more effective in encouraging the

based practices (Akca et al., 2021).

techniques. Thus, Brazil may pose as a country
where information gathering approaches for the
interviewing of suspects are not the norm,
highlighting the importance of initiatives that aim to
improve interviewing training that may contribute
to the investigation outcomes within a human rights

coercion and psychological pressure. Similar to
results from previous studies (e.g., Bogaard et al.,
2016; Bond & DePaulo, 2006; Kassin et al., 2007),

them believe to be correct mostly when seeking to
detect a lie. The use of non-verbal cues is a poor lie

suspect to give his/her account of the matters.

detection technique (Mann et al. 2004; Vrij et al.,

In our study, most police officers reported

2019). Nonetheless, police officers in our study have
estimated to be better at lie detection then they
actually were. Instead of an information gathering
approach seeking for a full report to achieve detailed
information, the focus on obtaining a confession
associated with the use of body language as a lie-
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In the Kassin et al. (2007) study, showing

investigating more than one type of crime and

photographs of the crime or of the victims was

interrogating about ten suspects per month, more

associated with the use of the polygraph, while in

than twice the number of interrogations reported by

our sample it was associated with trying to detect

the police in the USA and Canada (Kassin, 2007).

lies through non-verbal behaviors and facial

Albeit recording interrogations on audio or video is

Articles
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not mandatory in Brazil, like in Kassin's sample

substantially different scenario about police

(2007), most respondents were favorable of this

interviewing of suspects. Since this was the first

procedure. Such high workload, lack of specific

study to look at Brazilian police interviewing of

interview training, and proper infrastructure shed

suspects, additional data comparing self-reports of

light that current practices in Brazil are a

Brazilian officers in other regions of the country, or

consequence of multiple factors that need to be

other South American countries, or data from real

properly assessed to better inform the establishing

police interviews would provide additional evidence

of a national guideline for investigative interviewing

about current practices. Our results based only on

training, and proper assessment of these trainings
which in turn may reflect in more effective
interviewing practices of suspects in the future.

country (e.g., the PEACE model) to improve police
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ABSTRACT

For Investigative Interviewers of Child and Adolescent Victims Using Mock
Interviews

The paper analyses the effectiveness of the first

prompts in the post-training assessments, while all

versions of the Chilean investigative interviewing

remaining interventions showed a significant

training programme, developed by the Public

decrease. The observed rise in the use of open-

Prosecutor’s Office and Fundación Amparo y Justicia

ended questions is considered an indicator of the

during the implementation of the law that

effectiveness of this training programme in Chile.

introduced the video recorded investigative

These findings are consistent with previous

interview into judicial processes involving child and

international training experiences and provide

adolescent victims or witnesses of sexual and other

unprecedented evidence about child investigative

serious crimes. The performance of 53 interviewers

interviewing in Latin America.

was evaluated before and after they participated in
the courses by measuring the proportion of open-

Keywords: investigative interviewing, interviewers’

ended, specific, and suggestive prompts used in

training, NICHD Protocol, child abuse, Chile.

mock interviews with trained actors. Results showed
a significant increase in the use of open-ended
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charge to gather this evidence. As stated by the

Typically, in-person training programmes are

European Parliament and the Council of the

delivered in one intensive block of time, ranging

For Investigative Interviewers of Child and Adolescent Victims Using Mock Interviews

European Union, “a good understanding of children

from six hours to 10 consecutive days. They

and how they behave when faced with traumatic

generally involve contents related to child

experiences will help to ensure a high quality of

development and best-practice interviewing (i.e.,

evidence-taking and also reduce the stress placed

types of questions and the use of protocols or

on children” (European Parliament and Council of

guides), as well as role-playing exercises that allow

Europe, 2011, Subsection 30).

participants to practise interviewing skills followed

INTRODUCTION
During the last few decades, many countries have

In 2017, Fundación Amparo y Justicia, a non-profit

been concerned about the high prevalence of child

organisation involved in preventing child secondary

and adolescent victims of sexual crimes. A study

victimisation, together with the Public Prosecutor’s

estimated that approximately 11.8% of children have

Office developed a training programme for

been victims of sexual crimes (Stoltenborgh et al.,

investigative interviewers. The process was guided

2011). Similarly, the most recent statistics of UNICEF

by international experts. The initial course design

(2017) reported that at least one in ten girls under 20

complied with the latest international standards,

have been victims of forced sexual acts. Considering

including the use of the NICHD investigative

the prevalence of this phenomenon and its negative

interviewing protocol designed for interviewing

consequences, policy reforms have been

child victims of sexual abuse. The goal of this

implemented in various countries to improve the

training programme is to provide participants with

way these crimes are investigated and judged.

the skills and knowledge (e.g., interview structure,

by critical feedback (Benson & Powell, 2015; La Rooy

researchers tend to analyse the types of questions
they use during the substantive phase of real or

objective is to obtain accurate, detailed, and

simulated investigative interviews (Benson & Powell,

complete information about an alleged crime, while

2015). They typically assess transcripts of interviews

affecting the person who gives the statement as

conducted before and after the courses, and some

little as possible (Poole & Lamb, 1998). A specific

include a follow-up evaluations. Studies commonly

technique must be used, in which a specialised

consider mainly the proportion of open-ended

interviewer facilitates the voice of the child or

questions as a performance indicator, on the

adolescent by allowing them to describe, in their

grounds that they facilitate the acquisition of a

own words, their experiences. This account is

coherent and uncontaminated account when

provided through free and uninduced recall, in order

interviewing children (Lamb et al., 2018). Specific

to minimise the risk of incorporating erroneous

and leading questions are also expected to be lower

information (Lamb et al., 2018; Powell et al., 2009).

after the training.

One of the main factors impacting the amount and

Examples of courses that have used real or field

quality of information revealed by the victims is the

interviews as evaluation method can be found in

type of questions used by the interviewer (Lamb et

Australia (Benson & Powell, 2015), Canada (Cyr et al.,

al., 2018). As children are particularly susceptible to

2012; Price & Roberts, 2011), Israel (Lamb et al., 2002;

suggestion, it is highly recommended to interview

Orbach et al., 2000), Korea (Yi & Lamb, 2016),

them using a major proportion of open-ended

Sweden (Cederborg et al., 2013), and the USA

questions, reducing specific questions (directive and

(Sternberg et al., 2001). All of these studies found

option-posing), and avoiding leading or suggestive

that, compared to interviews conducted before the

questions, as they may introduce false information

training, interviewers increased their use of open-

into the respondents' narrative (Powell, 2008).

ended questions after the courses by a factor of two,

Open-ended prompts facilitate the elicitation of

three, or even six. Furthermore, researchers have

children’s testimony with their own words, reducing

also found a decrease in the use of specific (i.e.,

potential contamination in their stories and

directive and option-posing) and suggestive

maximising the accuracy of the information

questions of at least less than half, as well as in the

reported, whereas specific questions tend to elicit

general number of questions or utterances made by

One of the main difficulties of investigating child

less details and are more likely to lead to errors or

interviewers. Nonetheless, they conclude that the

sexual abuse is the lack of physical or medical

inconsistencies (Orbach & Pipe, 2011).

success of the courses depends on the provision of

and adolescents (14 to 17 years old; Ministerio

interviews with child victims of violent crime cases,

Público de Chile, 2020). This high number of

including sexual abuse (see Method section). The

complaints, together with the evidence about the

first five versions of the training programme were

secondary victimisation children experience during

carried out with public prosecutors and

judicial processes, and international evidence about

professionals from the Victim and Witness Support

good practices in the context of judicial proceedings

Unit of the Prosecutor’s Office. Subsequent versions

that involve child victims, encouraged Chilean policy

of the courses have been also taught to police

makers to implement a judiciary reform in these

officers and professionals from the Ministry of

matters. Thus, in January 2018, Law 21,057 was

Interior. Each version has been assessed by

enacted. It introduced a series of modifications to

evaluating the performance of participants in

the criminal justice system, establishing new

simulated or mock interviews.

procedures in the reporting, investigative, and trial
stages of cases that involved child victims of sexual

This paper presents the results of the assessment of

abuse and other serious crimes. One of the most

the five first cohorts. The results indicated that after

emblematic amendments was the incorporation of

the courses, child interviewers increased the use of

the video recorded investigative interview. This

desired utterances, such as open-ended questions,

measure was implemented with the intention of

and decreased the use of specific and leading

reducing the amount of questioning to which child

questions. Hence, this article provides

victims are subjected, while also obtaining more and

unprecedented evidence of the effectiveness of the

higher-quality information for the investigative and

training courses for investigative interviewers in

sentencing processes. The Law also demands

Chile and Latin America.

specific training and qualification for professionals

course and an ongoing professional programme.

adolescent (about non-abuse events; Powell, 2002).

instrument of criminal investigation, whose main

application of video recorded investigative

Ministry of Interior. This training includes an initial

or research assistants) or with a real child or

series of guidelines, protocols, and training

In order to evaluate the performance of participants,

24,593 allegations of sexual crimes against children

Investigaciones), the Judiciary Branch, and the

interviewee (i.e., participants of the course, actors,

couple of decades ago, researchers developed a

2014). Specifically, the investigative interview is an

aspects, among others) required for a correct

forces (Carabineros de Chile and Policía de

either with an adult playing the role of the

trained in a specific technique (Lamb et al., 2011). A

during an investigation (e.g., Lamb et al., 2007; Lyon,

In Chile in 2019, the Prosecutor’s Office reported

from The Public Prosecutor’s Office, the police

et al., 2015). The latter involve simulated interviews

complex task that requires interviewers to be

programmes on how to properly conduct interviews

type of questions, phenomenology of crimes, legal

conducting investigative interviews, including staff

Studies have shown that interviewing a child is a

TRAINING INVESTIGATIVE INTERVIEWERS

evidence to prove the crimes (Adams et al., 2018). In
this context, the child’s testimony becomes the main
or sole evidence in the criminal investigation,
therefore requiring special abilities of those in

extended and intensive training, which should
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include recommended interviewing practices

organised in 15 modules. The simulated interviews

already participated in previous courses related to

NICHD is a structured protocol designed to

(evidenced-based protocols), rules of evidence and

involved adult actors playing the role of five-year old

child sexual abuse or other related topics, and 75.5%

“maximise the conditions under which children are

child development, as well as continuous practice

male and female children who reported an alleged

stated they had conducted interviews or taken

most likely to describe their experiences of abuse

and feedback (Benson & Powell, 2015; Cederborg et

abuse. The actors had been trained to respond in a

statements from child victims during the last year.

accurately” (La Rooy et al., 2015, p. 6). It specifies the

al., 2013; Cyr et al., 2012; Lamb, et al., 2002; Orbach &

developmentally appropriate manner to various

Lamb, 2000; Price & Roberts, 2011; Sternberg et al.,

questions and were provided with case scenarios

Interviewers signed an informed consent which

interviewing children and helps interviewers to

2001).

which reflected a range of abuse types. Results of

explained the objectives of the study, the way in

avoid questions that might lead to contamination of

the assessments using mock interviews showed that

which the information would be used, and in which

the account or distortions of memory. It also guides

Although assessing the quality of field interviews is

these interviews were briefer and more compliant

they expressed their willingness to take part in the

them through the different phases of the interview:

methodologically desirable, some countries legally

with the training guidance, and that trainees tended

study under certain conditions of confidentiality and

1) Pre-substantive, 2) Substantive, and 3) Closing.

restrict access to the recording of interviews

to increase open-ended questions (from 30% to

anonymity.

because of confidentiality issues. This implies that

58%) and used fewer specific and leading questions.

types of prompts which are appropriate to use when

Procedure. The 53 trainees participated in two

researchers and instructors are compelled to use

The training program. The specialised training

mock interviews with a trained actor playing the

mock interviews to evaluate interviewing skills. Still

In Chile in 2018, Law 21,057 introduced the video

programme aims to enable participants to correctly

role of a child victim; one of them was carried out

these types of studies also reported significant

recorded investigative interview to the judicial

conduct a video recorded investigative interview

seven to 15 days before the course and the other,

improvements in the quality of interviews

processes that involve child and adolescent victims

considering the Chilean criminal context and the

one to two weeks after the course. They had a

performed after training in Australia (Benson &

of sexual abuse and other serious crimes. It

particularities of child victims of sexual abuse and

maximum time of 15 minutes to complete the

Powell, 2015), Japan (Naka, 2011, as cited in La Rooy

established that this procedure may only be

other serious crimes. Its design has an experiential

simulated interview, which was held through a

et al., 2015), Korea (Yi et al., 2016), and in the USA

conducted by professionals with a specialized

emphasis inspired by the principles of adult

video-conference platform. Twenty-four hours

(Freeman & Morris, 1999).

training and valid accreditation. Nonetheless, to

education and includes a series of simulated

before the activity, each interviewer was provided

assess the efficacy of these trainings (through the

exercises followed by expert evaluation and

with a case summary that included information on

Specifically, in Australia and in the USA, studies have

evaluation of interviewers’ performance), mock

feedback. Some of the key exercises of the course

the alleged victim (name, age) and facts to be

used trained actors to play the role of a child victim.

interviews must be utilised, given that the regulation

are mock interviews, which are carried out by the

investigated, the possible perpetrator, and

According to Powell, Fisher and Hughes-Scholes

restricts researchers’ access to field interviews in

participants with real children (about a non-abusive

information that was already disclosed.

(2008), mock interviews with trained actors have an

order to protect the victims’ identities. Thus, the

event), other students, and trained actors playing

advantage over the use of non-trained role players.

current study aims to evaluate the effectiveness of

the role of child victims.

Firstly, interpreters may respond to questions in a

the training programme by measuring interviewers’

way that is more reminiscent of the challenges of

ability to make appropriate questions to children.

The courses lasted 98 hours over a 14-day period

worker) specifically trained for this purpose. This

field interviews, and secondly, they are trained to

Following international evidence, the main

and covered the following topics: 1) Foundations of

four-day training course had a theoretical-practical

respond providing a similar amount of information

hypotheses are that post-training interviewers

the video recorded investigative interview and Law

approach (including mock interviews with pairs).

according to different interviewers’ types of

should show: a) an increase in the usage of open-

21,057; 2) Child development and crimes; 3) Types of

The contents included the phases of the NICHD

questions. Moreover, there is evidence that

ended questions, b) a decrease in the use of

questions; 4) NICHD protocol; 5) Planning

protocol, the types of questions, phenomenological

interviewers’ performance is relatively stable across

directive and option-posing questions, and c) a

Interviews; 6) Pre-substantive phase; 7) Substantive

features of the crimes included under Law 21,057,

mock interviews using trained actors and field

decline in the use of leading prompts.

and closing phase, 8) Evaluation of interviews; 9)

and key aspects of child development, as well as

Role of the interviewer and interinstitutional

guidelines and scripts specially designed to play

regulations.

these roles. The guidelines indicated the amount of

and actresses (four psychologists and a social

interviews with child victims (Powell et al., 2010).
METHOD
In the USA, Freeman and Morris (1999) assessed the
impact of a training workshop on investigative
interviewing. Three women served as actresses
during the simulated interviews. They learned
scripted information about a different hypothetical
child and received instruction regarding their role
and how to use developmentally appropriate
language. Results showed a statistically significant
increase in the proportion of open-ended questions
in the post-training assessment (8.8% to 12.6%, on
average). In Australia, Benson and Powell (2015)
evaluated a computer-assisted training programme

The roles of child victims were played by five actors

Participants. Five versions of the training

The NICHD Protocol. Law 21,057 establishes that

programme were held between June 2017 and
October 2018. Fifty-three professionals of the
Prosecutors’ Office participated, including 20 men
(37.7%) and 33 women (62.3%) of 33 to 51 years old
(M = 41). Regarding their professions, 26 participants
were lawyers and/or prosecutors (49.1%), 22 were
psychologists (41.5%), and five were social workers
(9.4%). The average years of experience at the

information they should deliver to open-ended,
directive and option-posing questions made by

interviewers must be trained in the use of a

interviewers, as well as the behaviour and emotional

standardised evidence-based protocol. Specifically,

state they should maintain during the simulation.

the training programme teaches the NICHD

Regarding leading questions, guidelines were not

protocol from the National Institute of Child Health

related to informativeness (i.e., amount of

and Human Development (Lamb et al., 2007; Orbach

information); instead, interpreters should make

et al., 2000). This is the most widely used, and has

interviewers aware of their use of these type of

been translated into more than 15 languages,

prompts (e.g., “I didn’t say that”).

including Spanish (2011). A free version of the

organisation was nine years, ranging from one to 16.
Finally, 35.8% of the participants reported having
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and shared with the actors to guide their

Data coding. Audio and video recordings of

conducted interviews during the last year or having

directive, and Mann Whitney U for option-posing

performance during the simulated interviews. The

simulated interviews were transcribed for the

taken a previous course on child abuse or a related

questions. One-way ANOVAs (Kruskall Wallis for

summaries and scripts of these cases were designed

analyses. The main data coding process consisted of

topic), one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and

option-posing questions) were run to test for

to have similar levels of complexity; namely, both

the classification of question types used by

Kruskal Wallis tests for profession, and Pearson r

informativeness differences among the five actors.

were eight years old, and were involved in cases

interviewers during the substantive phase of the

and Spearman’s rho for age and years of experience

These analyses were conducted in a proportional

with similar potential criminal charges. Also, the

interview. Table 1 summarises how questions were

in the institution.

sample of 60 of the 106 mock interviews (30

same quantity and accuracy of information was

categorised, based on the codebook developed by

included in the summaries.

NICHD researchers (Lamb et al., 1996; Orbach &

The effectiveness of the courses was assessed

Lamb, 2000).

according to the participants’ progress in their

All statistical data processing and analyses were

interviewing performance. Specifically, the

performed in IBM SPSS Statistics 24.

previous and 30 after training; 12 by course).

TABLE 1. Question Types for Coding

proportion of open-ended, closed (directive and

Question type

Definition

Open-ended
Questions or Invitations

Encourage the child interviewee to give a free and detailed account of an
event, fact, action or element in their own words, without necessarily
specifying what precise information they are expected to recount.

Closed or
specific
Questions

Directive
Questions

Optionposing
Questions

option-posing), and leading questions with respect
to total number of questions was measured to rate
their performance. To determine if the
mean/median differences in the proportion of each
type of prompt were statistically significant between
the beginning and the end of the training, paired-

Serve to obtain specific information on a detail of the child’s account,
calling the interviewee’s attention to certain aspects they mentioned
previously. They refer to specific information and/or descriptions of
objects, persons, places, times, etc. Normally start with interrogative
words such as who, when, where, why, how, which, and what.

sample t-tests were used for normally distributed
variables (directive and option posing questions) and
Wilcoxon signed-rank tests for non-normally
distributed variables (open-ended and leading
questions). Additionally, the total number of

Questions in which the interviewee is asked to choose from response
options, which may or may not be specified when formulating the
question (e.g., yes/no).

questions was measured and compared using the
Wilcoxon test.
Lastly, to make sure actors provided a similar

A question was coded as leading when:

Leading Questions

amount of information to interviewers,

a) The interviewer included information the interviewee had not
previously mentioned.

independently of the case or acting style, the total

b) The interviewer changed words or the meaning of the information that
the interviewee had previously mentioned.

directive and option-posing questions was

c) The way in which the question was formulated suggested that a certain
response was desired.

questions were not considered in the analyses, given

number of words elicited by actors to open,
measured as a proxy of informativeness. Leading
that specific guidelines for actors in terms of these
prompts were not related to the amount of
information they should elicit; instead, they were

Interrater Reliability. The analysis was conducted

directive and option-posing prompts ranged from

by a coding team trained for this task. To calculate

0.76 to 0.84. Nevertheless, discrepancies between

the interrater reliability, a random sample of 20% of

coders were discussed and solved by the research

all interviews was coded twice. Coders did not know

team.

instructed to show the interviewer they had used a
suggestive intervention. Repeated words were not
counted twice unless the repetition was
intentionally used to emphasise an idea.
Interjections (mmm…) and false starts (I…) or other

which interviews were double-coded and which
were not. The Kappa coefficient was used to

Data analysis. Preliminary analyses were conducted

determine the reliability of the coding process, with

to determine if there were any associations between

an observed value of 0.76, representing a substantial

the characteristics of participants and the variation

level of agreement (Abraira, 2001). Except for a low

in the percentage of use of each type of question

Kappa coefficient for suggestive questions (0.17)

before and after the courses (pre-post differences).

which represented a low percentage of the

Unpaired samples t-test and Mann-Whitney U test

questions, interrater reliability for open-ended,

were executed for two-level variables (sex, if they

similar expressions were erased, considering that
they are more related to the actors’ styles than to
the testimonies. However, these words were
counted if they constituted the only answer to an
interviewer’s prompt. Once transcripts were coded,
unpaired-sample t-tests were executed to check if
there were differences in the number of words
elicited among the two cases to open-ended and
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RESULTS
Preliminary Analyses. Analyses of the possible
influence of the characteristics and experience of
participants in their performance indicated that, in
general, there were no significant mean differences
in the variation of use of open-ended, directive,
option-posing and suggestive questions between
the pre- and post-evaluations (see Table 2).
Exceptionally, t-tests for the variation of optionposing prompts indicated that women tend to show
a higher decrease in the use of these prompts after
the course. Nevertheless, no associations between
sex and use of option-posing questions were found,
neither at the end nor at the beginning of the
courses. Furthermore, associations between
profession and the variation in the use of openended and option-posing questions were observed.
Psychologists showed a lower mean increase in the
use of open-ended question than social workers,
nevertheless they tended to use these prompts
more frequently at the beginning of the course ( H =
11.376; p < .05). Similarly, a lower decrease in the use
of option-posing questions was observed in
psychologists in comparison to social workers.
Nonetheless, the former used to ask a lower
proportion of these prompts at the pre-evaluation (F
= 4.469; p < .05). Lastly, no significant differences
were found across professionals in the use of openended (F = .413; p > .05) and option-posing prompts
(F = 3.300; p > .05) after the courses. This
information indicates that although psychologists
tended to have a better performance before the
start of the training programme, they varied their
use of open-ended and option posing question in a
lesser extent; therefore, the three professions
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showed similar levels of performance after the

The most significant change was observed in the use

On one hand, a series of international studies have

course.

of open-ended questions, with an increase of 30%

found that training interviewers to use specific

(from a mean proportion of 17.4% to 47.8%), which

guidelines, such as the NICHD investigative

might be interpreted as an indicator of interviewers’

interviewing protocol, has helped them to increase

improvement in performance during the training

their use of open-ended questions in field

courses. Another expected result was the significant

interviews with real child victims by at least double

reduction in the use of closed and leading questions.

(Benson & Powell, 2015; Cederborg, et al., 2013; Lamb

The outcomes showed that the use of directive

et al., 2002; Orbach et al., 2000; Sternberg et al.,

questions dropped in average from 38.6% to 25.3%,

2001; Yi & Lamb, 2016). For instance, in Korea, Yi and

whereas option-posing questions decreased from

Lamb (2016) evidenced a significant increase from

39.7% to 25.6%. Finally, the percentage of use of

5% to 11% in the use of these types of prompts,

leading questions, both in the pre-training

whereas in Canada, Cyr et al. (2012) observed a rise

assessment and at the post-training evaluation, was

from 8% to 37%. Additionally, in Australia, Benson

low, and it is also possible to observe a significant

and Powell (2015) observed an increase from 10% to

decrease in their proportion from 4.3% to 1.4%.

40% after participants took part in a computer-

TABLE 2. Associations between participants’ characteristics in the variation in the use of questions before and after the

courses

Participants' characteristics
Sex
Field experience last year
Previous course
Profession
Age
Years of experience

Open Ended
Questions
test
p
t = 1.60
>.05
t = .133
>.05
t = 1.16
>.05
F = 4.07
<.05*
r = -.091
>.05
r = -.228
>.05

Directive
Questions
test
p
t = .312
>.05
t = .313
>.05
t = .938
>.05
F = 2.436 >.05
r = -.061 >.05
r = .004
>.05

Option Posing
Questions
test
p
t = 2.019 <.05*
t = .361
>.05
t = .408
>.05
F = 3.708 <.05*
r = .121
>.05
r = .260
>.05

Leading Questions
test
p
U = 301.5
>.05
U = 257.5
>.05
U = 319
>.05
H = .361
>.05
rho = -.033
>.05
rho = .089
>.05

An additional preliminary analysis consisted in

across interviews in terms of their responses or

testing that actors were eliciting a similar amount of

informativeness to interviewers’ questions.

based training programme. They also found a
DISCUSSION

information in relation to the other interpreters and
in relation to the cases they interpreted. One-way

Interviewers´ performance before and after the

ANOVA and Kruskall Wallis tests allowed to dismiss

training. Differences in the performance of

the existence of significant differences between the

interviewers before and after the courses were

five actors in terms of the number of words they

analysed to evaluate the effectiveness of the

elicited to open-ended (F = .23; p > .05), directive (F

training. Wilcoxon test indicated that interviewers

= 1.29; p > .05), and option-posing questions (H =

significantly reduced the total amount of questions

2.99; p > .05). Further, the results of unpaired t-tests

from a median of 46 to 29 after the course (Z = 4.99;

and Mann Whitney U test discarded any significant

p < .01). Also, significant differences were found in

differences among the two cases in relation to the

the use of all the types of prompts utilised by the

amount of words elicited to open-ended (t = .46; p >

participants. Table 3 shows the median, mean, and

.05), directive (t = 1.55; p > .05), and option-posing

standard deviation of the proportion of each type of

questions (U = 345.0; p > .05). These results support

question.

The first versions of the Chilean training programme
for investigative interviewers were carried out
between 2017 and 2018 in the context of the
implementation, in the criminal justice system, of
the video recorded investigative interview with child
and adolescent victims of sexual abuse and other
serious crimes. Fifty-three lawyers, psychologists,
and social workers from the Public Prosecutor’s
Office took part in five 14-day long courses to be
trained as investigative interviewers.
The results showed that post-training performance

the idea that actors’ performance was consistent

was significantly better than in the pre-training
assessment. Confirming the three study hypotheses,
this was evidenced by an increase in open-ended

TABLE 3. Proportion of usage of each question type previous and after the training

Proportion
Before

Type of Question

prompts, which allow to elicit more information
from victims than focused prompts, and a decrease

t test / Wilcoxon
After

t/Z

p value

in direct, option-posing, and leading questions,
which may introduce error and compromise the
reliability of children’s responses (Lamb et al., 2018).

Median

Mean (SD)

Median

Mean (SD)

Open-ended

.108

.174 (.182)

.461

.478 (.156)

Z = 8.058

<.01

Directive

.378

.386 (.126)

.250

.253 (.945)

t = -4.657

<.01

least in mock interviews, they learned how to

Option-posing

.389

.397 (.130)

.242

.256 (.007)

t = -4.028

<.01

victims, by avoiding asking too many focused

Leading

.032

.043 (.055)

.000

.014 (.024)

Z = -4.059

<.01

Furthermore, after the training course, interviewers
asked fewer questions in general, proving that, at
conduct interviews that promote a free narrative of
questions.
The findings of this study are consistent with
training effectiveness evaluations conducted in
other countries, both using field or mock interviews.
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significant decline in the use of specific prompts
from 83% to 56% and of leading questions from 8%
to 4%. Cyr et al. (2012) also observed fewer directive
and option-posing utterances post-training (e.g.,
from 37% to 27% and from 32% to 20%,
respectively), but no significant decrease of
suggestive questions (from 7% to 5%). Except for the
lack of significance in the change of leading
prompts, these results are very similar to the
present study’s using mock interviews, which
produced declines from 38% to 25% in directive
prompts, from 40% to 25% in option-posing, and
from 4% to 1% in suggestive prompts. Regarding the
latter, Benson and Powell (2015) also observed a
significant decline of leading prompts in field and in
mock interviews (from 8% to 4% and from 13% to
12%, respectively). Hence, an interesting finding of
this and other studies is the remarkably low
percentage of use of these type of interventions,
which is highly desirable given their pervasive effect.
Regarding the use of mock interviews, according to
Powell and others (2008), simulated interviews with
trained actors playing the role of an abused child are
appropriate for evaluating interviewers when field
interviews are not available, as in the Chilean case.
Studies using mock interviews as an assessment
method have also found improvements in the
performance of interviewers in Australia, Japan,
Korea, and the USA (Benson & Powell, 2015; Freeman
& Morris, 1999; Naka, 2011, as cited in La Rooy et al.,
2015; Yi et al., 2016). However, it has been found that
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the use of open-ended questions, although is

and to profession and open-ended and option-

relatively consistent between field and mock

posing questions; nonetheless, at the end of the

interviews, might be higher in simulated instances

course no differences were evidenced in these

(Powell et al., 2010). For example, Benson and Powell

variables. These findings might indicate that the

(2015) found an increase of these types of questions
from 30% to 57%, whereas our study found an
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INVOLVEMENT OF IIIRG STUDENTS
Students, early career researchers, and practitioners
were welcomed and celebrated during the iIIRG
Virtual 2021 Conference. Over the course of the two
months prior to the conference, the majority of the
30 student presenters were introduced on the iIIRG
Student Twitter account (@iIIRGStudent). These
spotlight posts allowed us to build interest in their
work, as well as gain support from their peers. iIIRG
Student members’ research was showcased at the
event with a great representation of student talks in
the many pre-recorded presentations on the
conference platform. Attendees viewed the talks,
engaged with the research, and had the opportunity
to ask questions via the direct messaging platform,
which several students commented was a little less
daunting than standing in front of a room full of
strangers. Importantly, it was a wonderful occasion
for everyone to catch up, meet new people, as well
as dive deeper into discussions about their research
and practice during the daily virtual networking
events. As the event progressed, student members
were present in all of the Wonder.me zones.
STUDENT PANEL
On the last day of the conference, iIIRG Student
presented a panel titled: “What I wish I had known Advice from expert academics and practitioners”.
The panel was Chaired by Gary Pankhurst, the CoDirector of the iIIRG - a student himself, as he is
currently finalizing his Ph.D. research thesis
studying information elicitation in sexual offense
interviews after having spent thirty years in policing
as a detective in London, UK. Panelists included Dr.
Vincent Denault, a Postdoctoral Fellow at the
Department of Educational and Counselling
Psychology of McGill University, and a Lecturer in
the Faculty of Law of the University of Sherbrooke,
as well as a lawyer and coroner; Veronica
Hinestroza, an independent consultant and advisor
on International Law with 18 years of experience, as
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“The more you know the more you don't know’ So many
insights from student panel today. Thank you so much for
the wonderful three days experience and kudos to this
amazing platform!” - @Diandra_Yessy

well as an expert on the documentation and
investigation of grave human rights violations; Dr.
Feni Kontogianni, a Lecturer at the Department of
Psychology at the University of Winchester, UK
whose research focuses on applied memory and the
effects that cognitive, social, and cultural factors
have on reporting information in applied settings;
and Dr. Kirk Luther, an Assistant Professor in the
Department of Psychology at Carleton University
studying the safeguarding of legal rights for adults
and youth, and advancing research and practice on
investigative interviewing.

“Huge thanks to the great panelists on “What I wish I’d
known” at #IIIRGVirtual2021
“Great insight, advice, and encouraging words. Your time
and honesty is highly appreciated” - @HillnerLina
“Very insightful, inspiring, and reassuring to hear about
successful professionals’ career paths at the @iiirgofficial
@iiirgstudent panel ‘What I wish I’d Known’!” - @g_salhab

The discussion was lively, candid, and at times,
vulnerable. The panelists discussed the topic of
mental health in academia and the weight of certain
topics in our field. They emphasized the importance
of finding “your people” and being selective in the
people we surround ourselves with, peers and
mentors alike. Similarly, they shared the many ways
in which the path that became theirs had deviated
from linearity and advised attendees, students,
researchers, and practitioners alike, to be willing to
go where this path takes them.
Brought on by a discussion about establishing
collaboration with practitioners as students, Dr.
Denault expressed the importance of the
accessibility of our research to practitioners such as
lawyers and law enforcement officers. A discussion
around knowledge mobilization among our panelists
reminded us of the various ways in which our
research can be disseminated beyond journals and
reach the practitioners who can apply it in their
everyday practice. The importance of being willing
to go to our audience rather than wait for them to
come to us was made clear.
Among the guiding themes of the panel was the
importance of holding onto the ‘why’ of what we do
in a world where we make daily decisions about
‘what’ it is that we are or should be doing. These
closing words from the panel Chair, Gary Pankhurst,
offered attendees in all roles and stages of their
careers the welcome reminder and drive to brush
off feelings of imposter syndrome, and to remember
why they do the work that they do. The event chat
was active with encouragement, support, and
queries for the duration of the panel and discussion
continued over Twitter and in the networking event
that evening. All attendees commended the panelists
for their openness and students especially
expressed gratitude for their willingness to share
advice along with a part of themselves.
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Overall, from the student perspective, the iIIRG
Virtual 2021 conference was a great opportunity to
network and get advice and support from peers with
shared research interests, as well as with
established researchers and practitioners in the
field.
We look forward to meeting at the iIIRG 2022
Conference where we can continue sharing ideas
and enthusiasm with each other and hope that we
can retain some of the increased accessibility that
the virtual platform has allowed for student
members around the globe.
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Jana: At the iIIRG 2021, I presented my master’s

Recognising Excellence

The editorial team of II:RP wanted to give the award

A Conversation with the iIIRG 2021 Student

research and they were asked to respond to the

Presentation Award Winners

following questions:

Kirk Luther

winners an opportunity to share a bit about their

Carleton University, Canada

Tell us about the research you presented
at the latest iIIRG conference

Given the on-going global pandemic and in the

Christopher: I presented two of my PhD studies

interest of safety and protection of all, the

that piloted a new approach for delivering youth
interrogation rights to youth detainees and their
appropriate adult supporters. Informed by Mayer’s
cognitive theory of multimedia learning, I tested
what effect presenting these youth interrogation
rights via a multimedia presentation had on viewers
comprehension of this information. Specifically, I
manipulated three multimedia elements (Animation,
Audio, and Caption) to examine which elements – or
combination thereof – produced the best overall
understanding of these rights. Using samples of
adults (age 18 years +; Study 1) and youth (age 12-17
years; Study 2), participants in both experiments
were randomly shown one of the eight created
multimedia presentations and answered questions
to assess their understanding of the youth
interrogation rights content presented. A consistent
finding emerged across both experiments,
suggesting that (relative to other conditions) the
multimedia presentation containing animation and
caption elements led to the highest level of
comprehension. However, it should be noted that
overall comprehension levels were still concerningly
low across the two studies despite using this novel
approach (~54% for adults and ~36% for youth).
[Editor’s note: The results of this research have been
published and can be found online at
https://doi.org/10.1177/00938548221093283]

International Investigative Interviewing Research
Group (iIIRG) hosted our 2021 annual conference
virtually (#iIIRGVirtual2021). The online conference
was a huge success; it was attended by nearly 200
delegates, researchers, and practitioners worldwide
– 45 of which were students. As in years past, the
quality of research showcased at this year’s
conference was top-notch, highly informative, and
provided evidence that research within the
investigative interviewing field is contributing
improved knowledge to help inform practice. It is
certainly a pleasure to be part of a world-wide
network of leading researchers and practitioners
who share the common goal of improving
investigative interviewing.
I think it is particularly important to note that of our
membership, we have many student members - all
of whom are at different stages of their academic
training. Similar to past iIIRG conferences, our
student members played an integral part in making
the iIIRG Virtual conference a success. These
student talks and presentations were of high caliber
and the iIIRG Executive Committee was quite
impressed by the quality of research presented by
many of our student members. In fact, the
committee had a challenging time in deciding which
stellar students were most deserving of recognition.
The iIIRG Executive Committee is very pleased to
offer congratulations to Christopher Lively for
winning the best student presentation, and to Cody
Porter and Jana Otzipka for winning the highly
commended student presentation prizes.
Congratulations to all three of you!

thesis research which focused on the individual
rapport building and supportive techniques of the
German R-NICHD protocol. I conducted this study
under supervision of Anett Tamm and Prof. Dr.
Renate Volbert at the Psychologische Hochschule
Berlin. To our knowledge, this was the first study
that assessed the individual rapport building and
supportive techniques of the R-NICHD protocol,
instead of looking at the effect of the protocol as a
whole. Additionally, no previous study included both
interviewees with and without child (sexual) abuse
experience. We addressed this research gap by
means of an online vignette-study assigning
participants to either a hypothetical “abused” or a
hypothetical “not abused” control group. Next,
participants proceeded to rate each individual
rapport building and supportive technique. The
results showed that many rapport building
techniques of the R-NICHD protocol were perceived
as supportive and non-suggestive, which is in line
with previous studies. The positively rated
techniques appeared to focus on a friendly
interaction, reinforcement, and support of the
interviewee. However, a number of techniques were
also perceived as non-supportive and suggestive by
participants across both groups. These techniques
seemed to violate personal boundaries of the
interviewee whilst attempting to force rapport, even
though this approach contradicts the basic idea of
rapport. [Editor’s note: The results of this research
have been published and can be found online at
https://doi.org/10.3389/fpsyg.2021.659438]

What are some of the potential
implications of your findings?
Christopher: Much more research is needed
before any concrete changes or implications can be
put into practice; however, I believe this type of
research has great potential for contributing toward
a more standardized process when it comes to
delivering interrogation rights to detainees. There is
data available to suggest that police officers are
inconsistent with how the delivery of rights are
presented to youth and how well the youth’s
understanding of their rights is verified. Given these
diverse practices, it leads to concerns about how
fully informed detainees are about the rights
available to them. Thus, incorporating the use of a
multimedia presentation as the mode of delivery for
interrogation rights certainly has the potential to
help alleviate these types of concerns by bringing a
more standardized approach. However, such
changes of implementing multimedia technology

Cody: The research I presented at iIIRG formed
part of my PhD and involved a critical analysis of the
Model Statement literature. The Model Statement
itself is a highly detailed example of a statement
unrelated to that of the interview designed to elicit
more information from suspects or eyewitnesses.
Some lie-detection experts suggest that the Model
Statement is being used by practitioners to detect
deception in real world contexts. I wanted to assess
whether this tool was ready for real world
application based upon a synthesis of the current
findings. [Editor’s note: The results of this research
have been published and can be found online at
https://doi.org/10.1002/jip.1563]
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into the interrogation room would require the
support and buy-in from legislators, courts, and
police agencies, as well. The fact remains that much
more work is needed before we are at the stage of
implementing such changes into the interrogation
room.

Cody: My findings suggest that, although
promising, the Model Statement is not yet ready to
be used in practice. There are too many unknown
variables regarding what makes an effective or
ineffective Model Statement.

Jana: My findings need to be viewed in light of the
study’s limitations, since they are based on
evaluations made by adults pertaining to a
hypothetical scenario. Hence, the results cannot
necessarily be transferred to real-life interviews and
should not be seen as conclusive evidence that some
techniques work while others do not. Instead, my
findings do stress the need to include interviewees’
perceptions of interviewer rapport building and
support in future research. Furthermore, an
appropriate control group should be incorporated
whenever possible.

How has the award recognition from iIIRG
helped with your research?
Christopher: Firstly, to be a recipient of this
award recognition from iIIRG was quite humbling
and certainly boosted my confidence as a
researcher. Moreover, connecting with other
researchers from around the world who showed
great interest in my work has only increased my
desire to continue researching interrogation rights
comprehension and help contribute improvements.

Cody: iIIRG is a collective group of practitioners
and researchers and the award recognition has led
to greater distribution for this research.

Jana: For one, the award recognition has helped to
obtain exposure for my research, both at the
conference, as well as on a more general level. I
believe that interviewer rapport building and
support are very important aspects of investigative
interviewing and, as I’ve mentioned before, more
research is needed specifically on interviewees’
perceptions of such. Hence, I am grateful for the
increased exposure that my research has gained
through the award. On a more personal level, I have
also benefitted greatly from the award recognition.
This presentation has been my first oral
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presentation at an international conference,
something which I had been rather nervous about.
Being recognized as a highly commended
presentation amongst so many great student
presentations has had a significant impact on my
confidence and will certainly help me present my
research at future conferences.

Toward a Comprehensive
Conceptualization and
Improve Identification

and academic literature (Mergaerts & Dehaghani,

Of Suspect Vulnerability in Criminal Proceedings

information, the right of access to a lawyer) for all

Lore Mergaerts

What's the next research project you're
hoping to tackle?

II:RP | Volume 12 | Issue 1

Researcher, Department of Criminal Law and Criminology,
KU Leuven, Belgium

2020; Mergaerts et al., 2018). First, at the EU-level,
several adopted Directives focusing on
strengthening procedural safeguards (e.g., the right
to interpretation and translation, the right to
suspects include a provision that the special needs
of vulnerable persons must be considered by
Member States when implementing the Directive
(e.g., Directive 2010/64/EU; Directive 2012/13/EU;

Christopher: Related to the present research, I

BIOGRAPHY

would like to replicate these findings in a lab setting
and also under more ecologically valid conditions
(e.g., with justice-involved youth). Given that this
research relied heavily on the multimedia principle, I
would also like to explore how incorporating
additional or different learning principles as outlined
by Mayer’s cognitive theory of multimedia learning
may strengthen the observed effects. Beyond these
interests, I am also working on new projects related
to alibi assessments and questioning practices by
major actors within the criminal justice system.

Lore Mergaerts obtained a Bachelor of Criminology
(KU Leuven, 2011), a Master of Laws in Forensics,
Criminology and Law (Maastricht University, 2012)
and a Master of Science in Psychology and Law
(Maastricht University, 2013). After almost four years
of being a teaching assistant in the Criminology
programme, since 2016 she is now a researcher at
the Department of Criminal Law and Criminology at
the Faculty of Law and Criminology of KU Leuven.
She is a member of the Board of Directors and

Cody: The next research project I am planning to

General Assembly of the Belgian Centre for Policing

tackle is an examination of what components are
responsible for the Model Statement enhancing
information elicitation as well as lie-detection
accuracy.

and Security (CPS). From March to December 2021,
she was also a senior advisor involved in a European
Commission (DG JUST) study on procedural
safeguards for vulnerable adults who are suspects or

Jana: After receiving the results from a large-scale

accused persons in criminal proceedings. Her PhD

pilot study recently, I am now planning to focus on
the first major study of my PhD project. In this
study, I will be researching whether the ACH
method improves decision-making and evidence
evaluation, whilst counteracting confirmation bias in
the context of a criminal investigation. At the same
time, I intend to look at the temporal stability of
case evaluations obtained by means of the ACH
method.

research project, which she successfully defended in
May 2021, was funded by the Research Fund –
Flanders (FWO) and concerns vulnerable suspects in
criminal proceedings, with a focus on the
conceptualization of vulnerability and the role of the
defence lawyer in identifying suspect vulnerability in
the pre-trial investigation. Her research was
supervised by Professor Dirk Van Daele (KU Leuven)
and Professor Geert Vervaeke (KU Leuven and
Tilburg University).

INTRODUCTION
Suspect vulnerability has received increased
attention over the past years in both the legal and
academic domain. However, what is to be
understood by suspect vulnerability differs between
legal instruments of the European Union (EU), case
law of the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR)
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Directive 2013/48/EU). Put differently, these
Directives merely stress that the specific needs of
so-called vulnerable persons have to be considered,
without providing an explanation of whom exactly is
to be considered vulnerable. The non-binding EU
Recommendation of 27 November 2013 on
procedural safeguards for vulnerable persons states
specifically that ‘all suspects or accused persons
who are not able to understand and to effectively
participate in criminal proceedings due to age, their
mental or physical condition or disabilities’ are
considered vulnerable, but this definition is not
commonly accepted among member states
(Recommendation, 2013; European Commission,
2013).
Second, on the one hand, the ECtHR case law has
stressed that suspect vulnerability may stem from
merely being involved as a suspect in criminal
proceedings (e.g., ECtHR, 2008a), while on the other
hand it also considers a number of relevant factors
that may render a suspect ‘particular vulnerable’,
such as being a juvenile, having chronic alcoholism
and/or an acute alcohol intoxication, having a
physical disability or medical condition, belonging to
a socially disadvantaged group, and/or having a
mental disorder (e.g., ECtHR, 1999; ECtHR, 2008b;
ECtHR, 2009; ECtHR, 2010a; ECtHR, 2010b; ECtHR,
2011; ECtHR, 2016a, 2016b; Mergaerts & Dehaghani,
2020; Mergaerts et al., 2018).
Third, the large body of academic research on false
confessions has recognized that suspect
vulnerability can be caused by both situational and
individual factors (e.g., Kassin et al., 2010; Kassin &
Gudjonsson, 2004). Situational circumstances in the
context of suspect vulnerability refer to the
questioning style adopted by the police, fatigue, and
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isolation from family and friends due to being held

In addition, it can be argued that vulnerability

suspect vulnerability (ECtHR, 2008a), especially

have been developed to facilitate the identification

in custody. Individual factors refer to psychological

essentially comes down to a suspect’s inability to

since such persons need special care to understand

of psychological characteristics in people (e.g.,

problems or other mental health disorders that a

exercise his/her procedural rights. Being able to

their legal rights and to improve their statements for

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental

suspect may suffer from. Given these factors, any

exercise their procedural rights requires three

the purpose of an effective defence. Consequently,

Disorders [American Psychiatric Association, 2013];

statements that a suspect provides to the police,

necessary conditions: 1) information about and

both the police and the defence lawyer need to

Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory

public prosecutor, or (investigative) judge may be

knowledge of the procedural rights; 2)

identify early whether the suspect/client can be

[Hathaway & McKinley, 1942]; Brief Psychiatric

inconsistent, incorrect, or even false (e.g.,

understanding of the procedural rights; and 3)

qualified as vulnerable. An early identification of

Rating Scale [Overall & Gorham, 1988]). Yet, most of

Gudjonsson, 1993, 2003, 2010, 2018).

rational decision-making regarding the exercise of

suspect vulnerability is also important as

these instruments are not readily applicable in

those rights. Defining vulnerability in terms of the

vulnerability should not be understood as a fixed

judicial practice and primarily used by mental health

As such, the legal domain recognizes that all

ability to exercise procedural rights implies that

characteristic – as if the person possesses a certain

experts. As such, they require some psychological

suspects involved in criminal proceedings can be

suspect vulnerability cannot be limited to innocent

vulnerability – but as an attribute of the legal system

knowledge and are not specifically aimed to be used

vulnerable, either by merely being involved in a

suspects nor to false confessions. The extent to

itself too. In Belgium, for example, the identification

by defence lawyers. Although some other

criminal investigation or due to certain

which a person will be able to exercise his

of suspect vulnerability is increasingly assigned to

instruments are intended to be used within the

situational/individual factors hampering their ability

procedural rights does not depend on his innocence

the suspect’s defence lawyer (Flemish Bar

criminal justice system (e.g., Gudjonsson

to understand the procedural rights and to

or guilt. Moreover, instead of focusing on fixed

Association, 2017). A question can be raised,

Suggestibility Scale; Gudjonsson, 1984; e.g.,

effectively participate in criminal proceedings. In

labels, the vulnerability of a suspect should be

however, about to what extent a defence lawyer is

Gudjonsson Compliance Scale; Gudjonsson, 1989),

contrast, academic research focuses on innocent

assessed based on several functional cognitive

legally and practically capable of identifying suspect

they are solely aimed at screening for specific

suspects who are at risk of providing invalid

abilities, including language skills; attention and

vulnerability in the early stages of criminal

psychological traits and disorders, as a result of

statements due to certain situational or individual

concentration abilities; reasoning abilities and

proceedings.

which the interactive nature of suspect vulnerability

factors. Clearly some ‘degrees of vulnerability’ can

memory capacities. In addition, the physical

be observed ranging from a rather general

condition and potential substance (ab)use need to

Therefore, as part of my PhD research I conducted

vulnerability (i.e., stemming from the mere fact that

be considered, because these factors may affect the

both a theoretical and legal analysis of the

one is involved in a criminal procedure), to a

cognitive abilities of a suspect. These cognitive

possibilities and limitations, as well as semi-

Therefore, an all-inclusive tool to improve the

heightened vulnerability (i.e., when the suspect is

abilities are not constant or unchangeable but

structured interviews with sixteen defence lawyers

identification of suspect vulnerability by the defence

detained and questioned), or to a particular

dynamic, and thus need to be assessed in relation to

in Belgium as to when and how suspect vulnerability

lawyer was developed, considering the added value

vulnerability (i.e., where personal or psychological

the specific context and moment (i.e., interactively),

can be identified during a pre-trial investigation

and limitations of existing instruments. Foremost, in

factors are at stake; see Mergaerts et al., 2018).

considering the circumstances of the case and how

(Mergaerts, 2022). The data of these analyses

contrast to existing tools, this tool not only includes

the suspect is dealt with by the defence lawyer, the

demonstrate that the identification of suspect

individual characteristics that may render a suspect

Consequently, there is no unequivocal approach to

police and judicial authorities (Mergaerts et al.,

vulnerability is difficult and complex. The results

vulnerable, but also addresses the interactive and

suspect vulnerability, which results in different

2018). Thus, it is recommended to reconsider how

suggest that there is insufficient knowledge of and

dynamic character of suspect vulnerability

interpretations and a lack of clarity as to which

vulnerability is approached and dealt with in future

training about the potential vulnerability of

(Mergaerts, 2022). The tool – called ‘a guide to

suspects need to be considered as vulnerable.

legislative and policy initiatives taken at a European

suspects. Very divergent views on the scope and

facilitate the identification of suspect vulnerability’ –

Therefore, as part of my PhD research, I developed a

or national level.

meaning of suspect vulnerability are observed

resembles a checklist and consists of five categories,

among lawyers. They also seem to rely on readily

referring to the different sources of information that

is not considered (for an overview, see Mergaerts et

theoretical framework to define vulnerability

al., 2018).

(Mergaerts, 2022). The theoretical framework is

Whereas some ambiguity exists as to the scope and

observable indicators (such as manner of speech and

can be used to assess suspect vulnerability (i.e., the

based on an extensive analysis of the existing

meaning of suspect vulnerability, it is recognized

behaviour), experience, and human knowledge to

confidential conversation prior to police

European and Belgian legislation and case law, and

within both the legal and academic domain that the

identify that vulnerability. As there is a predominant

questioning, police questioning, other investigative

the academic (predominant legal psychological)

early identification of suspect vulnerability is crucial,

focus on individual characteristics, the interactive

acts, the case file and information to be obtained

literature addressing suspect vulnerability. Based on

but complex (Fair Trials, 2012; Gudjonsson, 1993;

and dynamic nature of vulnerability is also mostly

from third parties; see Mergaerts, 2022). Each

this analysis, I argue that an interactive and dynamic

Recommendation, 2013). This identification remains

overlooked. Moreover, they are not actively vigilant

category lists several indicators of vulnerability,

approach to suspect vulnerability should be adopted

a difficult task for police officers and magistrates,

to identifying suspect vulnerability. The attention

addressing both individual factors and situational

instead of a mere focus on general suspect

which results in a considerable number of

given to suspect vulnerability is not systematic, but

factors. Within each category, the indicators are

vulnerability for all suspects on the one hand or a

vulnerable suspects being overlooked (e.g.,

instead is rather implicit or even accidental. Clearly

arranged following their impact on suspect

mere focus on specific individual characteristics on

Dehaghani, 2019; Douglas & Cuskelly, 2011; Geijsen,

the identification of suspect vulnerability needs to

vulnerability. As such, the indicators are ranked

the other, which is mainly the case in current legal

2018; Gudjonsson, 1993; Gulati et al., 2020; Hayes,

be improved.

along three risk levels. The first level (labelled as ‘OK’

perspectives.

2002; McKinnon & Grubin, 2010; Young et al., 2013).

– green coloured) refers to indicators of a suspect’s

Nevertheless, the criminal defence lawyer appears

To overcome the complexity of this identification

resilience (e.g., characteristics of an information

to have an important role in compensating for

and considering its importance, several instruments

gathering police questioning style). The second level
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indicators requiring the defence lawyer’s vigilance
that can be relatively easily remedied (e.g., asking for
a short break of the police interview or using
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Directive 2013/48/EU of the European Parliament and of the

Gulati, G., Kelly, B. D., Cusack, A., Kilcommins, S., & Dunne, C.

Council on the right of access to a lawyer in criminal

P. (2020). The experience of law enforcement officers

proceedings and in European arrest warrant proceedings and

interfacing with suspects who have an intellectual disability – A

on the right to have a third party informed upon deprivation of

systematic review. International Journal of Law and Psychiatry,
72, 101614. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijlp.2020.101614

liberty and to communicate with third persons and with

adapted wordings). The third level (labelled as

consular authorities while deprived of liberty.

‘heightened vigilance, need for appropriate action’ –

Douglas, L., & Cuskelly, M. (2011). A focus group study of police

Hathaway, S. R., & McKinley J. C. (1942). Manual for the
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory. University of

officers' recognition of individuals with intellectual disability.

Minnesota Press.

red coloured), lists indicators that require
immediate action by the defence lawyer. This level
includes indicators of which the academic literature
has clearly demonstrated that they severely hamper
the suspect’s ability to exercise procedural rights

Psychiatry, Psychology and Law, 19(1), 35–44.

European Parliament and of the Council on procedural

Justice System. Journal of Applied Research in Intellectual
Disabilities, 15(2), 120–128. https://doi.org/10.1046/j.1468-

safeguards for children suspected or accused in criminal

3148.2002.00113.x

proceedings.

questioning style, long and nightly questioning).

European Court of Human Rights. (1999). T. v. United Kingdom .

during a focus group with defence lawyers. The tool
and training of defence lawyers, as it appears an

European Court of Human Rights. (2010a). Orsus and others v.

easily applicable screening tool that enables lawyers

Croatia.

to identify suspect vulnerability early (Mergaerts,

European Court of Human Rights. (2010b). Borotyuk v. Ukraine.

As suspects can also waive their right of access to a
lawyer, the police should nevertheless also be
vigilant to and capable of identifying suspect

Geijsen, K. (2018). Persons at risk during interrogations in

focus on examining and improving the identification

police custody. Different perspectives on vulnerable suspects.

Procedures in London, UK. The European Journal of Public

Health, 23(3), 399–405.

rol van de advocaat bij de vaststelling ervan tijdens het
vooronderzoek. Boom juridisch Antwerpen.
Mergaerts, L., & Dehaghani, R. (2020). Protecting vulnerable
suspects in police investigations in Europe: Lessons learned
from England and Wales and Belgium. New Journal of

European Criminal Law , 11(3), 313–334.

Ipskamp printing. https://doi.org/10.26481/dis.20181101kg

https://doi.org/10.1177/2032284420943299

Gudjonsson, G. H. (1984). A new scale of interrogative

Mergaerts, L., Van Daele, D., & Vervaeke, G. (2018). Challenges
in defining and identifying a suspect's vulnerability in criminal

suggestibility. Personality and Individual Differences, 5(3), 303–

proceedings: What's in a name and who's to blame? In P.

314. https://doi.org/10.1016/0191-8869(84)90069-2

Cooper & L. Hunting (Eds.), Access to justice for vulnerable
people (pp. 48-71). Wildy, Simmonds & Hill Publishing.

Gudjonsson, G. H. (1989). Compliance in an interrogative
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Show 'em, Tell 'em,
Bluff 'em:
Presenting Evidence Reduces Suspect Cooperation
Margarita Parker
Saint Joseph’s University, USA

BIOGRAPHY
Margarita Parker graduated cum laude from Saint
Joseph’s University in May 2020 with a dual major in
Criminal Justice and Spanish. Throughout the four
years, she participated in various internships in data
analytics and one at a local police department to
implement Intelligence-Led Policing. Parker worked
closely with Dr. Christopher Kelly to complete a
thesis on investigative interviewing and the effect
evidence presentation has on suspect responses.

ABSTRACT
This study examines the presentation of evidence in
a sample of suspect interviews from an urban police
department in the United States. Different from
prior research that has focused on the presentation
of evidence domain related to suspect resistance
and denials, this study analyzed the specific
techniques within that domain. In general,
presentation of evidence techniques demonstrated
similar effects as the domain itself, as several were
significantly associated with reduced cooperation,
and none increased suspect admissions. Additional
analyses showed that early emphasis of the
presentation of evidence domain resulted in the
strongest negative association with suspect
cooperation than later in the interview.

Keywords: interrogation, interviewing, evidence,
cooperation, suspects

INTRODUCTION
Presenting evidence, a common technique used to
obtain confessions in suspect investigative
interviews, is taught to be disclosed early and in an
accusatory manner, particularly in the U.S. (Kassin
et al., 2007). While most American law enforcement
training manuals indicate that early evidence
disclosure will overcome interviewee resistance
(e.g., the Reid Technique; Inbau et al., 2013), research
has suggested the opposite (Kelly et al., 2016).
Furthermore, it is firmly established that evidence
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should be disclosed gradually for credibility
assessment and information gain (Oleszkiewicz &
Watson, 2020). This delayed, or strategic, disclosure
not only allows the interviewer to assess the
veracity of subject statements, but also may act as a
safety net for preventing false confessions if suspect
statements are made prior to evidence being
disclosed (Sukumar et al., 2016).

coding, the dependent variables for this study were
suspect cooperation, rated on a 5-point scale (1 =
strongly resistant, 5 = strongly cooperative), and
self-incriminating statements, measured
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dichotomously (0 = absent, 1 = present). The mean
value of cooperation was 3.63 ( SD = 1.18), and
suspects made self-incriminating admissions in
23.7% of intervals.

TABLE 1. Descriptive Statistics

Variables

Kelly and colleagues (2013) proposed a taxonomy of
interrogation methods consisting of six domains in
an attempt to standardize the language used to
describe interviews and interrogations, one of which
is presentation of evidence (PE). Within this domain,
the researchers identified a series of discrete
techniques, such as confronting the interviewee
with actual evidence, use of visual aids, or bluff the
interviewee about supposed evidence. In follow up
studies testing the six domains, they found that PE
reduced cooperation and was associated with
suspect denials (Kelly et al., 2015, 2016). Other
studies have also shown that disclosing evidence is
more likely to lead to increased subject resistance
and less information gain (Wachi et al., 2014),
especially if disclosed early in the interview (Walsh &
Bull, 2015).
In an analysis of the dynamic nature of
interrogation, Kelly et al. (2016) looked at the
progression of the PE domain over three time
periods by dividing the interviews into one-third
segments. This examination of when evidence is
presented in an interview stems from the Strategic
Use of Evidence (SUE) research, which suggests that
interviewers avoid disclosing evidence early in order
to detect deceit. Kelly et al. (2016) found that
evidence disclosure was higher across all three
segments among interviews that ended in a denial.

% of Intervals

Independent Variables
PE Technique (N = 519)
Actual Evidence
Visual Aid
Bluff
Statement from Witness
Criminal History
We Know All
Identify Contradictions
Summary
Fabricated Evidence
Polygraph
Other
Any PE technique

21.0
19.8
17.1
8.9
7.7
6.0
4.6
3.5
0.6
0.2
4.6
53.6

Dependent Variables
Cooperation (N = 503)
Strong Resistance
Weak Resistance
Neutral
Weak Cooperation
Strong Cooperation

2.8
22.3
11.3
36.0
27.6

Outcomes (N = 26)
Denial or Invoke Rights
Admission

n

14
12

Note. PE = presentation of evidence

Overall, the following results show that the specific
techniques did not increase suspect cooperation.
Independent sample t-tests indicated that lower
levels of cooperation were associated with the use
of the individual PE techniques. For example, the
presentation of actual evidence lowered suspect
cooperation (M = 2.79, SD = 1.11) as opposed to its
absence (M = 3.87, SD = 1.09; t = 9.09, df = 501, p <
.001, d = .98), as well as the use of a witness
statement ( M = 2.72, SD = 1.17) contrasted with its
absence (M = 3.73, SD = 1.15; t = 5.68, df = 501, p <
.001, d = .88). Except for the We Know All approach
and summarizing the evidence, the remaining six
techniques were all significantly associated with
lower levels of suspect cooperation.

Using data from 29 suspect interview recordings
(see Kelly et al., 2016, for more on the sample and
measures), I examined the 10 specific
operationalized PE techniques which were coded
every five minutes resulting in a total of 519
intervals. In other words, researchers watched or
listened to the interviews, pausing every 5 minutes
to code the observed specific techniques employed
during that interval as either absent or present.
Referring to the frequencies shown in Table 1, at
least one of the PE techniques was present in 278
intervals (53.6% of the total). For additional analyses,
a 3-point emphasis scale for the PE domain was
rated (0 = not emphasized, 1 = somewhat
emphasized, and 2 = strongly emphasized), (M =
0.70, SD = 0.73). At the 5-minute interval level of

As for making a self-incriminating statement,
suspects were significantly less likely to do so when
actual evidence was presented, χ2 (1, N = 519) = 10.58,
p = .001, φ = -.14, and when the detectives bluffed
the suspect, χ2 (1, N = 519) = 6.20, p = .013, φ = -.11.
Similarly, the use of any PE technique reflects this
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same negative trend as the individual techniques, χ2
(1, N = 519) = 6.05, p = .014, φ = -.11. To summarize,
several of the specific techniques significantly
influenced suspect outcomes in the same way as the
PE domain in previous research (e.g., Kelly et al.,
2016), and none of them were significantly related to
increases in cooperation or in producing selfincriminating statements. Therefore, the
consistency and reliability of the techniques’
associations with the same outcomes supports the
examination of the PE domain as a whole (Kelly et
al., 2013), thus the remaining analyses used the 3point emphasis scale.
The current analyses found that the interviewers
disclosed evidence at a high rate throughout the
interview, with an increased emphasis in the middle
segment, which is contrary to the recommended
SUE framework. These results show that PE
disclosure was significantly more emphasized
throughout all three segments among denials than
admissions. In the middle segment, PE use was
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nearly twice as emphasized in interviews that ended
in a denial than an admission (see Figure 1).
Concerning cooperation over the three segments,
PE was negatively associated with it in each, and this
relationship was especially pronounced when it was
disclosed in the beginning (r = -.537, p <.001),
compared to the middle (r = -.251, p < .001) and end

(r = -.188, p = .019). At no point does the correlation
indicate a positive relationship despite the
magnitude of the association becoming weaker
across the three segments (see Figure 2). This shows
a suspect’s response to evidence disclosure is
influenced by when it is disclosed.

Figure 1. PE Domain Emphasis Among Denials and
Admissions

Figure 2. Correlations between PE Emphasis and
Cooperation over Time

Despite being a small sample from a single police
department, the implications of the study are quite
clear. Presentation of evidence techniques are not
likely to overcome resistance, an effect that is
particularly pronounced in the beginning of an
interview, as advocated for in popular American
interrogation training programs, such as the Reid
Technique (Inbau et al., 2013). Regardless of the
specific technique, evidence presentation should be
avoided if securing a suspect’s cooperation is a goal
of an interview. If an interviewer does decide to
disclose evidence during the interview, they should
do so near the end, after establishing some level of
rapport and allowing the suspect to recount their
own version events.
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The Incel Van Attack of
Toronto, Canada – April
23, 2018:

specialize units and squads that were staffed by

A Practical Approach to the PEACE Interview Model
from a Canadian Legal Perspective

Ministerial conference, which coincidentally, was
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members who trained routinely for the variety of
incidents that any large urban metropolis would
routinely face. As Canada’s largest city, the TPS was
also in the midst of providing security for the G7
meeting to discuss domestic security measures in

The events of April 23, 2018, in Toronto, Canada
were unparalleled. At approximately 1:25 p.m., the
Toronto Police Service (TPS) communication center
began receiving an overwhelming number of 911
calls from citizens reporting numerous pedestrians
being struck by a vehicle (TPS, 2018a). According to
the callers, the vehicle, a white cargo van with a
Ryder logo on the side, had mounted the curb of
Yonge Street and began deliberately striking the
pedestrians southbound along the sidewalk (TPS,
2018a). The calls quickly began to overload the
capacity of the communications center, with all 88
lines in use, placing over 700 calls were identified
that required a call-back (TPS, 2018e; it should be
noted that The Toronto Police Service has since
expanded their call volume capacity, increasing their
number of lines in their communications centre.).
Over the following two hours and fifteen minutes,
1,206 calls were made to 911, of which 873 were in
directly related to the van attack alone (by
comparison, the average number of 911 calls
received by the TPS for a week’s period is
approximately 370; TPS, 2018d).
As the barrage of calls continued to be made, 911
emergency staff began tracking the vehicle as it
sped southbound along the city sidewalk,
occasionally veering out into the middle of traffic to
cross over to the adjacent sidewalk only to target
more victims (TPS, n.d.a).
At the time of the attack, the city of Toronto had a
population of nearly three million people, with a
police service consisting of approximately 4,900
uniformed members, supported by an additional
1900 civilians (City of Toronto 2018 Budget, n.d.).
The TPS was also comprised of a diverse number of

begin to emerge. Believing that he could take him

mass casualties (Canada, like many countries around

down without resorting to lethal force, Lam

the world, wasn’t immune to previous acts of mass

holstered his firearm, trading instead for his

murder), nor was it because of the particularly

expandable baton, and advanced on Minassian ready

heroic work of the police and their emergency

to strike. In response, Minassian threw his hands in

partners. Every day, first responders face

the air and conceded to Lam’s demands as he

unexpected, life-threatening, emergencies with

proned out on the pavement, waiting to be

calm professionalism and restraint, motivated only

handcuffed.

by a selfless dedication to serve. This day was
different because, unlike most assailants of the past,

response to acts of terrorism (Government of

THE ATTACK
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Canada, 2021). Further exasperating police
resources, Toronto was also hosting a National
Hockey League playoff game at the Air Canada
Centre with thousands of exuberant fans expected

The face-off between Lam and Minassian was

whose killing sprees were either ended by suicide or

infamously captured on several passerby’s cell

being killed by responding law enforcement or

phones and later went viral across the Internet as

military, Alek Minassian, despite best efforts, was

Lam was applauded for handling the situation in

taken into police custody alive.

such a controlled and collected manner.

to attend and celebrate afterward (McCarthy, 2018).

Rights and Requirements. Like many large-scale

Police Constable Kenny Lam was on duty by himself
that day, operating an unmarked police vehicle and
assigned to traffic enforcement. As one of the many
units responding to the scene, Lam suddenly
observed the white Ryder van slowly coming to a
stop on the north sidewalk of a side street, just west
of Yonge Street. Stopping his police vehicle at a
strategically safe distance, parallel to the van in the
event that he needed to take cover, Lam exited,
drew his Glock pistol, and began ordering the driver
onto the ground.
The following moments would be repeatedly played
over-and-over by media across the world as Alek
Minassian (the attacker), emboldened with a desire
to die, quickly pulled an object from the side of his
jacket and pointed it directly at Lam. Instinctively,
Lam took cover behind his vehicle engine block and
assessed the situation, while continuing to shout
commands for Minassian to get down on the
ground. Ignoring Lam, Minassian, defiant on being
shot, began to swing his arm back and forth on Lam,
as if he was drawing from a holstered position, while
shouting “Kill me! I have a gun in my pocket! Shoot

me in the head!”
Protected by cover and now convinced that
Minassian was unarmed and bluffing, Lam reached
into his vehicle, turned off the siren and then walked

Lam, unaware of the degree and extent of

homicide investigations, this case had its series of

Minassian’s crime, made the conservative decision

complications, none of which was more concerning

to arrest him for the offence of failing to remain at

than the dwindling amount of time the police had to

the scene of an accident. Moments later, additional

interview Minassian in an attempt to, among other

uniform and plainclothes officers arrived and took

things, determine his motive. Similar to most

custody of him at which point his charges were

western countries, the Canadian legal system places

quickly upgraded to attempt murder and vehicular

a time limit on the police to hold a suspect before

manslaughter. Minassian was subsequently advised

compelling them to bring the offender before a

of his obligatory civil rights, including the right to

justice in order to have their detention determined

speak with legal counsel and the right to remain

by way of habeas corpus (Canadian Charter of Rights

silent, which he acknowledged by requesting to

and Freedoms, 1982) – a time limit that normally

speak with a publicly appointed lawyer known as

cannot exceed 24 hours (Criminal Code of Canada,

“duty counsel”.

1985).

With sirens still wailing in the background as various

In serious criminal investigations, Canadian law

emergency services continued to rush to the

enforcement routinely make an attempt to interview

multitude of injured and dead, Minassian was

an arrested suspect – in part, because it’s a critical

quickly transported to 32 Division – the closest

component to a thorough and complete

police station to the attack. Upon arriving, he was

investigation, but as well, because they are

processed, strip searched, given access to legal

permitted by law to do it alone – in essence,

counsel, and eventually lodged in a cell, while

unobstructed by legal counsel. Unlike their

uniformed officers and detectives scrambled over

counterparts in the U.S., U.K., Australia, or New

the 2.5 kilometers of carnage that made up his crime

Zealand, where suspects are permitted, in most

scene in an attempt to secure and protect evidence.

cases, to have a lawyer or other legal advocate

Armed members of the Emergency Task Force and

present during an investigative interview, Canadian

Police Dog Services attended the scene as it was

suspects are generally only afforded the opportunity

unknown whether Minassian had acted alone or if

to speak to legal counsel in advance. Once satisfied,

there were other suspects still outstanding who

the suspect is not permitted to have their lawyer

might be plotting a secondary attack (TPS, 2018c).

present during their interview, thus allowing
investigators the ability to capitalize on the

out into the open with his handgun still drawn as he
continued to assess the situation. Within seconds,
he started to see cracks in Minassian’s courage

This attack was unprecedented in Canada; not just

advantages of rapport building and the strategic use

because of the devastation left behind by a lone

of evidence during the interview process, while at

attacker motivated by hate and intent on causing
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the same time remaining free from the distraction of

In addition to adhering to the Canadian Charter,

• Operating Mind: Confessions are only admissible

obtaining an admissibly reliable statement from a

an advocate supporting the suspect.

police must also comply with the jurisprudence of

if they are a product of an operating mind. In other

suspect. Like many police services around the world,

statement admissibility – colloquially referred to as

words, in order for a suspect’s statement to be

Canadian police services have been challenged with

Of course, with this perceived advantage comes a

the “Confessions Rule.” The Confessions Rule sets

admissible, the suspect must have the operating

finding an interview technique that best fits within

strict adherence to complying with Canadian

out common law limits to police interviews by

mind to understand that what they are saying is

their specific legal landscape. The intersect between

legislation, specifically the Charter of Rights and

ensuring that statements made by suspects to

being said to a person in authority and that it may

finding an effective interview technique that

Freedoms that, among other things, mandates the

persons in authority must be voluntary before they

be used against them in a court of law.

complies with the statutory laws of the Charter, as

police to promptly inform a suspect who has been

are entered as admissible evidence in court – the

arrested or detained, of the reason for their arrest

onus of which lies on the prosecution to prove

Unlike the first four examples listed above, which

or detention, as well as their right to speak to legal

beyond a reasonable doubt (R. v. Erven, 1978, 1979; R.

are generally the direct result of either police action

counsel (Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms,

v. Hodgson , 1998a, 1998b; R. v. Sabri, 2002). In 2000,

or behaviour, a suspect’s “operating mind” can fail

1982). These protections are in place to ensure that

the Supreme Court of Canada restated the common

without any intervention or improper conduct by

not only does a suspect understand their jeopardy in

law definition of voluntariness in the landmark case,

the state (Stewart, 2009, p. 544). Factors that can

terms of why they’ve been arrested or detained, but

R. v. Oickle, by placing strict rules on the manner in

affect an accused’s operating mind can include, but

as well, their right to speak with legal counsel who

which the police can question a suspect, protecting

are not limited to, the influence of drugs or alcohol,

will presumably inform the suspect of their

them against potentially oppressive interviewing

hypnosis, state of shock or the suspect’s state of

constitutional right to remain silent. This right is so

tactics that might compromise the voluntariness of

mental health (R. v. Whittle, 1994a). Although

embedded within the Canadian legal system that

any out-of-court statement that they might make ( R.

cognitive impairments such as schizophrenia,

case law has imposed a duty on the police to hold-

v. Oickle, 2000). The primary goal of the Confessions

intoxication or other mental health conditions may

off eliciting any evidence from a suspect by way of

Rule is two-fold (see generally, R. v. Whittle, 1994a,

not necessarily always render a statement

questioning until all of these rights have been fully

1994b; see also Hutchinson & Withington, 1980; see

involuntary ( R. v. Hebert, 1990), if a suspect suffers

satisfied (R. v. Manninen, 1987; R. v. Willier, 2010).

also Thomas, 2005) – to ensure that the statement

from a severe cognitive disability, the courts will

well as the spirit of the Confessions Rule, has been

of an accused is not only reliable, since involuntary

weigh the probative value of the statement against

Once these requirements have been met, however,

statements are often excluded because they are

the potentially prejudicial effect of the suspect’s

it’s important to understand that although a suspect

untrue, but as well, ensuring that the statement was

mental state ( R. v. Singh, 2007). Thus, inner

has the right to remain silent, the right is not

obtained in a fair manner, free of coercion. In doing

compulsion by conscience alone is not, in and of

absolute; meaning that while a suspect has the right

so, the Supreme Court listed several factors, when

itself, an argument for lack of operating mind (R. v.

to remain silent and not answer any police

examined contextually, that could potentially impact

Whittle, 1994a), but severe mental impairment might

questions, they do not have the right not to be

the overall voluntariness of a suspect’s statement,

very well affect the potential admissibility of a

questioned.

including:

suspect’s statement (Nagotcha v. The Queen , 1980).

Canadian police are also permitted to use legitimate

• Threats or Promises: That alone or together are

It’s important to understand that the right to silence

means of persuasion while questioning a suspect in

strong enough to raise a doubt that the suspect’s

and the Confessions Rule have individually

their attempt to fulfill their investigative role and

will to decide whether to speak to the police or

distinctive roles, where the right to silence protects

gather evidence. According to Supreme Court

remain silent has been overborne

the accused’s decision to speak, the Confessions

Justice Louise Charron in R. v. Singh (2007):

“One can readily appreciate that the police could
hardly investigate crime without putting questions
to persons from whom it is thought that useful

Rule is concerned with the motivation for why the
• Quid Pro Quo: In situations where the suspect is

suspect spoke (Stewart, 2009).

offered some form of inducement in return for a
Finally, in order for the prosecution to reach the

confession

onerous threshold of “beyond a reasonable doubt”,

information may be obtained. The person suspected

• Oppression: Denying the suspect basic

Canadian courts have come to insist that all suspect

of having committed the crime being investigated is

necessaries such as food, water, clothing,

interviews are, at the very least, audio recorded,

no exception. Indeed, if the suspect in fact

medication or sleep

with the preference being a video recording (R. v.

committed the crime, he or she is likely the person

Moore-McFarlane [G.C.] et al., 2001).

who has the most information to offer about the

• Trickery: Police trickery that is “so appalling as to

incident.”

shock the community” (R. v. Oickle, 2000) may also

Appropriate interview techniques that will not

lead to an inadmissible statement made by a suspect

compromise the voluntariness of a suspect’s
statement are therefore critical to the success of
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difficult to reach.
THE INTERVIEW: PLANNING AND PREPARING
Law enforcement and related government agencies
around the globe have long recognized the
importance of adhering to an interview technique
that combines the goals of scientific study and
rigorous peer reviewed scrutiny, with “real world”
practice. In 2013, after conducting an extensive
internal review of its interview training standards,
the TPS adopted the PEACE interview model for all
victim, witness, and suspect interviews (Watkins,
2013).
Combining the benefits of both academic and
practical expertise into the now revised investigative
interview curriculum, the TPS College, responsible
for providing most of the internal training to all TPS
members, partnered with the TPS Polygraph Unit
that, in addition to conducting forensic polygraph
examinations, is the primary unit responsible for
conducting custodial interviews of suspects involved
in serious, high profile or complexed investigations.
Together, they developed a two-tiered investigative
interview course – the first-tier comprised of a
week’s training on the theory and practical
application of the PEACE model for interviewing
victims, witness and cooperative suspects, while the
second-tier focused on interviewing extremely
resistant and uncooperative suspects accused of
more serious crimes.
Preparing for Minassian’s interview was, as
mentioned, challenged with time restraints.
Following his arrest at 1:37 p.m., investigators quickly
started piecing together evidence of a possible
motive that, based on all of the hallmarks, mirrored
similar vehicle attacks in Europe inspired by Islamic
terrorist ideology (“2016 Nice truck attack,” 2022;

Case Review
“2017 Barcelona attacks,” 2022; “2017 Stockholm
truck attack,” 2022; “2017 Westminster attack,”
2022). Not until 4:30 p.m., after uncovering his
Facebook profile where Minassian had posted the
following cryptic message, did investigators begin to
shift their thoughts to that of Incel motivations:
“Private (Recruit) Minassian Infantry 00010, wishing
to speak to Sgt 4chan please. C23249161. The Incel

II:RP | Volume 12 | Issue 1
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• The reason for his Facebook post and its meaning
• The purpose for choosing a rental van (from Ryder)
as the mechanism for his attack
• His emotional state and mindset just prior, during
and after the attack
• His banking information, specifically credit card

II:RP | Volume 12 | Issue 1

a deadly shooting spree in the small town of Isla

victim who had been injured after Minassian’s

Vista, California, killing six people and injuring

interview had been conducted, thus not having an

another 14 after documenting his motivations in a

impact on the admissibility of his statement. On the

147-page manifesto where he decreed his contempt

one hand, if the investigators began his interview

for the women who had rebuffed his sexual

prematurely, only to learn partway through that

advances and for the men whom they were

there were more victims, they would be required by

attracted to (see Rodger, n.d.).

law to cease any further questioning in order to
advise him of his change in jeopardy and his

accounts, used to rent the van in question

At 9:30 p.m., investigators began to review the

requisite right yet again to speak with legal counsel.

interview of Minassian’s father, Vahe Minassian, who

On the other hand, if investigators waited too long, a

had been cooperative with police. According to his

legal argument of oppression could be raised due to

The interview room at 32 Division, normally

father, Minassian grew up in a relatively stable

sleep deprivation and other related issues, contrary

reserved for victims and witnesses, was chosen for

family environment. The family was considered

to the Confessions Rule.

At 8:15 p.m., members of the TPS, Polygraph Unit,

Minassian’s interview, primarily because it had a

middle class and resided in a suburb of Toronto,

arrived at 32 Division and immediately began

larger, more spacious, atmosphere, as opposed to

known as Richmond Hill, where Minassian lived with

Believing that the risk of more victims coming to

preparing for Minassian’s interview starting with

the more stark and cold surroundings of the

both his parents and older brother.

light was unlikely, Minassian was advised once again

categorizing all the evidence gathered should it be

standard custodial interview rooms inside the aging

necessary to strategically introduce, as well as

police station, (as well as the fact that it could

According to Vahe, Minassian had asked him for a

degree murder and 15 counts of attempted murder

quickly identifying the following investigative

facilitate external monitoring). Research has

ride earlier that day, stating that he had plans to

as investigators prepared to begin the interview.

interview topics to be expanded on during his

consistently identified that the more comfortable

meet with a friend at a Starbuck’s coffee shop. Vahe

Once again, Minassian turned down his

interview:

and inviting an interview room, the greater the

agreed and later dropped him off at the Starbucks

constitutional right to speak to legal counsel,

likelihood that suspects will make more disclosures

on Hwy 7 near Hwy 400. Vahe had not heard or seen

reciting the fact that he was satisfied with the

versus those environments that are more

his son since (TPS, 2018b).

earlier advice received.

Rebellion has already begun! We will overthrow all
the Chads and Stacys! All hail the Supreme
Gentleman Elliot Rodger!”

• Education – to corroborate his level of

• Identifying any other relationships with individuals
who might have held a similar Incel ideology

of his jeopardy as it stood at 10 counts of first-

comprehension and understanding of his rights and

threatening or intimidating (Dawson et al., 2017;

jeopardy

Hoogesteyn et al., 2019).

As investigators continued to review Minassian’s

At approximately 11:00 p.m., Minassian was escorted

biographical history, more complications began to

from the cells into the waiting interview room by a

As the number of deceased slowly began to climb,

surface. Although outwardly high functioning

plainclothes detective and left alone. Watching from

the full extent of Minassian’s jeopardy became

(Minassian had recently completed a degree in

the monitoring room, investigators suddenly

increasingly more serious, requiring investigators to

software development at a local college), he suffered

became keenly aware of Minassian’s

inform him that the charge of attempted murder

from Autism Spectrum Disorder. According to

psychophysiological state as the distinct sound of

would be now upgraded to nine counts of first-

several sources, including family members and

his teeth chattering was so loud that it could be

degree murder. Again, according to Canadian law,

friends, throughout Minassian’s formative years in

heard through the audio recording of the closed-

Minassian was promptly informed of his right to

high school, he had been relegated to a special

circuit television.

speak to legal counsel; however, this time he

needs class where he had difficulty socializing with

• Other Relationships – to seek out other possible

declined, stating that he was satisfied with the

other students and making friends. This new

witnesses to corroborate or refute his Incel ideology

advice that he had received from his initial

revelation was particularly disconcerting due to the

and planning for the attack

conversation with duty counsel earlier.

potential impact that it could have on his interview,

Preparation also included developing the following

As preparation for Minassian’s interview continued,

building standpoint, but more importantly as it

goals, aims and objectives:

very little was known of the Incel sub-culture.

related to the issue of his operating mind and the

Investigators began to analyze interviews taken of

consequences that his disorder might have on the

Minassian’s friends and relatives, as well as

overall voluntariness of anything said, should he

information gleaned from the Internet and other

confess.

• Employment – specifically as it related to any prior
military experience in order to corroborate his
earlier Facebook post
• Social Media Activity – in an attempt to
corroborate his most recent Facebook post and later
identify other possible suspects involved through a
computer forensic analysis of his different
electronic devices

• Determining the roots and cause for his Incel
ideology

not just simply from a communication and rapport

• Uncovering all of his physical actions as well as his

open sources, where they discovered that

psychological mindset leading up to the attack

Minassian’s interest in the Incel ideology began after

With the number of dead increasing to 10 and those

learning of a young autistic misogynist loner by the

injured now at 15, investigators wrestled with

name of Elliot Rodger. According to numerous on-

waiting any longer to interview Minassian. It should

line news reports, on May 23, 2014, Rodger went on

be noted that investigators only learned of a 16th

• All of his online activity, including social media
accounts, postings, and conversations
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THE INTERVIEW: ENGAGE AND EXPLAIN
Upon entering the interview room, Minassian’s
interviewer immediately began developing rapport
by making a polite introduction, shaking hands,
establishing a first-name basis, and offering bottled
water. In keeping with PEACE best practices,
discussions then turned to providing Minassian the
reasons, routines, and expectations of the interview,
along with a brief route-map in terms of the
direction that the interview would take, which
included questioning him about his education,
familial relationships, employment, travel and most
importantly, the events that occurred earlier that
day. An emphasis was placed on ensuring a mutual

Case Review
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respect between them both and finally a promise

prior occasions, the interviewer once again

duty counsel, by discussing areas of common

paid their attention toward the more attractive men

was asked, should Minassian decide to answer any

reminded him of his constitutional right to speak

interest, introducing subtle forms of humour and

in the room. Considering himself a “supreme

questions, that he simply speak from the heart and

with counsel on video to prevent any future legal

paying Minassian complements. As time went on, it

gentleman”, Minassian explained that he was angry

be truthful. Although Minassian’s posture was ridged

Charter argument that he wasn’t informed of his

didn’t take long for cracks to emerge in his wall of

that these women would “give their love and

and his tone matter-of-fact, he nevertheless

jeopardy to right to legal counsel

resistance as it became increasingly more difficulty

affection to obnoxious brutes.” According to Justice

for Minassian to withstand the urge to talk.

Malloy’s judgment in R. v. Minassian (2021), it was

acquiesced in agreement, presenting an outwardly
cooperative, yet reserved, appearance.

Clearly intimidated with his new surroundings,

later determined that Minassian’s story of attending

Minassian immediately capitalized on the

As the rapport building process continued,

a Halloween party in 2013 was a complete

The interview quickly turned to a lengthy recital of

opportunity to interrupt the interview process and

Minassian opened up, but seemed selective in his

fabrication.

the chronology of Minassian’s treatment while in

speak with a lawyer for a second time. As required

answers by placing certain conditions on his

police custody, from the time of his initial arrest to

by law, all further questioning of Minassian

disclosure, speaking candidly about certain topics

Minassian was no longer ridged in his posture with

being escorted into the interview room, including a

subsequently ceased as he was escorted from the

including areas of general interest, hobbies, his

hands firmly planted in front of him as active

detailed review of his legal rights and other

interview room and placed in contact with a duty

college education, and social media activity,

listening was now the main motivator that

interactions with the police. The purpose of which

counsel lawyer for further free legal advice. Police

however, refusing to answer any questions in

encouraged him to speak. As he continued his

was to establish that that no threats, promises or

were now faced with yet another challenge as a

relation to immediate family or friends. It was

diatribe, swiveling back and forth in his chair, legs

quid pro quo inducements had made during his

pivotal change in the interview was about to take

believed that Minassian refused to answer these

casually crossed in front of him, Minassian

interactions with the police that might later be

place.

questions out of fear that he might possibly

disclosed, almost with a delightful sense of glee, his

implicate his family or friends in his crime. Fearful

indoctrination into the Incel subculture. It was

At 12:45 a.m., having spoken to duty counsel over the

that pressing these areas of questioning might have

eventually, after his introduction to the online

phone for over 20 minutes, Minassian was

a negative impact on the rapport that had already

website, 4Chan – an on-line forum where people

As mentioned above, the Canadian Charter of Rights

eventually returned to the interview room,

been established, the interviewer slowly began to

communicate with others anonymously and free of

and Freedoms requires the police, upon arrest or

seemingly now possessed with a renewed level of

turn the conversation towards a more tempered

censorship and few restrictions – that he began to

detention of a suspect, to promptly advise the

confidence. Upon resuming the interview, Minassian

topic – Minassian’s views towards females.

bond with similar likeminded individuals like Elliot

suspect of the reason for their arrest or detention

immediately refused to answer any further

and to inform them of their right to speak with legal

questions, relying on the advice that he had just

At 1:19 a.m., the interview reached a dramatic

Woolf, 2015; Chris Harper-Mercer was a 26-year-old

counsel without delay. Canadian jurisprudence has

received from duty counsel, stating sharply that his

turning point. After asking Minassian to describe his

student at Umpqua Community College in Roseburg,

placed further obligations on law enforcement to re-

lawyer had instructed him to remain silent.

feelings towards women in general, he paused for a

Oregon who, motivated by the Elliot Rodger and

advise suspects of their constitutional rights in

Minassian seemed no longer willing to cooperate

minute and then replied, “I would say that

Incel movement, went on a shooting spree killing 10

situations where, among other things, a suspect’s

any further as he sat in his chair with stoic defiance.

sometimes I am a bit upset that they choose to date

people and injuring eight before taking his own life);

obnoxious men instead of gentleman.” Capitalizing

two men who would later go on to commit horrific

The Interview: Obtaining an Account. As mentioned

on this important disclosure with a series of open-

acts of violence out of revenge for begin

At approximately 11:24 p.m., the interviewer

earlier, a suspect has the right to remain silent –

ended questions, Minassian was asked to elaborate

“involuntarily celibate”. So strong was Minassian’s

reiterated the fact that he was going to be charged

they do not, however, have the right not to be

on his statement and without further prompting, he

reverence for Rodger that he referred to him

with 10 counts of first-degree murder and 15 counts

questioned – and, in fact, Canadian jurisprudence

suddenly provided what would later be the

ironically as the “supreme gentleman” – another

of attempted murder. When asked if he understood

has empowered the police to use legitimate means

beginning of a long and detailed explanation of his

disclosure that corroborated the evidence of his

what first degree murder was, Minassian, with a cold

of persuasion to encourage a suspect to make a

recruitment into the Incel ideology that fueled the

sense of confidence replied, “It’s (premeditated)

statement. As stated in R. v. Hebert (1990, p. 4):

final post on Facebook.

start of immense hate towards the “Chads” of

argued were a violation of his Charter rights or the
Confessions Rule.

Rodger and Chris Harper-Mercer (see Jacobs &

jeopardy has changed.

murder and completely intentional and considered
to be what’s known as… in cold blood.”

“Police persuasion, short of denying the suspect the
right to choose or of depriving him of an operating

Although Minassian had been offered the

mind, does not affect voluntary statements.”

society – those men whom he described as

With complete freedom of interruption, Minassian,

boisterous, athletic, and good looking, – and the

so entranced with the Incel ideology, began to

women who fawned over them whom he labelled as

digress into long explanations of disjointed

“Stacys”.

comparisons of the Incel movement to sci-fi action

opportunity to speak with legal counsel following his

movies such as The Matrix, Internet memes like

arrest, he later declined any further access to a

Despite his obvious opposition, questioning

Minassian began his narrative stating that it all

nevertheless continued in the hopes of obtaining a

“Pepe the Frog” and other similar movements such

lawyer twice following when his jeopardy

began in 2013 after attending a Halloween party

narrative and accomplishing the goals, aims and

as MGTOW (Men Going Their Own Way) – the vast

increasingly worsened. Police were now about to

while at college. According to Minassian, he

objectives of the interview and it relatively short

majority of which appeared baffling and largely

formally interview Minassian with the potential of

attempted to socialize with the more attractive

order, the interviewer was able to reestablish what

unfamiliar to the investigators.

eliciting incriminating evidence. In light of the fact

women of the party only to have his advances

that he had refused access to counsel on the two

rapport had been lost during the interruption with

quickly rebuffed as they laughed at him and instead,
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Seemingly now open to engage in unobstructed

shop on the pretense that he was going to meet a

conversation, while continuing to maintain rapport,

friend, Minassian suddenly started to lie, stating

the interviewer began to narrow the focus of

instead that at 12:25 p.m., he boarded a city bus to

questioning on the details that lead up to the events

the Ryder rental office where he completed the

of earlier that day.

necessary paper and paid his deposit with his Visa

Case Review
THE INTERVIEW: CONVERSATION MANAGEMENT
Having adopted an evidence-based approach to
investigative interviewing and cognizant of its
limitations, little emphasis was placed on both
Minassian’s verbal and non-verbal behaviour

card to secure the van of his choice. Aware of the
Again, with little to no coaxing, Minassian began to

obvious inconsistency, the interviewer nevertheless

disclose with cold affect how he began planning his

allowed Minassian to continue uninterrupted,

attack approximately one month prior after his Incel

making note of it for later use.

symptoms that are traditionally used among law
enforcement in their attempts to detect deception
(DePaulo & Pfeifer, 1986; Garrido et al., 2004; Kassin
et al., 2005; Meissner & Kassin, 2004). In fact,

indoctrination. Incited by both Rodger and HarperMercer, he had reached a final point where it was

Minassian continued his account stating that upon

time to take retribution against all those who had

entering the vehicle, he immediately headed out to

wronged him throughout his life, including the

the crowded streets of north Toronto until finally

Chads and Stacys who he held with abject distain,

reaching his “…attack location”, the busy uptown

but also the “Normies” – the everyday innocent

intersection of Yonge Street and Finch Avenue.

contrary to what past pseudoscientific
methodologies purported as accurate, Minassian
presented in a manner that was forthright and
without hesitation. He maintained strong eye
contact and rarely faltered in his speech as his
answers were detailed and spoken with conviction.

people who, in Minassian’s mind, needed to be
“subjugated” as part of the Incel rebellion.

Yet, it was later reported by court appointed

Stopped at a red light, Minassian described how “the

psychologists, who were hired to assess Minassian’s

day of retribution” was burning in his mind as he
Minassian went on to explain how he booked the

scan the sidewalks of Yonge Street. Seconds later,

reservation for the van that he was eventually going

he suddenly decided to “…just go for it!” and without

to use with the rental company, Ryder, explaining

any further hesitation, he floored the accelerator of

that a 10-foot van was large enough to “…have an

the vehicle, mounted the curb and began speeding

effect, but not to big that (he couldn’t) maneuver

towards innocent pedestrians. Minassian described

with it… and large enough to inflict severe damage.”

how people were knocked out of the way or thrown

When asked why, after a month’s planning, he chose

over top of the van as he collided with them,

April 23rd, Minassian’s only explanation was that he

completely void of any sense of remorse or guilt. His

felt “…it would be more symbolic if (he) had

only goal, “inflicting severe damage”.

cognitive functioning, that he had lied consistently
throughout his interview (R. v. Minassian, 2021).
Instead of looking at behaviour symptoms,
investigators examined the evidence that had been
collected during the investigation and deliberately
not revealed to Minassian in an attempt to compare
it with his version in order flush out any
inconsistencies. At 2:32 a.m., after returning to the
interview room, the interviewer began challenging

completed (his) exams (first).”

Minassian on his original account, specifically as it

Minassian travelled for several blocks, killing as
Confident that others would repeat his act of

many bystanders as he could, until finally coming to

rebellion, Minassian described how he wrote both

a stop after a drink, held by one of his victim’s, was

an anonymous final post on 4Chan stating, “There

inadvertently thrown onto his windshield obscuring

will be a Beta uprising tomorrow. I encourage others

his vision enough that he could no longer see.

related to taking a transit bus to the truck rental
location, when in fact his father had earlier disclosed
to police that he had dropped him off at a Starbucks
coffee shop near to the Ryder rental store. Initially
resistant, Minassian finally revealed the truth,

to follow suit”, as well as his final post on Facebook.

stating that he had lied to avoid implicating his

Concluding his statement, Minassian sat relaxed in
Leaning forward as if he his words were at the

his chair with a disturbed sense of pride in what he

starting line of a track meet about to race from his

had just said. When asked how he felt, his only reply

lips, Minassian began to spew forth the details of the

was “I’m good.”

day of his attack, describing his activities of the
morning, from eating breakfast, checking his emails,

With no other questions, the interviewer stood up

playing video games and then going for a walk, all

and excused himself, lying that he had to use the

the while the plans of his looming attack pressing on

washroom in order to exit, instead using the time to

his mind.

consult with the two plainclothes Intelligence

Without any noticeable cue, Minassian’s narrative

alone, Minassian could be seen standing up and

suddenly took an unusual turn. Instead of reiterating

briefly walking around the room, before returning to

what investigators already knew, in terms of his

his chair to stretch out his legs and yawn.

which he replied that he felt he was “treated well”.
Minassian was eventually informed of the process
moving forward, including his bail process and
future court proceedings.
With no further questions to be answered, the
interviewer turned to Minassian and concluded with
the final question, “10 people died here today… 15

people were seriously injured… I think it’s important
to ask, how do you feel about that?”
Apathetic and emotionless, Minassian’s only words
were, “I feel like I accomplished my mission.”
CONCLUSION
Although not a first in Canadian history, the van
attack of April 23, 2018, was the first mass casualty
murder investigation of this kind that the city of
Toronto had encounter. Over a period of little more
than seven minutes, Minassian successfully struck a
total of 26 pedestrians at 13 separate locations,
killing 10 and critically injuring another 16, while
travelling down pedestrian filled sidewalks at speeds
of up to 50 km/hr and dragging his victims, some of
whom over 150 meters (TPS, n.d.a). A total 10 people
(eight females and two males) ranging in age from 22
to 94 years were killed and 16 (10 females and six
males) from 21 to 81 years were injured. An 11th
victim succumb to her injuries on November 21,
2021, after being admitted to hospital and never

It’s important to mention, however, that the total

Complying with the PEACE methodology, the

that fateful day was obviously much higher. Families,

Minassian agreed to answer any further questions
should the investigators decide to interview him
further in the future. As a means of eliciting
evidence of fair treatment during his time in
custody, as well as mitigating any defence argument

90

by the police throughout his time in custody, to

THE INTERVIEW: CLOSURE

him for his cooperation. In fact, when asked,

89

statement, Minassian was asked how he was treated

released (see Casey, 2021).

on a positive note, shaking his hand and thanking

father, Vahe, driving him to the Starbucks coffee

that he was coerced of induced to make a

father in his crime.

interviewer concluded the interview with Minassian

officers who were monitoring the interview. Now

II:RP | Volume 12 | Issue 1

number of victims who suffered psychologically on
friends, and an entire community were affected and
a toll was also taken on first responders; a total of
360 members of the TPS reported the effects of
being injured on duty, many of whom suffered
psychological harm during their acts of lifesaving
work for the victims who had been killed or injured
(D. Ramdial, personal communication, September 6,
2018; TPS, n.d.b).
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Police faced many challenges that day, only one of

Justice Molloy went on to support her decision by

which was Minassian’s custodial interview. In

further stating:

Case Review
Criminal Code of Canada. (1985). Sections 503(1)(a) and (b).
https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C-46/FullText.html

addition to the previously mentioned events being

Dawson, E., Hartwig, M., Brimbal, L., & Denisenkov, P. (2017). A
room with a view: Setting influences information disclosure in

hosted in Toronto, the sheer size of the van attack

“If all that is required to obtain a non-publication

made it almost impossible to protect and secure

order is the mere assertion that prospective

valuable evidence from being contaminated by the

witnesses would be tainted by obtaining other

thousands of people who encompassed the

information about an accused, a non-publication

approximate sixteen city blocks that made up the

order would be available in virtually every trial

and skill at detecting deception. Journal of Applied Social
Psychology, 16(3), 249-267. https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1559-

crime scene (TPS, n.d.a). Furthermore, nearby

before the courts. The result would be to effectively

1816.1986.tb01138.x

trauma hospitals were inundated with the dead and

switch the presumption of an open court to a

Garrido, E., Masip, J., & Herrero, C. (2004). Police officers’

presumption of secrecy” (R. v. Minassian, 2019).

credibility judgements: Accuracy and estimated ability.

injured, stretching their resources to capacity (TPS,

investigative interviews. Law and Human Behavior, 41(4), 333343. http://doi.org/10.1037/lhb0000244
DePaulo, B. M., & Pfeifer, R. L. (1986). On-the-job experience

International Journal of Psychology, 39(4), 254-275.

n.d.a).

https://doi.org/10.1080/00207590344000411

In the end, Justice Molloy was not satisfied that

Government of Canada. (2021, January 19). Canada and the G7:
April 22 – 24, 2018 (Toronto) – Joint statement of foreign and
security ministers. G7 ministerial meeting: Building a more
peaceful and secure world.

Leading up to Minassian’s trial, members of the

Minassian’s defence had met the burden of proving

media came to learn of his police interview and

that a publication ban posed a serious risk to the

subsequently filed an application with the court to

administration of justice. Instead, she weighed in

have it released to the general public in advance of

favour of maintaining open transparency of the

his trial. In a rare case of allegiance, both

criminal justice system and in unprecedented act of

Minassian’s defence and the Crown prosecution,

public disclosure she released, Minassian’s chilling

joined by legal counsel for Minassian’s family, argued

confession to the public on September 30, 2020,

against the release, stating that it could “…taint the

some two months before the start of his trial (R. v.

testimony of defence witnesses to be called at trial.”,

Minassian, 2019).

Criminological Psychology, 24(2), 215-228.

justice (R. v. Minassian, 2019).

On March 3, 2021, Alek Minassian was found guilty of

Hutchinson, A. C., & Withington, N. R. (1980). Horvath v. The

Prior to releasing her decision, Justice Molloy

awaiting sentencing.

https://www.international.gc.ca/worldmonde/international_relationsrelations_internationales/g7/documents/2018-0424_joint_statement-declaration_commune.aspx?lang=eng
Hoogesteyn, K., Meijer, E., & Vrij, A. (2019). The influence of
room spaciousness on investigative interviews. Legal and
https://doi.org/10.1111/lcrp.12156

thus causing a serious risk to the administration of

Queen: Reflections on the doctrine of confessions. Osgoode

on all counts ( R. v. Minassian, 2021). He is presently

Hall Law Journal, 18(1), 146-171.
Jacobs, B., & Woolf, N. (2015, October 2). Chris Harper Mercer:

countered the defences’ argument that witnesses’
testimony would be negatively affected, stating:

“The fundamental premise relied upon by the
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Creating a Successful
Academic-Practitioner
Relationship:

that he was scheduled to attend a training course

A Canadian Case Example

course to deliver within the DRPS. After delivering a

INTRODUCTION
minted Assistant Professor in the Forensic
Psychology program at Ontario Tech University in
Oshawa, Ontario, Canada. Only three years removed
from completing my PhD under the supervision of
Dr. Brent Snook, who was instrumental in bringing
the PEACE model of investigative interviewing to
Canada, I was eager to jumpstart my own program
of research.
When I (PM) first met Joe, I was a veteran officer
within my local police organization, the Durham
Regional Police Service (DRPS), having worked in a
variety of investigative units throughout my career.
Along with conducting many of the high-profile
interviews within the DRPS, I was also responsible
for designing and delivering all the investigative

1

Ontario Tech University, Canada

2

Durham Regional Police, Canada

interviewing model known as PEACE. After
attending the course, we met to debrief and began
to create a 1-week PEACE-based interviewing
pilot course to a select group of four DRPS

When I (JE) first met Paul in 2014, I was a newly

Joseph Eastwood1, Paul Mitton2

held by a certain Brent Snook that outlined an

interviewing training within the organization.

AUTHOR NOTE
Joseph Eastwood, Faculty of Social Science and Humanities,
Ontario Tech University, Oshawa, ON, Canada. Paul Mitton,
Durham Regional Police (Retired), Canada.

More than seven years later we have trained
hundreds of DRPS officers in evidence-based
interviewing approaches, applied for several major

Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed
to: Joseph Eastwood, Faculty of Social Science and
Humanities, Ontario Tech University, 2000 Simcoe Street
North, Oshawa, Ontario, L1H 7K4, Canada. E‑mail:
Joseph.Eastwood@uoit.ca.

research grants, and started a consulting business
that has delivered interview training to individuals
from across the country and internationally
(www.eastwoodconsulting.net). In this paper, we
hope to review some of the lessons we’ve learned
along the way in terms of creating successful
academic-practitioner partnerships.
RESEARCH AND TRAINING COLLABORATIONS
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experienced officers and receiving their feedback in
early 2015, we finalized the course content and
structure and officially launched the course with
DRPS officers later in 2015.
Over the subsequent seven years (and counting), our
collaboration proved to be quite successful as we
continued to build on both our research and training
collaborations. We created a second 1-week course
that focused primarily on suspect interviewing and
launched that internally within the DRPS in 2017. We
created 1-day evidence-based interviewing overview
for new police recruits that now gets delivered to
each incoming class of DRPS recruits. Collectively,
we have trained several hundred DRPS officers since
2015, and JE has continued this training within the
organization after PM’s retirement in 2019.
On the research side, we conducted a study to
interview convicted offenders regarding the reasons
for confessing during their original interview. We
submitted two national-level grants with other
academics and police organizations from across
Canada to create online interview training modules
for front line officers. We applied for an iIIRG
Networking Grant to support our collective research
efforts. We have also collected data assessing the
efficacy and officer perception of our internal DRPS
training, and are currently analyzing the results of
this endeavour to further inform our training efforts.
Most recently, upon PM’s retirement in 2019, we
have branched out beyond just law enforcement

In early 2014, Ontario Tech University and the DRPS

training and launched our Eastwood Consulting

hosted a joint roundtable to try and identify

business. We have created a fully-online

potential collaborations between university faculty

asynchronous interview training course that covers

and DRPS officers/units. As attendees went around

the fundamentals of evidence based interviewing

the table introducing themselves and outlining their

using virtual lecture and video examples. We have

areas of expertise, we quickly realized our mutual

delivered both virtual and in-person investigative

interest in investigative interviewing. In our

interviewing training seminars to investigative

subsequent individual discussion, PM mentioned

organizations from across Canada – including law
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enforcement, human resource professionals,

framework to guide initial collaborative efforts while

abstract rationales such as simply “doing the right

Context on each other, and on the final day we

forensic psychology students, and private

interpersonal relationship continued to build.

thing” – we were able to gather the internal support

brought in professional actors to play the role of

needed to have the change occur.

interviewees and each trainee completed a full mock

investigators.
Organizational. The second obstacle was the
OBSTACLES AND LESSONS LEARNED
While we believe our collective efforts should be
considered successful, and certainly exceeded our
original expectations, our journey was not a linear
one and we faced several obstacles along the way.
Throughout the remainder of this article, we will
highlight both the key hurdles we faced and how we
were able to overcome them, with the hope that
such as discussion may allow for other academicpractitioner partnerships to be created in the future.
Partnership. The first obstacle was our own
relationship (or lack thereof) at the beginning. I (JE)
was a young academic with no direct law
enforcement experience, while I (PM) was an
experienced police officer with limited experience
with the academic world. We spoke very different
“languages” and had much different life and
professional experiences. Direct academicpractitioner partnerships are also very rare in a
Canadian context, and there was limited precedence
for what we were trying to accomplish. There were
many reasons why such a relationship would not
begin or quickly fizzle out without accomplishing
anything of substance.
What ultimately allowed the relationship to succeed
was based on two primary factors – Mutual Respect
and a Mutual Goal. I (JE) had tremendous respect for
the practical experience and abilities that PM had
from his years of experience “in the room”. I (PM)
had a reciprocally high level of respect for the
psychological science research knowledge held by
JE and how it could be translated into the interview
room. This mutual respect for each other’s expertise
allowed us to recognize what we each brought to
the partnership and how it could be leveraged
successfully. Of equal importance was the
understanding of the mutual goal that directed our
collaborative efforts – create engaging evidencebased interview training resources that can have a
practical impact. Having this clear goal provided a

interview while we and their peers watched via live

internal organizational structure of the DRPS when

Trainees. The third hurdle was occurred when

stream and then provided immediate feedback. It

attempting to make large-scale changes to the

interacting with the DRPS trainees during the

was rewarding to see, almost without fail, the initial

training content. Prior to 2014, interview training

training courses. Many of the officers in our courses

skepticism on day 1 turn into full-scale buy-in by the

within the DRPS for victims and witnesses was

had 20 or more years on the job and extensive

end of the course.

largely non-existent, and suspect interview training

experience in conducting interviews. Given the

was based loosely on the guilt-presumptive Reid

marked difference between past practices and the

technique. As with most law enforcement

new PEACE-based interviewing model, our

organizations, at least in a North America context,

approach was not always met with open arms. We

there was a healthy skepticism of any radical change

did have the advantage of having PM personally

to current practices (particularly when an academic

advocating for the change at the front of the

was involved). Our current training seems fine, is a

classroom. Having someone whose abilities as an

change really necessary? Is the new approach better

interviewer was well-known and highly-respected

and will it truly improve practice? What is it all going

within the DRPS was vital as a first step to creating

to cost? The organizational inertia was real, and

buy-in, and it is unlikely that the training would

achieving true change was not going to happen

have been successful without his championing of the

organically.

new approach. We also wanted to ensure, however,
that the course itself was structured to allow

We believe that our ability to impact institutional-

trainees to see the benefits of the new approach

wide change in a relatively quick amount of time was

directly and therefore personally embrace it by the

due to two primary factors. First, we were fortunate

end of the week.

to have key individuals in decision making roles –
and specifically Sgt. Lorelle Luciuk from the DRPS

Our approach to creating buy-in from the trainees

Training Branch – that were forward-thinking and

consisted of three components. First, we stressed

recognized the need for evidence-based practices to

the psychological science research underlying the

be implemented. Having these “internal champions”

new approach. This new approach to interviewing

gave us the institutional support and resources that

wasn’t something that we just collectively came up

were necessary to create the new training courses

with off the top of our heads, but instead had

and facilitated the various internal processes needed

substantial research support from around the world.

to implement them (e.g., providing classroom space,

Second, we showed how it could work in practice. I

electronic equipment, recruiting officers to attend).

(PM) spent countless hours digging through real-

Having this internal support was vital in turning our

world video clips from interviews that I and the

ideas into reality within the organization. The

DRPS officers (who had taken the original 2015

second factor was our intentional focus on how the

course) had conducted that could showcase the

change in interviewing approach could directly

approach in action. Having these visual, concrete

impact the DRPS in a positive manner. This included

anecdotes was invaluable in demonstrating the real-

stressing the improved experience of victims and

world utility of what we were teaching. Third, we

witnesses, the ability to generate inculpatory

provided opportunities for the trainees to test out

information from suspects without the risk of false

the approach. We built in many practical exercises

confessions and/or the statement being ruled

throughout the course that allowed the trainees to

inadmissible, ensuring the organization was

use techniques such as Mental Reinstatement of

following current best practices and avoiding any
potential malpractice lawsuits, etc. By emphasizing
how the organization itself benefitted concretely
from the new approach – as opposed to more
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CONCLUSION
Although we may be biased, we feel that academicpractitioner partnerships are the best route for
ensuring that genuine change in interviewing
practices will occur. It is vital to have the ability to
be able to speak both to the current
research/science in the area and show directly how
the concepts can be applied in the real world. It is
unlikely, however, that relationship will happen
organically, or opportunities will simply fall in your
lap. While there have been efforts in recent years to
facilitate academic-practitioner interactions – the
creation of societies for evidence-based policing in
both Canada and the United States and the
existence of the iIIRG for example – building longterm meaningful relationships between academics
and police practitioners remains challenging. But it
is worth it. They lead to incredibly rewarding
opportunities for ecologically valid research and
genuine change in practice. While every context is
different and presents unique challenges, we hope
that our experience may serve as even a small
example and motivation for how such a partnership
can be created and the impact it can have in a given
community. We encourage all researchers and
practitioners in the interviewing area to continue to
reach out and create such partnerships.
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Investigative Interview
Recording Systems for
Practitioners and
Academics

Investigative interview
recording systems for
practitioners and
academics

Video questioning, which is both permitted and

Dominik Wessling

consequences. Thus, selecting a provider with

A Note from Our Sponsors

empathetic, and pay attention to the emotions and

required by the Code of Criminal Procedure,
involves sensitive interventions that place a
considerable psychological strain on all those
involved. Even the slightest uncertainty or
interruption of the process can cause negative

Mangold International

proven and future-proof technology is the key to

INTRODUCTION

Mangold offers specialized interviewing solutions

Conducting investigative interviews requires your

that are primarily characterized by the following

full attention in order to ask the right questions, be

features:

reactions of the interviewed person. But taking
additional written notes during the interview can be
very difficult. This way, you may miss out on
important information.

success in this sensitive environment.

• High-resolution cameras, and clear sound
• Intuitive and easy to operate audio / video
recording software
• Possibility to pause recordings for privacy, legal, or

In addition to the technical competence of the
questioner, it is crucial to keep the duration of the
interview process as short as possible. Repeated
questioning should be avoided if possible. For these
reasons, it makes sense to record such interviews so
that they can be evaluated and presented later at
any time.

security reasons
• Live and post annotation with individual timebased markers
• Marker-based playback for easy and quick
debriefing
• Automatic report creation including marker and

Mangold's mobile and stationary interview systems
are precisely designed for such situations. Our
proven and future-oriented software Mangold
VideoSyncPro Studio was designed for the most
Dominik Wessling
Mangold International

diverse requirements that exist in such legal

AUTHOR NOTE
Dominik Wessling, International Sales for Mangold
International. Correspondence concerning this article
should be addressed to Dominik Wesslin, E‑mail:
dominik.wessling@mangold-international.com

interview processes. The system offers a multitude
of functions, and at the same time is easy to use.
Especially, Mangold’s mobile systems can be used
almost anywhere. They provide the opportunity to
question victims, witnesses, and suspects in both,

session information
• Authentication checks for audio / video material
to prevent tampering
• Media files can be played with standard video
players, preventing compatibility problems between
police forces, judiciaries, and public prosecutors
Each system can be configured according to your
individual requirements.

dedicated interview rooms, or their everyday

Don't hesitate to contact our team at

environment. Even in hospitals or at home.

sales@mangold-international.com

Traumatic and stressful repeated interviews by the
police, investigating judges, courts and the like can

We are happy to assist.

thus often be avoided.
Discover more at: https://www.mangoldIn addition, experts can use such video files for their
psychological assessments. The recordings provide
the experts with far more psychological profiling
information than just written interview transcripts.
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